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Preface

Balancing weapon and sensor system performance is important for achiev-
ing air and missile defense performance requirements against a target in 
an optimal sense� In today’s environment, this means meeting performance 
requirements while minimizing design, development, and operational costs 
over the lifecycle of a combat system� This book outlines a physics-based 
systems engineering approach for the design and development of a balanced 
air and missile defense system given a fixed set of target requirements� 
The inherent architecture of weapon and sensor systems plays a significant 
role in achieving a balanced approach for negating a target in both natural 
and electronic attack environments�

This book represents a synthesis of knowledge that we have developed over 
many years of engineering experience, including interaction with a number 
of members from the technical community, and thus builds on the founda-
tion of the works of many others� In this sense, the book is a progression 
of an evolving process that is constantly looking to new technologies and 
innovative architectures to ensure that air missile defense systems stay one 
step ahead of the target� Even as we complete this effort, the focus is shifting 
to networked systems of weapons and sensors to increasing air and missile 
defense capabilities at lower costs, which are mandated by a combination of 
constrained budgets and a growing competitive business environment�

We express our appreciation to several colleagues who have taken 
time from their busy schedules to review the draft material and pro-
vide insightful feedback� We are grateful for the comments and critique 
provided by Glenna Miller and Elena Zaitsev� We thank the staff at CRC 
Press/Taylor & Francis for their patience during the development of the 
material for this book�
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1

1
Introduction and Background

1.1 Introduction

This book provides key insights into and design procedures of the air and 
missile defense system engineering process that results in a balanced mis-
sile defense system whose requirements are to fulfill air and ballistic mis-
sile defense needs� This missile defense systems engineering reference will 
provide the underlying technical foundation for missile defense engineers 
to conduct an organized program and analyses that will effectively guide 
the problem definition, investment of research and development efforts for 
follow-on generations of missile defense systems, and upgrades to existing 
missile defense systems� As such, this book will have both international and 
long-lasting applications�

This book focuses on shipborne missile defense systems that provide their 
own ship defense against missiles and protection of other nearby ships� 
However, the systems engineering principles discussed herein can be read-
ily applied to other missile defense system scenarios� The goal is to provide 
an understanding of the physics of missile defense systems and the key per-
formance parameters that drive the capabilities of these systems�

1.2 Why Is Missile Defense an Important Topic?

The deployment of the German V2 missile in 1944 ushered in the era of 
missile defense� The V2 missile provided the capability to strike targets at 
long ranges from mobile missile launchers� The V2 was not tactically accurate 
and was more of a terrorist weapon� Once the V2 was launched, there was no 
way to defend against it� Clearly, antimissile defensive systems needed to be 
developed to defend against such missiles�

In 1959, the United States placed 15 nuclear-tipped Jupiter missiles in 
Turkey [1]� These missiles were aimed at targets in the former Soviet Union� 
The former Soviet Union responded by constructing nuclear missile 
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installations in Cuba in 1962� This all came to a head in what is referred 
to as the Cuban Missile Crisis� Ultimately, clear thinking prevailed and 
the Soviet missiles were removed from Cuba and the U�S� missiles were 
removed from Turkey�

Today, many countries possess both land-based and sea-based offensive 
missile capabilities� These offensive missiles possess accurate navigational 
systems based on technologies such as the global positioning system (GPS) 
or the global navigation satellite system (GLONASS)� This allows missiles to 
strike stationary targets with several meters of accuracy� Advanced missile 
seeker designs, based on radio frequency (RF) or infrared (IR) technology, 
allow moving targets to be engaged with a high probability of hitting the 
target [2]�

Clearly, the need for missile defense systems to defend against increasing 
and varied offensive missile system capabilities is growing� Globalization 
is increasing the economic ties and interdependencies between developed 
counties� As these economic ties and interdependencies become more 
entwined, the likelihood of offensive strikes among developed nations may 
increase or decrease� We simply do not know� Therefore, as long as offensive 
missile capabilities exist, missile defense systems will be needed to defend 
against them� In the end, missile defense may only be needed as an insur-
ance policy against offensive missile strikes� However, it is safe to conclude 
that the need for missile defense will not go away�

References

 1� Mango, A�, The Turks Today, Overlook Press, New York, 2004, p� 61�
 2� Bergland, E�, Mission planning technology� In Technologies for Future Precision 

Strike Missile Systems, RTO-EN-018� Research and Technology Organization, 
Paris, France, July 2001�
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2
Systems Engineering Fundamentals

There is no one theory that completely defines systems engineering (SE)� 
Specifically, it is a branch of engineering that does not go back to physical 
first principles� SE is not simply a planning process to define and execute the 
job at hand� As the title of this book suggests, systems engineering is one 
piece of the total topic to be discussed� SE, however, is considered only in a 
loose sense, and the focus of the book is on the analysis and trade space asso-
ciated with producing a balanced air and missile defense system (AMDS)� 
SE will be treated first as an outline to accomplish the true purpose of the 
book� This is not a theoretical treatment of SE nor is it an exhaustive prac-
tical treatment� Accordingly, this book is not advocating for, nor arguing 
against, any specific SE formula� There are many examples [1–8] to choose 
from� It is advocated that you simply need to have one and that you try to 
keep it as simple as possible while not letting the details of the program slip 
into the cracks� Certainly, if you are spending more money on planning and 
executing the program than on designing, testing, deploying, and sustain-
ing it, you have some issues to address� You should, however, be allocating 
about 30% of your resources to planning and requirements development�

There are more definitions for SE than could possibly fit in this book� Some 
have been found to be fundamentally identical and others have little in com-
mon with the rest� To avoid adding superfluous material, the definition that 
is most compatible with the topic of air and missile defense is adopted with 
some added descriptors� Systems engineering can be defined as “a process that 
is comprised of a number of activities that will assist in the definition of 
the requirements for a system, transform these requirements into a system 
through design and development efforts, and provide for the operations and 
sustainment of the system in its operational environment” [1]� The systems 
engineer is the one who is responsible for the program definition and who 
puts the plan of action into motion� The systems engineer has three roles: 
the technical roles of an architect, designer, integrator, and tester; the role 
of a systems or technical manager; and the role of a production engineer� 
To achieve success, the systems engineer is required to employ both artistic 
and scientific engineering skills� An experienced systems engineer develops 
instincts for identifying and focusing a team’s efforts on activities that will 
ultimately achieve an optimized or balanced design while accounting for 
lifecycle considerations� The art of systems engineering takes the form of 
developing the right set of design alternatives and options and then develop-
ing the necessary trade studies that will help the systems engineer eliminate 
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all but the best sets and combinations of alternatives from which an invest-
ment decision(s) can be made�

Why is systems engineering important? The purpose of SE is to establish 
a repeatable,  traceable, and verifiable methodology to produce systems and 
products to facilitate verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) with 
an improvement in cost and schedule while minimizing the risks associated 
with  engineering endeavors� SE includes configuration control management 
and lifecycle sustainability and maintainability�

Systems engineering starts by defining a standard framework within a 
common lifecycle process that can be applied to any system regardless of 
the scope or scale of the project� Numerous system engineering frameworks 
have been proposed� Hall [1,2] is widely quoted either implicitly or explic-
itly throughout the systems engineering literature [3–6]� Hall proposed that 
systems engineering has three major dimensions that make up the Hall 
morphological box of systems engineering: time, logic, and professional 
disciplines� Practically, this decomposition is incomplete and premature� 
NASA [7] proposes the morphological framework to be a three component 
model� Here we believe there is a fourth component and a slighted modi-
fied third component� This systems engineering framework recommended 
for practice is shown in Figure 2�1, which shows that systems engineer-
ing can be thought of as vectors to achieving one’s goals and objectives� 
A program requires four component to succeed� The first component is a 
well thought out organizational structure or Integrated Product Team (IPT) 
structure� This component is the most important� Without the right organi-
zational structure or set of structures, the program has little chance of suc-
ceeding� The second component is to populate the lead positions in the IPT 
(organizational structure) with experts in their field and having superior 
skill sets demonstrated by achievement� Third, your program needs to have 
established engineering standards and tradecraft practices communicated 
and understood throughout the team� The fourth component is to have well 

Organizational structure

Well established
standards and tradecraft

Expert knowledge
and superior skill sets

Operating
principals

and business
processes

FIGURE 2.1
Three dimensions of systems engineering�
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established operating principals and business practices through your pro-
gram� The operating principals and business process are at the center of the 
pyramid to communicate that the other three components alignment relies 
on standardized operating principals and business practices�

The concept and process essentially includes the layout of the SE plan that 
lends itself to VV&A and is intended to maintain consistency, repeatabil-
ity, and traceability throughout the program’s lifecycle� Tools and methods 
apply to defining tradecraft and will subsequently contribute to VV&A, con-
figuration control, traceability, and repeatability of results� Knowledge and 
skills of the workforce call for the placement of highly trained and experi-
enced engineers with appropriate backgrounds in leadership positions and, 
most notably, skills in running integrated product teams (IPTs)� A balance 
between a solid government team, a contractor, and laboratory team mem-
bers must also be maintained� The program should be structured such that 
the manager is able to matrix talent in/out of the IPTs as required�

The components of a standard systems engineering process that can be 
applied to any project regardless of scope and scale include the following:

• Well-defined goals and expectations (qualitative)
• Performance objectives or measures of effectiveness (quantitative)
• A concept of operations (CONOPS) that includes the way the system 

is intended to operate, and the way the design, test, manufacturing, 
and deployment process is intended to operate

• Requirements definitions that include functional, performance, and 
interface requirements

• Defined constraints that include itemized cost, schedule, policy, 
logistics, human factors, and technology

• Risk assessments that are itemized and time dependent with evolv-
ing mitigation plan

• The program’s milestone objectives and lifecycle reviews

To accomplish these tasks, the SE process should be decomposed into four 
teams or strategies: technical management, systems architectural design, 
technical evaluation, and product realization� The technical management 
responsibilities include stakeholder and customer interactions; require-
ments, constraints, risk, configuration control management; programmat-
ics; architectural and technical evaluation processes; planning decisions; 
program reviews; and the development of management documentation 
that includes the systems engineering management plan (SEMP)� The sys-
tems architectural design responsibilities include requirements development 
and flow down; implementation of the design process and the development 
of the design solutions; data development; risk analysis and identification; 
and the development of design documentation including program review 
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materials� The technical evaluation responsibilities include the development 
of and adherence to the systems performance analysis process; the require-
ments verification process; the design and end product validation process; 
and the development of the performance evaluation documentation pack-
ages� The product realization responsibilities include the formulation of the 
design-to-production process; the establishment of the manufacturing pro-
cesses and procedures; and the development of deployment and training 
plans and procedures�

The next part of organizing the program should include structuring the 
program’s milestone objectives and reviews� Each program will have to 
decide how many and what milestone reviews are necessary or desirable� 
It is important to note that reviews should not/do not end when the product 
is deployed�

A minimum set of timed reviews should include a systems requirements 
review (SRR), a preliminary design review (PDR), a critical design review 
(CDR), a test readiness review (TRR), an operational readiness review (ORR), 
an operational capability review (OCR), lifecycle assessment reviews (LAR), 
and a retirement and disposal review (RDR)� The reviews need to be set up 
to include specific program accomplishments, transition decisions, and com-
pleted documentation� These reviews occur on a timeline and are embed-
ded in a schedule� Normally, the milestone reviews are mapped to program 
phases that establish the entire program timeline from conception to birth to 
retirement (pre-cradle to grave)�

The systems engineering plan encompasses the seven phases as follows:

 1� Pre–Phase A: Project Definition
 2� Phase A: Systems Requirements
 3� Phase B: Preliminary Design
 4� Phase C: Detailed Design
 5� Phase D: Engineering, Manufacturing, Development; Integration 

and Test
 6� Phase E: Operations and Sustainment
 7� Phase F: Retirements and Disposal

These seven phases are defined by their purpose, activity, documentation, 
and the culminating program review(s)� A timeline (schedule) and cost must 
be established and correlated with specific activities� Beyond pre–Phase A, 
recurring risk assessment and risk mitigation should take place� A manage-
ment plan diagram can be constructed, which will identify the phase, the 
phase purpose, the associated primary milestone review, entry criteria asso-
ciated with the phase activities, documentation requirements, and schedule 
requirements� Each management plan will have an associated cost and man-
power requirement that needs to be secured, authorized, and funded�
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2.1 Pre–Phase A

A notional pre–Phase A management plan is shown in Figure 2�2� Each of 
the program strategy teams is put into action starting in pre–Phase A� The 
management team manages this matrix, the internal processes, documen-
tation, costs, constraints, and risks� The other teams execute their jobs as 
described earlier� This phase typically consists of the government team and 
laboratories, and should include prime contractor involvement� The prime 
contractors are truly the only ones who know how to engineer, manufacture, 
and deploy products� Your prime contractor and laboratory support teams 
should have already been established for planning purposes� The objective 
of this phase is to develop and implement the program plan� You cannot 
expect to accomplish practical objectives without their involvement upfront� 
Pre–Phase A will include defining the mission need in terms of realizable 
goals and objectives, concept systems and architectures, draft measures of 
effectiveness/performance, and systems top-level requirements (TLRs)� In 
addition, stakeholders and their expectations are clearly identified; technol-
ogy development needs are identified; and trade studies are identified and 
defined in detail� Iteration between these activities is expected to fully and 
accurately complete pre–Phase A� Verifying and validating (to be discussed 
in Chapter 4) results are necessary in each phase�

Entry Criteria/
Inputs

Pre–Phase A

Develop and Implement the Program Plan

Project Readiness Review

Activity Documentation Timeline

Mission need Translate MNS into program objectives
Top-level 

 requirements 
document

Months

Authorizations/ 
funding

Define program objective measures 
of effectiveness Months

Define top-level requirements Months

ID/Define constraints and risks

Systems Engineering 
Master Plan (SEMP)

Months

ID/Define SE processes/methods Months

ID/Define knowledge, skills, abilities, 
requirements Months

Define work breakdown structure Months

Develop requests for proposals RFPs Months to a 
year or more

FIGURE 2.2
Pre–Phase A management plan�
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The final pre–Phase A output is likely to be a project readiness review (PRR)� 
A SEMP outline template of an SEMP is provided in Appendix 2A� The SEMP is 
essentially a road map to navigate through the program, which will be updated 
in the next two phases� Your prime contractor and laboratory support teams 
should have already been established for planning purposes� Prior to develop-
ing a WBS and completing the SEMP the program IPT structure must be in 
place� However, executing the program may require additional or different con-
tractors� This fact will require you to send out a round of requests for proposals 
(RFPs) at the completion of pre–Phase A in an effort to hire the right contractor 
teams for the effort� The RFPs will usually be answered within a 30- to 45-day 
period, and the technical evaluation team will need to recommend a selection 
to the management team� The selection process may take months�

2.2 Phase A

A notional Phase A management plan is shown in Figure 2�3� This phase 
typically consists of the government team and laboratories and should, as in 
pre–Phase A, include prime contractors’ involvement� The objective of this 
phase is to fully develop a baseline mission concept and assemble the sys-
tems requirements document (SRD)� The final output is the systems require-
ments review (SRR)�

Entry Criteria/
Inputs

Systems Requirement Document

Systems Requirements Review

Activity Documentation Timeline

Authorizations/ 
funding CONOPS

Systems requirements 
document

Months

SEMP Top-level systems architecture Months

TLR Requirements flow down Months

SER Configuration control management plan

Update SEMP/WBS

Weeks to a 
month

Validation, verification, and 
 accreditation plan

Weeks to a 
month

Data development plan Weeks to a 
month

EMD plan Months

Request for proposals RFPs Months

FIGURE 2.3
Phase A management plan�
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Phase A develops and refines feasible concepts and finalizes goals and 
objectives� Some concepts may be eliminated while others may be added� 
Systems and architectures, and measures of effectiveness/performance are 
refined� The TLR document is updated and approved� At this point, tech-
nology development requirements and a risk assessment are developed for 
each viable concept that, in turn, become part of the set of trade studies� 
Trade studies are executed with the purpose of eliminating bad concepts 
and ranking good concepts� Trade studies focus on evaluating technical, 
schedule, and cost objectives� The result of the trade studies includes a sys-
tem and architectural baseline; functional allocations to hardware, software, 
and other resources; and new plans are developed� The SEMP now contains 
more details of the associated management plans and will be updated again 
in the next phase� You will be required to send out your final RFP sets� The 
objective here has to expeditiously send out the RFPs and then to receive, 
evaluate, and select contractors from the proposal responses� In some cases, 
the government will use the PDR in Phase B to down-select the final con-
tract awards� In this case, the competing contractors down-selected from the 
pre–Phase A RFP process are funded to produce a preliminary design for 
review based on the documentation prepared in pre–Phase A and Phase A� 
Whoever came up with this concept should be considered a genius� This 
 process allows the government to actually see the contractors in action� It 
provides the government with multiple design choices, which subsequently 
is a risk reduction activity in itself� Moreover, in the event the selected con-
tractor slips, the government has a fallback position with the runner-up 
contractor� The added cost for funding multiple PDR phase competitors 
essentially buys down program risk while allowing multiple contractors to 
develop new capabilities that would benefit them and the government in 
follow-on competition�

2.3 Phase B

A notional Phase B management plan is shown in Figure 2�4� This phase 
typically consists of the government team and laboratories, and the focus 
is on the prime contractor developing a preliminary design for review� The 
objective of this phase is to produce a system definition with enough detail 
to baseline a design for EMD and capable of meeting the mission need� 
The final output is the preliminary design review (PDR)� Phase B includes 
design and performance requirements flow down to subordinate systems 
and subsystems within the architecture� Interface requirements are added 
to the SRD� Trade studies defined in Phase A continue as required to refine 
concepts and are input to newly defined design studies aimed at allocating 
capability and performance to systems and subsystems� The design studies 
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include interfaces, which include hardware, software, and communication 
within the architecture, systems, and subsystems� Verification and valida-
tion plans are developed� Finally, all of the products developed in Phase 
A are updated and reapproved� Verification and validation accompany 
the results of trade studies� An updated SRD, system design documents 
(SDD), a verification assessment, and an updated EMD plan are presented 
for approval at the PDR� The SRD is now in lockdown� However, require-
ment changes beyond this point are a normal and expected occurrence� 
The difference is that a formal procedure and approval by configuration 
control management (CCM) must take place� Any proposed changes to the 
requirements will usually cause a cost and schedule impact to the pro-
gram� If requirement changes are inevitable (requirements creep), it usu-
ally means that cost and schedule increases should be expected� Technical 
interchange meetings (TIMs) between all or subset IPT members are a 
requirement during this phase� TIMs are also highly encouraged in the 
earlier stages, but are shown specifically in the Phase B management plan 
because of the critical nature of early and continuous communication and 
resolution of issues between IPT members when the preliminary design is 
being developed�

Phase B

Produce System Definition Detail Necessary to Establish a Baseline 
Design Capable of Meeting Mission Need

Entry Criteria/
Inputs

Preliminary Design Review

Activity Documentation Timeline

Authorizations/ 
funding

Update SRD, flow down 
 requirements to subsystems Updated SRD

Months

SEMP Place requirements under CCM Weeks

SRD Develop design solutions and ICDs

Systems design 
document

3–6 months 
to a year

TLR Produce performance predictions Months

Develop drawings, design 
to specifications Months

Validate systems design solution 
against requirements Validation assessment Months

Technical interchange meetings Memoranda Routine

Update EMD plan Updated EMD plan Weeks

FIGURE 2.4
Phase B management plan�
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2.4 Phases C–F

Management plans for Phases C–F are assembled in the same manner as 
shown earlier, but the details are different� These program phases are, how-
ever, beyond the scope of this book and are not presented� The important 
lesson here is that although macro schedules and plans are required, break-
ing your program down into small chunks is more manageable� The larger 
and more complex the program, the more essential it becomes to break it into 
smaller pieces� In turn, as you subdivide the system into smaller pieces to 
manage interfaces, interoperability solutions become an increasingly impor-
tant design consideration and attention�

Air and missile defense systems (AMDS) are complex engineering under-
takings composed of many systems within systems and subsystems within 
systems� AMD subsystems have many components and those components 
interact in complex ways with each other and the environments surrounding 
them� The interactions are complex and can lead to unpredictable and some-
times unexpected results� Essentially, AMD systems engineering is rocket sci-
ence and needs to be treated accordingly�

Following good systems engineering practices will enhance the like-
lihood of achieving optimized performance and ultimately success in 
satisfying program objectives and within cost and schedule� Systems engi-
neering employed properly will aide to produce a balanced design despite, 
at times, being faced with opposing and conflicting physical, fiscal, and time 
constraints�

Each phase discussed earlier has three common and primary focused 
activities that are solved iteratively� They are requirements development and 
management, concept development, and architectural design solution devel-
opment� These activities are tied together with rigorous verification and vali-
dation activities and occur in a cyclical fashion between the activities� The 
iterative spiral moves from one phase to the next progressively improving 
the system performance�

The NASA Systems Engineering Handbook, SP-6105 [7], states, “The objec-
tive of systems engineering is to see to it that the system is designed, built, 
and operated so that it accomplishes its purpose in the most cost-effective 
way possible, considering performance, cost, schedule, and risk�” Figure 2�5 
provides a process to follow to help achieve a successful SRR that will enable 
these objectives being met�

Objectives and constraints are derived from the mission need and stake-
holder expectations and documented� Objectives and constraints are met 
during each phase by defining and executing trade studies, conducting 
design and performance analysis, and verifying and validating results in 
an appropriate way for each phase� The iteration process is executed until an 
“optimal solution” is achieved� Optimal is the point at which the objectives 
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and constraints are satisfied such that there is diminishing improvement in 
cost, schedule, and risk with additional iterations�

The three major functions that the book focuses in terms of air and missile 
defense systems engineering include concept-of-operations development, 
architecture and design development, and requirements development and 
analysis�

2.5 Concept-of-Operations Development

The concept of operations (CONOPS) describes the mission and how it may 
be accomplished� Multiple CONOPS are preferred in the beginning stages 
and are winnowed down to either a single or single set of CONOPS� The 
CONOPS is a narrative accompanied by diagrams, charts, and graphics to 
describe a proposed approach to solving the problem at hand� The prob-
lem is defined in terms of mission need, goals, objectives, and expectations� 
CONOPS is the first definition of the solution architecture� Moreover, the 
CONOPS will act as a tool for verification, mission planning, and require-
ments development and management�

Weapon system 
CONOPS

Outside 
stakeholder 

requirements TLR

KDPs 
(Critical Path Items)

System 
requirements

Trade studies

Program 
constraints

Milestone 
chart

Schedule

MNSMission direction

Component level 
specifications

Schedule 
Input

Product 
architecture

To be completed 
by project 

readiness review

FIGURE 2.5
Systems engineering process to SRR�
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Once the AMD problem is defined, the CONOPS will cover but is not lim-
ited to the following topics:

• The mission description in terms of the problem being solved
• A list of major functional requirements that need to be achieved to 

solve the defined problem
• A list and description of major assets considered in the solutions 

architecture
• A mapping of functional requirements to assets
• A list of performance metrics, both qualitatively and quantitatively, 

that are necessary to declare success or a level of success
• An engineering description of how the assets will perform the 

assigned functions including performance predictions and timelines
• A technology readiness description for achieving each functional 

requirement, these include technology challenges, and hurdles
• A listing and description of issues and concerns ranging from logis-

tics, interoperability, communications, coordination, and problem 
identification

The CONOPS is probably not the place to address fiscal and schedule issues� 
It should be a source for predicting cost and schedule, which needs to be 
placed in the SEMP� The CONOPS needs to react iteratively to constraints 
brought about by schedule and cost concerns but should be independent 
from them to ensure that achievable technical solutions are being proposed 
and sought� The purpose is not to solve cost and schedule issues� It is best to 
not pursue the program at all if either cost or schedule prohibits a reasonable 
solution�

2.6 Product Architecture

Architectural design consists of engineering flow diagrams depicting func-
tionality, interfaces, links, and communication� The product also includes 
graphics and technical descriptions addressing performance metrics� Once 
the CONOPS is produced, the objective is to produce the architecture of sys-
tems and subsystems that accomplish the CONOPS stated objectives�

Architecture is formally the style and method in which something is 
designed and constructed� In architecture, the structure of the components, 
their interrelationships, and the principles governing their evolution over 
the systems lifecycle are determined� The architecture is verified against the 
mission objective(s) and the CONOPS�
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The AMDS architecture solution, most likely to evolve, is referred to as 
a system-of-systems (SOS) architecture or a family-of-systems (FOS) archi-
tecture� The SOS architecture according to Sage [3,4] has five principal 
characteristics and is composed of multiple independent systems able to 
achieve stated objectives on their own; the multiple systems are managed 
independently; they are spatially removed from one another; they develop 
in an evolutionary manner or spirally; and finally, the SOS has what Sage 
refers to as “emergent behavior�” The measurement of the SOS architecture 
effectiveness includes measures of interoperability when defining the ini-
tial measures of effectiveness (MOE)�

2.7 Requirement-Driven Acquisitions

The requirements definition process can determine the success or failure of a 
program� As such, it is imperative that the requirements definition processes 
evolve, be iterative, and involve the team at large� Moreover, the require-
ments must state what is to be achieved and not how it is to be achieved� 
Bureaucracies enjoy central planning and control, and without exception 
fail because they always dictate not only what but how objectives are to be 
achieved�

The purpose of requirements is to identify and communicate what func-
tions are to be performed and then specify how well each component, sub-
system, element, and system within the system must perform� The mission 
need statement (MNS) is the highest-level requirement definition and should 
identify a problem, the objective to be achieved, and a statement on the per-
formance that defines mission success� The MNS is satisfied when activity 
produces a system that will solve the problem with the performance specified�

The design requirements are the manifestation of transforming the mission 
need, stakeholder expectations, and constraints into a set of executable state-
ments used to define and develop a design solution that can be verified and 
validated� The design requirements communicate what functions a system 
must perform and how well it must perform them� These requirements are 
organized into a hierarchy, which flows down through the systems of inter-
est and are typically shown in the document tree� The design requirements 
development process is recursively increasing in detail through each cycle 
and layer of the design process� Design requirements are used to develop a 
description of all inputs, outputs, and their relationships� Moreover, design 
requirements must be written in a verifiable manner�

The top-level requirements (TLR) document must include the measures 
of effectiveness (MOEs) for the functional assets that are required, the per-
formance required of those assets to achieve the MOEs, and the interfaces 
required to achieve functionality and meet the MOEs� The TLR and the MOEs 
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are verified against the MNS, expectations, and the program constraints� The 
flow down requirements are verified against the TLR and MOEs�

One additional note of importance is that constraints such as cost, schedule, 
and policy, among other things, are embedded in the design requirements 
definition process� Therefore, they are part of the trade space when defining 
program design requirements� Cost and schedule constraints become design 
performance parameters� There is no reason to develop a solution to a prob-
lem that cannot be bought, or is only available, after it is needed�

Next, understanding how “corporate” policy will affect your design or 
design process is essential� For example, if you are encumbered in a policy 
that dictates a solution to the problem you are charged with solving, it is 
much better to give up before you start and search for a new problem to work 
on� Unfortunately, policy may limit your access to resources or possibly slow 
down your access to resources� This in turn can cause schedule increases, 
will most likely drive up cost, and will possibly prohibit a more efficient, 
or elegant solution� These types of policy issues are usually confronted in 
government or in large private companies or possibly at the national level� 
Regardless, they need to be recognized, identified, and defined within the 
phases of the requirements process and dealt with early in the program�

There are three requirements components necessary to quantify the sys-
tem design� These three requirements define the program and are iteratively 
solved during each phase of the program�

Initially, the functional/operational requirement is produced� Functional/
operational requirements identify and define what function(s) must be 
 performed� This activity follows the specifications provided in the MNS� 
For example, the MNS: Our military forces need to destroy all hostile cruise mis-
siles in flight before they reach their intended targets, is a stated mission need 
with  performance requirements that need to be satisfied� The first part of 
this process is to define the metrics associated with accomplishing the MNS� 
The metrics may also be called the cornerstones or measures of effectiveness 
(MOEs) of your system� The cornerstones need to define What, When, Where, 
and How to achieve the mission� It is also important to define Why the mis-
sion is to be achieved� Good examples of performance metrics are the Aegis 
cornerstones developed by the U�S� Navy [9]� The first part of these corner-
stones, the What, is the defined sequence: Detect, Control, Engage� The When, 
How, and Where are listed as follows:

• Reaction time—How

• Firepower—How

• Electronic countermeasure (ECM) and environmental resistance—When

• Continuous availability—When

• Area coverage—Where

The cornerstones are discussed later in the book�
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These critical metrics are necessary to begin the functional requirements 
analysis to identify and define the functions that need to be performed to 
produce a system (or a system of system—SOS) that will achieve the stated 
objective with the specified performance requirement� When this trade-space 
analysis is completed, the functions are allocated to systems in the broad 
sense� Constraints and risks are identified and defined, and the CONOPS 
is produced, documented, and verified against the MNS and the specified 
performance objective�

The next requirement set needed is the design performance requirements. 
This is achieved by a trade-space analysis that is referred to as the systems 
performance requirements analysis. During this analysis process, an engineer-
ing balancing act is performed to distribute the responsibility for achieving 
the MOEs derived from your MNS objective with the specified performance 
using the systems where the required functions were allocated� Once com-
pleted, a systems requirements document (SRD) is developed, where the 
associated constraints and risks are also identified and maintained�

The next fundamental sets of requirements to develop are the interface and 
integration requirements� Interface requirements begin to develop during the 
PDR Phase B by conducting the appropriate trade-space analysis� System 
alternatives are selected in this design trade-space analysis where integration 
across systems is analyzed as part of the approach to determine the appro-
priate systems required to reach performance, cost, and schedule objectives� 
Once completed, an architectural design can be developed, and the associated 
constraints and risks are identified and documented� It is in the interface and 
integration requirements development process that interoperability issues are 
identified and derived requirements are developed to address those issues�

Each of these requirements components has associated constraints that 
must accompany their development� The requirements bundle is devel-
oped in a hierarchy flow decomposed into the three main components and 
become more detailed as the design and development process progress� 
Shared requirements across elements may exist and will be stated within 
the requirements breakdown wherever they exist� In Phase A, the systems 
requirements document (SRD) contains all three requirement types� In 
Phase B, the requirements have been flowed down into detailed specifica-
tions that allow a detailed design that satisfies the Phase A requirements to 
be built in Phase C�

The SRD will contain the top-level requirements and also specify the mis-
sion success criteria� The natural requirements flow will have the perfor-
mance requirements following each functional requirement� Interface and 
integration requirements then specify how the elements interoperate by 
specifying their connectivity and are followed by interface performance 
requirements� The performance requirements have to be written and com-
municated in a verifiable manner�
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2.8 Verification and Validation

Verification and validation are accomplished during each cycle of the design 
and development and for each segment, system, subsystem, element, and 
component to ensure the system meets the required mission objectives�

Essentially, verification addresses whether or not the design satisfies the 
requirements� Each of the major system elements, CONOPS, and the archi-
tectural design are verified against the requirements and must be consis-
tent in solving the objective problem� Verification continues throughout the 
design and development process in a sequential manner� CONOPS is veri-
fied against the mission objective; the architectural design is verified against 
the CONOPS�

Validation is usually defined by ensuring that the objective system is built 
correctly� This includes analyzing, inspecting and testing, and simulating 
the system prototype against real-world data to accomplish validation� In 
the case of an AMDS, it should be tested and simulated in a manner that rep-
resents the way it is intended to fight� This requires end-to-end testing and 
simulating, including all input items, interfaces, and performance require-
ment emulations� Expected and unexpected variations in the environment 
and intended target sets need to be explored� Often, it is not possible to 
accomplish such extensive testing in pure hardware� Simulations become 
more important when the system and the problem become more sophis-
ticated� In many cases, simulation may be the only means to validate the 
design that leads to an entirely new program of modeling and simulation 
that should be handled in a parallel manner to the systems development and 
testing against real-world data whenever possible� To build and test complex 
and sophisticated simulations has now become an inherent requirement for 
AMDS engineering� This not only includes a digital representation of your 
system but a commensurately complex digital representation of the intended 
targets and the associated environments� This is no small undertaking, and 
it will be a necessary part of your budget�

2A Appendix: Systems Engineering Management Plan

2A.1 Background

The systems engineering effort begins with the pre–Phase A concept study 
clearly identifying and communicating the program objectives� The sys-
tems engineering management plan (SEMP) is the foundation document 
 communicating technical, engineering, and management activities for the 
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program� The SEMP is generated during milestone Phase A, and baselined 
in Phase B� The SEMP should be updated as necessary when major project 
changes occur� The details of schedule, work flow, and the order of activities 
should be continuously updated as part of ongoing planning� An SEMP is 
prepared to address the complete milestone execution of the program� More 
specifically, the purpose of the SEMP is to communicate the technical and man-
agement road map by addressing technical design and development approach, 
process, integration, test and evaluation, and interfaces� SEMP  documentation 
and approval serves as an agreement within the program of how the techni-
cal work will be conducted� The program manager usually assigns the SEMP 
responsibility to the systems engineer or the technical equivalent� The techni-
cal IPT leads work with the systems engineer and program manager to con-
tribute, review the content, and obtain concurrences as necessary�

2A.2 SEMP Outline

2A.2.1 Introduction

The objective of systems engineering is to see that the system is designed, 
built, and operated so that it accomplishes the intended mission need and 
expectations in the most cost-effective way possible, considering perfor-
mance, cost, schedule, and risk� The SEMP provides an end-to-end road map 
to accomplish this objective�

2A.2.1.1 Program Purpose

The program purpose is contained in the Mission Needs Statement (MNS)�  
The MNS is a stated mission need with performance requirements that need 
to be satisfied�

2A.2.1.2 Program Mission Overview

Clearly, one should describe and document the mission objectives to ensure 
that the program team is working toward a common goal� The program 
objectives and any newly evolved objectives form the basis for performing 
the mission, and they need to be clearly defined and articulated� The pro-
gram constraints, appropriate to the mission, are also captured and used to 
verify the mission design�

2A.2.1.3 System Concept-of-Operations Overview

The CONOPS is initially developed as a draft concept during pre–Phase A, 
with refinement throughout the lifecycle, until the flight operations plan is 
completed in Phase D� The outcome and decisions for key operations con-
cept trade studies and optimizations should be documented� Trade stud-
ies and analyses are used to demonstrate that the operations concept will 
meet the mission requirements including cost and schedule and is consistent 
with the architecture and design� The CONOPS is verified against the TLR 
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document including mission objectives� The CONOPS should be used to con-
duct requirements identification, flow down, and management, leading to 
the requirements used to generate the architecture and design�

2A.3 Integrated Product Team Structure and Responsibilities

2A.3.1 Technical Management

Define the systems engineering organizational chart with roles and responsi-
bilities� The program manager should assign a chief or lead system engineer� 
The program manager and the systems engineer should develop the plan 
for the systems engineering effort and establish a system engineering team 
along with roles and responsibilities� This plan, along with the roles and 
responsibilities, are captured in this section� The systems engineer coordi-
nates the efforts of the systems engineering team and has the responsibility 
for the systems engineering functions and products for the overall program� 
Specific duties and responsibilities are delegated by the systems engineer 
with the program managers’ approval to other members of the system engi-
neering team and are captured here� Communication protocols between 
the team and the technical management are established here� Coordination 
protocol requirements are established here� The program manager makes 
decisions that maintain a balance between technical and programmatic 
performance�

2A.3.2 The Development of the Architectural Design Solution

The architectural design solution is first generated in pre–Phase A and 
defined and refined until the end of Phase B at the PDR� Initially, the architec-
ture should start out as functional or logical blocks� As the design matures, 
the architecture should mirror the physical product breakdown struc-
ture (PBS)� Once block and flow diagrams and interfaces are defined, then 
detailed design (Phase C) can proceed, with minimal risk of a major change 
induced by an architectural block diagram change� The architectural design 
solution should decompose the total system into its major parts to form the 
hierarchy for lower-level interfaces and specifications� The major parts of a 
system include the separate subsystems and boxes and their embedded hard-
ware and software functions� The major goal of AMD systems engineering 
is coordinating the engineering trade studies, design, and development of 
an architectural solution that meets the requirements, is consistent with the 
CONOPS, operates in the mission environment, and can be developed on 
schedule and within cost� The SEMP should identify the technical means 
by which the architectural design solution will evolve and be documented 
throughout the team� Typically, block and signal flow diagrams are the pri-
mary means for documenting and communicating the architectural solution 
and designs to the team�
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2A.3.3 Product Development

Production typically involves a different set of IPTs compared to any of the 
previous development phases� These IPTs as well as their technical manage-
ment structure, and roles and responsibilities need to be defined�

2A.4 The Milestone Review Process

The project lifecycle is defined as a set of phases: formulation, approval, 
and implementation� The SEMP defines systems engineering phases that 
can be defined as pre–Phase A, Phase A, Phase B, Phase C/D, and Phase 
E/F terminology� Each systems engineering phase consists of functions and 
a workflow, which produce the products needed for the completion of the 
phase� The mission review is the verifying event for the phase and results 
in a revised mission baseline� The lifecycle accommodates the objective of 
systems engineering by considering implementation alternatives in Phase A, 
completing a preliminary design and verifying that the right system has 
been designed in Phase B, performing a detailed design and verifying that 
the system is designed correctly in Phase C, building and validating the sys-
tem in Phase D, and operating and disposing of it in Phases E and F�

2A.5 Requirements Identification and Analysis Process

Requirements communicate what functions a system must perform and 
how well it must perform them� They describe the interfaces a system 
must meet� Requirements should be organized into a hierarchy that flows 
down through the systems of interest� The levels of requirements are typi-
cally shown in a document tree� The mission level-1 requirements, usually 
defined in the project plan, define mission success criteria and serve as the 
top level for the requirements hierarchy� Some of the items that need to be 
defined in the SEMP are listed in Sections 2A�5�1 and 2A�5�2�

2A.5.1 Requirements Identification

Document the requirements appropriate to the complexity of the system 
element� Define who develops the requirements hierarchy and who is 
responsible for each part of the hierarchy� Define what format is planned 
and what tools if any are used for documenting and tracking the require-
ments� Define when requirements identification is due and when for-
mal configuration control is expected to start� Functional requirements 
describe what the system must do� Describe how to identify functional 
requirements� Performance requirements are attached underneath their 
respective functional requirement� Performance requirements describe 
and document how well the function needs to be performed� Performance 
requirements are written in a verifiable manner� Describe how to identify 
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performance requirements� Requirements should specify the interfaces or 
reference configured interface specifications� Interfaces and ICD require-
ments are planned interfaces to be included� Describe how to identify 
interface requirements�

2A.5.2 Requirements Management

Requirements may be organized into functional, performance, and inter-
face categories� The requirements flow hierarchy should be consistent with 
the product breakdown structure� Define who is responsible for developing 
the ICDs and who has approval and configuration management authority� 
Requirements are decomposed and allocated to products down through the 
PBS� Ideally, this continues until a single engineer is responsible for the prod-
uct� Some shared requirements may flow between and across subsystem ele-
ments� Define who identifies and is responsible for the crossover requirements�

2A.6 The Verification and Validation Process

The SEMP should provide the systems vision for verification and valida-
tion (V&V)� V&V are interrelated and are accomplished throughout the sys-
tems engineering process and include lifecycle support and sustainment� 
Together, V&V demonstrate that the AMD system meets the mission need, 
design goals, and stakeholder expectations� This is referred to as the mission 
objectives�

2A.6.1 Verification

The SEMP should describe how verification is used to ensure that the AMD 
design satisfies the mission objectives� It is a continuing process that encom-
passes the verification of CONOPS, the architectural design, and the require-
ments� The CONOPS, requirements, and architectural design verification 
process should ensure that mutual consistency between them is maintained 
throughout the program� The written process should emphasize that Phase A 
and B verification activities strive to show that the right system design has been 
chosen before the detailed design proceeds in Phase C, minimizing the chance 
that the wrong system will be designed� Verification also occurs later in the life-
cycle when mission simulations, end-to-end tests, and other activities show that 
the AMD system has been designed correctly and meets the mission objectives�

2A.6.2 Validation

Validation is an important risk reduction function that attempts to uncover 
issues before they become operational problems� Validation includes those 
functions, which ensure that the team builds the system correctly, by vali-
dating all requirements and verifying the architectural design against the 
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requirements� The validation process includes the identification of the item 
and the method (analysis, inspection, or test) for validation� The process for the 
review and approval of the validation results needs to be explained� The vali-
dation activities of Phases C and D show that the correct system is designed�

2A.7 Configuration Control Management Process

Configuration control management (CCM) is a library for documentation, 
software, and designs; provides version definition and control; and facili-
tates access and dissemination� Products are placed into the CCM to serve 
as a single point of reference for the program� The SEMP should reference a 
CCM plan that identifies the CCM officer and specifies the products neces-
sary for inclusion in CCM, and the version control process associated with 
each type of product� A process for the identification and use of latest revi-
sions is required� Validation is dependent on a robust CCM process�

2A.8 The Risk Management Process

The SEMP should define who is responsible for risk management and pro-
vide the references for risk management assessments� Within the SEMP, 
define the risk assessment philosophy and what risk analyses are planned, 
who is responsible, and how the analyses are to be accomplished, including 
any special tools� Define when and how often risk analysis is due�
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3
Missile Defense Problem

3.1 Overview of the Missile Defense Problem

A missile defense system essentially has four functional requirements that 
combine to provide defense against an incoming missile� These elements 
require balancing and, as such, this presents the missile defense systems 
with engineering challenges� These elements are intelligence, surveillance, 
and reconnaissance (ISR); detection and tracking; weapons control; and 
engagement� Ballistic missile defense is divided into three parts: boost, mid-
course, and terminal intercept engagement phases� Cruise missile defense 
is typically divided into three components: area, self-, and point defense 
phases� Self-defense and point defense phases may utilize the same sys-
tem components but have different mission requirements� These elements 
and missions combine to provide a layered defense capability to maximize 
defense performance�

One of the most effective defense penetration techniques is to collapse the 
battlespace by minimizing the engagement time available� The primary tech-
niques available to collapse the battlespace for the offensive missile designer 
to exploit are [1] speed, altitude, and radar cross section (RCS)� The defense 
system in turn must utilize faster missiles, elevated and more powerful ISR 
sensors, and radars with data links and sophisticated signal processing tech-
niques to counter these offensive techniques�

After collapsing the battlespace, the offensive missile designer needs 
to drive down the probability-of-kill (Pk) or probability-of-raid annihila-
tion (PRA) for the defensive systems that have obtained an engagement 
 opportunity [2]�

Offensive missile tactics and raids can be used to reduce Pk or PRA� Tactics 
can include jamming and maneuvers either in combination or  separately 
[1–9]� Jamming is employed to delay detection by the radar and missile 
seeker and to deny the radar and missile seeker accurate range and angle 
estimates�

Evasive maneuvers are one of the most, if not the most, effective tactics 
used to evade defensive weapons such as missile and radar-directed gun 
weapon systems [7–9] and bring down Pk�
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Raids are used to saturate and confuse the defensive systems and can 
be stream or simultaneous [3]� Stream raids are a series of missiles on the 
same trajectory with some time spacing between the individual missiles� 
Simultaneous raids are designed such that all offensive missiles arrive at 
the target almost simultaneously� An example of a simultaneous raid is an 
azimuth raid where the offensive missiles are separated in azimuth angle but 
arrive concurrently [3]�

The offensive missile speed is a defense penetration fulcrum that will syn-
ergistically add to the weapon’s ability to collapse the battlespace and reduce 
the Pk/PRA of a defensive system� For example, if an inbound offensive mis-
sile is traveling at Mach 1 and is detected by the radar at a slant range of 
56 km, when can it be engaged? The system reaction or latency time deter-
mines how quickly a missile can be launched against an offensive missile 
once it is detected� If the system reaction time is 10 seconds, the offensive 
missile will travel 3�43 km or 1�85 nautical miles (nm) in 10 seconds to a slant 
range of 52�13 km or 28�15 nm� If the missile used to engage the offensive mis-
sile also flies at Mach 1, the offensive missile can be engaged at 26�08 km or 
14�08 nm after a 76 second flyout time� If the weapon system can fire a second 
shot 5 seconds later, a second engagement attempt can occur at 25�21 km or 
13�61 nm in 2�5 seconds after the first attempt� The flyout time of the second 
missile is 73�5 seconds�

If the offensive missile is inbound at Mach 3 and detected at the same 
range of 56 km or 30 nm, how much is the engagement timeline reduced for 
the same missile? Now, the offensive missile will travel 10�28 km or 5�55 nm 
in 10 seconds to a slant range of 42�28 km or 24�45 nm� A Mach 1 missile can 
intercept the offensive missile after a flyout time of 32�95 seconds at a slant 
range of 11�30 km or 6�10 nm� The 3-to-1-speed mismatch between the offen-
sive missile and the missile reduces the range of the first engagement oppor-
tunity by approximately 14�82–11�30 km (8–6�1 nm)� The second engagement 
opportunity occurs at 10�0 km or 5�40 nm in 1�2 seconds after the first attempt� 
The flyout time of the second missile is 29�16 seconds�

Finally, if the offensive missile is inbound at Mach 1 and a Mach 3 mis-
sile interceptor is employed, how does the scenario change? Now, the offen-
sive missile is at a slant range of 52�13 or 28�15 nm when the first missile is 
launched� The offensive missile can be engaged at a slant range of 39�08 km 
or 21�10 nm after a missile flyout time of 38 seconds� Now, the 3-to-1-speed 
mismatch increases the first intercept range by 13  km or 7  nm relative to 
the first example� The second engagement opportunity occurs at 37�78 km or 
20�4 nm in 3�8 seconds after the first attempt� The flyout time of the second 
missile is 36�76 seconds�

Clearly, mismatches in speed can be used to the advantage of the defensive 
or offensive weapon� The key is to stay technologically ahead of the offensive 
missile by developing higher speed weapons� The ultimate weapon in terms 
of speed is a directed energy weapon (DEW)� DEWs, such as a high-power 
laser or a high-power microwave beam, travel at the speed of light� Of course, 
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these types of futuristic weapons need to be very accurately directed par-
ticularly at longer engagement ranges� Moreover, one of the most important 
objectives in air and missile defense is to place as much energy on the target 
as far away from the asset being defended as possible� The energy penalty 
on DEW with respect to range is a steep cliff� In addition, adverse weather 
conditions such as fog or rain will likely reduce the lethality of DEWs in all 
but the shortest ranges�

The offensive missile can also use altitude to its advantage by flying below 
the radar horizon as long as possible [4,5]� This denies the radar detection 
of the offensive missile until it is visible above the horizon� The range at which 
the line of sight between the radar and the offensive missile becomes unob-
structed is related to the height of the radar and offensive missile� At lower 
altitudes, the maximum unobstructed range can be approximated by

 R(nm) = 1 xx(hradar + heightoffensive missile)1/2

where the number “1 xx” is an approximation that has to consider earth loca-
tion and environmental factors such as whether you are over water or land� 
Clearly, the height of the radar must be increased to extend the radar horizon� 
If the radar height is increased by a factor of 4, the radar physical horizon can 
be doubled for low-flying offensive missiles such as “wave skimmers” or ter-
rain following cruise missiles� For land-based and shipborne radars, the abil-
ity to increase radar height is limited� Land-based radars can be placed on 
elevated terrain (e�g�, hilltops) although this makes them more conspicuous 
to the enemy� Shipborne radar can be placed high on the superstructure or 
mast� The size and weight of the radar also need to be considered� In general, 
smaller and lighter weight radars can be placed at higher locations on a ship� 
Another consideration for the placement of ship-borne radars is placing the 
radar antenna(s) to minimize obstruction zones, particularly at lower eleva-
tion angles�

Radar cross-section reduction can be used to delay radar detection� 
In clear environments, the radar detection range is proportional to 1/r4 
where r is radar slant ranges� This means that the radar must be 16 times 
(12 dB) more powerful to double the detection range against a fixed radar 
cross-sectional target� Radar range can be increased through a combi-
nation of increased antenna gain (larger antennas or higher frequency 
for fixed antenna area), increased transmitter power, or reduced losses� 
Active phased array radars reduce losses compared to passive phased 
radars by reducing both transmit and receive losses� This is accomplished 
with the use of transmit/receive (T/R) modules in a distributed architec-
ture� Signal processing techniques can also be used to increase detection 
range� Noncoherent or coherent integration across multiple pulses can 
be employed to increase detection range at the expense of slower search 
frame times� Concentrating radar resources in the offensive missile sector 
can also be used to increase detection range�
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Offensive missiles can reduce their radar cross section by employing 
shaping or radar-absorbing material (RAM) [4]� Surface shaping causes the 
energy in the transmitted radar pulse to be reflected in other directions and 
not directly back to the radar, causing the energy in the radar return to be 
reduced� The offensive missile can also use composite materials that absorb 
radar energy to reduce their radar cross section� Other techniques related to 
the offensive missile seeker involve tilting the seeker when it is not active 
and the use of a seeker radome constructed of a frequency selective  surface 
(FSS)� Tilting the seeker will reduce the in-band forward aspect radar cross 
section� In-band refers to the offensive missile seeker band, which may be 
different from the air defense radar band� This is essentially a simple shaping 
technique that directs most of the radar energy at bistatic angles to minimize 
the monostatic radar cross section� The use of an FSS for the seeker radome 
material reduces the forward aspect radar cross section out of the offensive 
missile seeker band� The FSS is essentially transparent in the seeker band 
and reflective out of band� The out-of-band forward aspect RCS is reduced 
by the radome shape�

Stream and azimuth raids are employed to improve defense penetra-
tion capability [2,3]� Both raid types will place increased demands on the 
defensive systems’ firepower capability in an attempt to overwhelm the air 
defense system� The defensive systems can potentially counter these tech-
niques with increased magazine capacity, increasing the number of engage-
ments that can be prosecuted simultaneously and by reducing the salvo time 
(how rapidly missiles can be sequentially fired from a launcher)�

A stream raid is defined as a raid where a group of similar offensive mis-
siles fly the same trajectory, but the trajectories are separated in time [2,3]� 
Modern radars should have sufficient range resolution to detect and track 
each offensive missile in the raid� However, sometimes, modern radar may 
ignore trailing targets that occur in the same beam or at the same indicated 
angle� An offensive missile can generate false trailing targets if it employs 
a repeater jammer with digital radio frequency memory (DRFM) [4–6]� The 
transmitted radar pulse is digitized, stored, and then retransmitted at fixed 
time delays to mimic false trailing targets� A Doppler shift can be added to 
the retransmitted pulse that gives the false trailing targets the same appar-
ent inbound velocity as the actual offensive missile�

If the radar identifies each missile in the stream raid as an offensive mis-
sile, then special consideration should be given to the engagement solution� 
If possible, trajectories for the weapons used to engage the trailing offen-
sive missiles should be shaped to avoid debris from the engagement of lead-
ing offensive missiles� Trajectory shaping will increase missile flyout times� 
Stream raid engagements will become more difficult for smaller stream raid 
time spacings and faster offensive missiles�

An azimuth raid is a raid where the offensive missiles fly toward a com-
mon target from different azimuth angles� The raid timing is such that all 
of the offensive missiles will arrive simultaneously� This scenario is judged 
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to be a worst-case scenario from an engagement timeline perspective� Most 
defensive systems do not have the ability to engage multiple offensive mis-
siles in azimuth simultaneously� This is due to several reasons� All offensive 
missiles in the raid will not be detected simultaneously due to radar search 
patterns and the stochastic nature of the detection process� Usually, weapons 
can only be launched one at a time at an interval determined by the missile 
launcher salvo time�

3.2 Air Defense Environment

The environment can and will have significant performance impacts on a 
defense system� The radar system and RF missile seekers have to contend 
with multipath, clutter, and jamming environments individually and in 
combination [2–6]� Multipath signals can interfere with direct path signals 
causing cancellation or fading for some geometries� In addition, multipath 
causes errors in the offensive missile elevation angle estimate, resulting in 
the uncertainty of the offensive missile’s true altitude� Clutter effectively 
raises the noise floor of the radar making target detection much more dif-
ficult without clutter cancellation� Noise jamming also raises the radar 
noise floor, reducing target detectability� The jamming power at the radar 
is reduced proportionally to 1/r2 where r is the range between the jammer 
and the radar� The signal level of the radar return has a 1/r4 since a two-way 
path is involved between the radar and the offensive missile (transmits and 
receives)� This relationship gives the jamming platform the ability to stand-
off at significant distances and still be effective� Other types of jamming, 
particularly jammers on board the offensive missile, try to deceive the radar 
and/or missile seekers range and/or angle estimates� These techniques are 
referred to as deceptive jamming�

The most benign environment is a clear environment, which is defined as a 
smooth earth surface and standard propagation conditions� In this environ-
ment, radar performance is limited by the radar horizon and multipath from 
the smooth earth surface� Multipath is an indirect path from the offensive 
missile to radar that involves a reflection from the earth’s surface� The indi-
rect path is longer than the direct path, which results in a phase difference 
in the radar signals arriving via the direct and indirect paths� There is also 
a small time delay in the indirect path relative to the direct path due to the 
increased distance traveled by the radar signal� When the phase difference 
due to the combination of the path length differences and phase of reflection 
coefficient at the earth’s surface is 180°, the radar return is essentially can-
celed� At the other times of the phase, direct and indirect path radar returns 
can be in the phase, resulting in a 6 dB enhancement in target signal-to-noise 
ratio relative to the direct path alone� Radars or missile seekers that have wide 
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operational bandwidths can adjust their transmit frequency as a function of 
offensive missile range to avoid multipath cancellation� Approximately 30% 
operational bandwidth is required� Otherwise offensive missile tracks can 
potentially be coasted during range intervals where multipath nulls occur�

Surface clutter returns, such as those from land or sea clutter, result when 
the surface area is illuminated by the radar beam� The illuminated area is a 
function of range from the radar and is bounded by the range by the pulse 
width and azimuth or cross-range by the azimuth beam width� The contri-
butions from the surface clutter in this illumination region integrate or com-
bine to determine the received clutter-to-noise ratio, which is a function of 
range and the mean reflectivity of the illuminated clutter patch�

Volume clutter results from rain or chaff in the radar beam� The volume 
is bounded by the pulse width in range and the antenna beam width in azi-
muth and elevation� The contributions of the clutter in this volume combine 
to determine the received clutter-to-noise ratio, which is a function of the 
range squared and the mean reflectivity of the illuminated clutter volume 
in m2 per m3�

The clutter returns have a Doppler response� Land clutter is stationary and 
does not produce a Doppler response� Vegetation on the land such as grasses 
and trees will sway in the wind and produce small Doppler responses, 
which have some spectral spread� The Doppler component and spread of 
sea clutter is determined by the wind and sea state, which are interdepen-
dent� Whether the clutter is viewed from downwind, upwind, or crosswind 
directions also influence the Doppler components� Volume clutter, which is 
airborne, is also influenced by the wind speed and turbulence� Wind speed 
generally increases with altitude, therefore the Doppler component from vol-
ume clutter returns increases with the altitude of the clutter�

Signal processing techniques are used to cancel clutter� These techniques 
are based on the Doppler difference between the clutter and the target� 
Clutter typically has a low Doppler response compared to a high speed 
inbound offensive missile� Common clutter cancellation techniques are mov-
ing target indicator (MTI) and pulse Doppler (PD)� Both techniques require 
coherent processing of multi-pulse dwells and are ultimately limited by a 
pulse-to-pulse and intrapulse phase and amplitude instabilities in the radar 
system hardware�

Wideband noise or barrage noise jammers generally try to cover the radar 
operational bandwidth� For any given radar pulse or dwell, the instan-
taneous bandwidth used by the radar is only a fraction of the operational 
bandwidth� The noise in instantaneous bandwidth of the radar reduces the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the radar return from a target or offensive missile� 
If the noise jamming raises the radar noise floor by 10 dB, the signal-to-noise 
ratio will be reduced by 10 dB relative to a clear environment�

The jamming affects the return through the receiver antenna patterns 
sidelobes or mainlobe� Sidelobe jamming can potentially be canceled or 
mitigated by adaptive placing nulls in the receive sidelobes in the jammer 
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direction� Sidelobe jamming is automatically reduced by how far the sid-
elobes are below the main beam peak� For low sidelobe phased arrays, the 
receive sidelobes are typically 40–50 dB below the main beam peak� Sidelobe 
jamming cancellation becomes more difficult as the number of jammers 
increases, as the instantaneous bandwidth of the radar increases, and when 
the jamming occurs in the main beam�

Main beam jamming provides the greatest challenge to the radar designer� 
Brute force radar signal processing techniques sometimes referred to as 
burnthrough can be used to form skin tracks on main beam jammers� These 
techniques require multi-pulse integration to overcome the jamming� 
Burnthrough techniques can overcome main beam jamming at the expense 
of radar resources� Other signal processing techniques exist to provide main 
beam jamming cancellation when there is some angular separation between 
the target and the jammer� These techniques essentially place a main beam 
null in the jammer direction while maintaining the gain of the main beam 
in the target direction�

In real-world scenarios, radars and missile seekers must be able to oper-
ate in complex environments that include the combined effects of multipath, 
clutter, and jamming [2–6]� Missile seekers must also contend with terrain 
bounce jamming (TBJ) and towed decoys� Both of these deceptive techniques 
are designed to confuse the seeker angle estimates for the target [2–6]� TBJ 
is designed to make the seeker fly into the ground instead of engaging the 
actual target [5]� The towed decoy is designed to capture the seeker and have 
it attack the trailing decoy versus the actual target [2–6]�
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4
Pre–Phase A: The Air and Missile 
Defense Program

4.1 Pre–Phase A: The Air and Missile Defense Program Plan

This chapter deals with establishing the fundamental knowledge neces-
sary to understand the elements of air and missile defense (AMD) systems 
engineering and the initiation of the pre–Phase A planning stage� From a 
technical perspective, which this book is addressing, there is more than 
enough material to simply lay the foundation for what the air and missile 
defense mission need is such that the purpose of this book can be fulfilled� 
There are no new discoveries presented in this chapter� There are no new 
revelations for the casual reader of daily newspapers, and TV news program 
viewers are not already exposed to what is being presented here� The refer-
ences for this chapter [1–6] will provide the reader sufficient background 
material to explore in more detail the global expansion of missile weaponry 
that is no longer contained in the technologically sophisticated centers of the 
United States, Western Europe, and the former Soviet Union� This book does 
not address proliferation, which is the particular entity responsible for the 
spread of first-world weaponry, or treaties intended to reduce proliferation, 
but simply acknowledges that proliferation has happened and will likely 
continue to happen� Without any interest in the political interpretation of 
the reader, the authors acknowledge that the world owes President Ronald 
Reagan the credit, gratitude, and admiration for his visionary accomplish-
ment of putting in motion the notion that it is necessary, accomplishable, and 
admirable to establish defenses against missile attacks�

To this end, the remaining sections of this chapter will follow an abridged 
outline of Figure 2�2 and present the development of the air and missile 
defense mission need statement and translate it into a technical program-
matic plan� The program objectives are established in terms of achievable 
measures of effectiveness (MOEs)� A top-level set of requirements will then 
be developed� The remaining pieces defined in Figure 2�2 are left to the 
practitioner�
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4.2 Background

The AMD-specific system’s pre–Phase A engineering process is developed 
and evolved in this chapter� Figure 4�1 shows the proposed multifaceted pro-
cess flow that incorporates the main body of accomplishments flowing down 
the center of the diagram and establishes disciplined activity flow to produce 
the preliminary design and the outline for the remainder of this book�

Recursive arrows to the right of the diagram depict that verification and 
validation (V&V) and risk analyses are an integral part of the design pro-
cess� V&V are not left for the final stages of the program activity but are 
essential to the entire design and development process� Another way of 
looking at it is that system validation and verification are designed into the 
system and are not a check at the end� Risk is continuously evaluated, and 
the results of this analysis are incorporated into design decisions and pro-
cess activity� V&V and risk analysis techniques and methods are usually 
specific to agencies and organizations� Techniques and methods are found 
in the references provided in Chapter 1� The NASA Systems Engineering 
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Pre–Phase A air and missile defense system preliminary design process�
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Handbook (chapter 1, reference 6) has a mature and executable set of V&V 
and risk processes�

The recursive arrows on the left-hand side of Figure 4�1 indicate the busi-
ness processes that must occur� Again, these processes are embedded in the 
design process and include matters involved with funding your program(s), 
executing contracts and communicating milestone progress, delays, and 
hardships� The business activity area is where you account for identifying 
programmatic and organizational constraints and ensuring that they are 
communicated to systems engineering�

The mission need statement (MNS) arises from a multitude of occur-
rences� As Figure 4�1 indicates, a threat is identified through investigations 
and analysis� The threat is qualified and quantified in both geopolitical and 
technical terms� The current political and military environment will dictate 
policy impacting solutions and approaches to accomplishing the mission� 
The expectations and associated constraints combine with the need to negate 
the threat to form an MNS�

From this point, the process is product oriented� The products will 
include a top-level requirements (TLR) document, the concept of opera-
tions (CONOPS), system requirements document (SRD), and the architecture 
design proposal (ADP)� These products will be produced according to the 
schedule of the phases defined in Chapter 1, along with the other products 
defined for each phase�

Top-level requirements are part of the pre–Phase A planning and will flow 
from the MNS� As part of the TLR development process, the measures of 
effectiveness are developed to initiate a functional requirements analysis 
that will lead to the SRD�

4.3 Air and Missile Defense Mission Needs and Definitions

An MNS might read as follows: There exists a requirement for free and peace-
ful nations to render offensive missile weapons useless for the purposes of deter-
rence, to enhance power projection ability, and to produce military advantage when 
force is necessary� Thus, the MNS establishes a need to construct an air and 
missile defense system� It would continue that the AMD system(s) must be 
cost-effective, reliable, and readily available� In addition, this system or set of 
systems must be upgradeable and responsive in a timely manner�

It is necessary to digress to truly understand the meaning of cost-effective� 
When discussing defensive systems, cost-effective has often been mischar-
acterized as the cost ratio of expended engagement asset to offensive missile 
asset� This is simply not the metric that defines the trade space accurately� 
This comparison epitomizes the old saying—This is like comparing apples to 
oranges� The accurate cost-effectiveness trade space in engineering terms is 
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the cost ratio of expended engagement asset to the protected asset� This is 
an important distinction� The costs for the user nation to build, deploy, and 
expend the inbound missile are not a relevant factor� There is no correla-
tion between how much it costs one nation to build a particular missile in 
terms of both real dollars and with respect to their gross domestic product 
and another nation to build and deploy the exact same missile and more 
importantly the AMD system necessary to defeat it� There is, however, a 
technical, military, and monetary correlation between how much it costs a 
particular nation to build an asset (ship, port, power plant, etc�) that needs 
to be protected and the cost for an AMD system to protect it� For example, 
it can be said that it is too costly to defend a specific asset, but not that it 
is too costly to shoot down a threatening missile� This is another impor-
tant distinction that needs to be made� Take a specific example of ship air 
defense� If each air defense missile (ADM) expended costs $1M to achieve a 
theoretical probability of kill (Pk ) of 0�99 in self-defense of a $2 billion ship 
against a hypothetical cruise missile worth $500K to the belligerent nation, 
three ADMs must be expended� The question is “Does the ship fire only one 
missile to maintain a reasonable cost ratio?” For this example, the cost ratio 
is not 2:1 in favor of the defender; it is 4,000,000:1 in favor of the offense� 
Of course, this is not the computation that needs to be made� The actual 
approach to determining cost-effectiveness would be to calculate the cost 
of three expended ADMs to the cost (or more importantly value) of the pro-
tected asset, which is a 0�00015 ratio showing conclusively a very cost-effec-
tive system� Of course, this does not even put a value on the lives at stake 
or the consequences of the outcome� These calculations are left for military 
analysts and are not within the scope of an engineering treatment of the 
problem� What is important here is to immediately dismiss cost arguments 
without correlated elements� Defense will surely cost more than offense; 
however it is the cost and value of the defended asset that is correlated with 
the cost of its defense�

4.4 Air and Missile Defense Measures of Effectiveness

The term measures of effectiveness implies achieving a specific set of results� 
Returning to the example in Chapter 2, it is stated that the first part of this 
process should define the metrics associated with accomplishing the MNS or 
program charter and that the metrics may also be called the cornerstones of 
your system� The cornerstones need to define What, When, Where, and How 
to achieve the mission� The MNS defines Why the mission is to be achieved� 
The Aegis cornerstones developed by the U�S� Navy [7] are an example of 
these measures� To properly achieve the desired war-fighting capability 
in the defense against missile attack, one must examine the intelligence, 
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surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR); detection and tracking; weapons 
control; and engagement processes in the context of the entire defense sys-
tem mission areas defined earlier� The When, How, and Where are listed as 
follows:

• Reaction time—How

• Firepower—How

• Defense penetration technique resistance—When

• Environmental resistance—When

• Continuous availability—When

• Contiguous coverage in theater—Where

Each of these metrics is defined in detail within the context of the overall 
objectives in what follows�

4.4.1 Reaction Time

Reaction time refers to executing a specific weapon system defense strat-
egy successfully by ensuring that all operations occur within the avail-
able engagement timeline� Depending on the mission, as discussed earlier, 
the engagement timeline requirements will change and the flow down of 
requirements on the entire system will need to be reevaluated� It is there-
fore important to lay down the various events associated with the engage-
ment problem� The specific event timing will change depending on the 
specifics of the engagement problem� For example, a short-range ballistic 
missile (SRBM) will achieve burnout, apogee, and impact sooner than a 
medium-range ballistic missile (MRBM)� This, in turn, will require detec-
tion and engagement activities to occur sooner for engaging the SRBM� 
Therefore, first, recognize that there is a target timeline and then develop 
a defensive weapons system that supports target negation within the 
engagement timeline� The engagement solution involves careful consider-
ation of both�

The target timeline can be broken down into two major target sets: bal-
listic targets (targets whose flight path extends outside of the sensible atmo-
sphere and returns through the atmosphere to engage its targets) and air 
targets (referring to targets that fly strictly within the sensible atmosphere)� 
First, the ballistic missile defense event timeline is examined, as shown in 
Figure 4�2�

As the title suggests, Figure 4�2 illustrates a ship-based ballistic mis-
sile defense (BMD) engagement timeline but can be generically applied to 
BMD from any platform� The target has a boost, midcourse, and terminal 
phase of flight� Within these phases, and not depicted in the graphic, are 
other possible important events that need to be timed depending on the 
target� For example, multiple-stage missiles will have staging/separation 
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events� Most modern ballistic missiles will have attitude control, thrust 
termination, and other events that may be important to missile defense� 
The event timing and the details of the events are important to the engage-
ment timeline and must be examined in detail� Separations, terminations, 
other types of events, and lethal object discrimination requirements can 
and will contribute to the complexity of the engagement�

The intersection of the target timeline with the defensive system timeline 
is dependent on the engagement strategy being employed� Figure 4�2 shows, 
in general, the events that need to be accomplished to consummate a bal-
listic missile engagement� More detailed engagement events including the 
weapons fire-control solution, missile discrimination, and other important 
processes are not discretely depicted� However, Figure 4�2 demonstrates the 
complex nature of the engagement and that the defensive system must cap-
ture the target as early as possible, manage resources efficiently, and engage 
as early as possible to prosecute an engagement� In this example, it is shown 
that a detection fence is built with the intent that if the target flies through 
the fence, it will be detected� This can and most likely will be accomplished 
with the aid of inorganic assets as part of the ISR process not shown in this 
diagram� The timeline between detection and missile away will be referred 
to as the defense system time constant� It is within this period that a number 
of system functions must take place� The functions will likely have to include 
computing a fire-control solution (intercept capability) and challenging the 
validity of the potential target, normally referred to as identification friend 
or foe (IFF)� It is not possible to completely generalize all AMD system archi-
tectures and therefore leaves open the possibility that other critical functions 
may be required that will utilize time�

4.4.1.1 Engagement Timeline Definitions

The following formal definitions apply for the purposes of this book� System 
reaction time—sometimes referred to as the defense system time constant 
shown in Chapter 5—is the time from initial target detection to first missile 
motion� System reaction time consists of three major components: (1) target 
detection and transfer of target location from sensor to shooter, (2) combat 
ID, and (3) missile launcher response time� These times can be stochastic in 
nature due to performance variations associated with the equipment and 
operators (for man-in-the-loop systems)� The time required to transfer target 
information to the shooter is critical in systems that require lock-on before 
launch (LOBL)� These systems are typically fire-and-forget systems, which 
no longer require target state data from the sensor that initially detected 
the target once the missile is launched� These types of missile systems can 
have their own seeker—active RF seeker, passive IR, or dual-mode systems� 
Usually, dual-mode systems are both active or passive RF and passive IR 
seekers� Some missile launchers use a laser to guide the missile to the target� 
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These systems must either have the laser slaved to the sensor data or acquire 
the target on their own to maintain laser guide on the target� Both passive IR 
seeker and laser-guided systems may be severely degraded when operating 
in fog or rain environments�

The second function that contributes to the overall system reaction time is 
combat ID� This can be performed at the unit level or in a centralized loca-
tion� Unit-level combat ID is usually automated and based on both radar data 
and transponder interrogation to provide identification friend or foe (IFF) 
data from the combat system� A target at a high inbound speed, which does 
not respond to IFF interrogations, would normally be classified as hostile� 
Unit-level combat ID usually takes less time than centralized combat ID� The 
centralized combat ID typically requires the sensor target data to be trans-
ferred via a communication link to the centralized command center� The 
target information will be reviewed and may be correlated with data from 
other sensors in order to determine if the contact is threatening� Once the 
decision is made that the contact is hostile, contact information needs to be 
relayed back to the firing unit over a command link in order to initiate the 
engagement process�

Missile initialization: Once a specific missile is chosen for engagement, the 
third contributor to the engagement timeline includes enabling the missile 
to be launched and performing in-flight functions� Specifically, pyrotechnic 
squibs are usually used to initiate battery operation, begin the warhead arm-
ing sequence, as well as initiate other functions� Inertial platform initiation 
may include spinning up gyroscopes unless nonmechanical systems are 
used such as ring laser gyroscopes� The launcher system also has a response 
time, which is the time between pushing the launch button and the first mis-
sile motion� The launcher response time can include lock-on time for LOBL 
systems and launcher slew time for systems that need to slew in azimuth 
and/or elevation� For missiles that are lock-on after launch (LOAL) or are 
midcourse radar guided via missile uplink commands, launcher response 
times are generally shorter� LOAL systems with vertical launch cells are pre-
ferred and require a minimum amount of launcher preparation time�

Doctrine: Another dimension of the battlespace timeline is the doctrine 
employed� Doctrine refers to the preplanned approach for engaging targets 
that can be tailored to mission-specific needs� The doctrine will include the 
approach to the allocation of resources� More specifically, radar resource 
management strategy is included in the doctrine� This includes rules and 
conditions for rolling back radar resources in order to ensure that the high-
priority engagement functions always have enough resources to support 
successful engagements� The weapon employment strategy includes plan-
ning the number and type of weapon or weapon variant(s) to expend in a 
specific engagement opportunity� This also includes consideration of the 
weapon magazine load out and what weapons remain in the magazine at 
any given time�
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Salvo time: The time interval between successive launches in a specific 
engagement opportunity is referred to as salvo time� Firing doctrines that 
include multiple salvos, such as Shoot–Shoot (SS) and Shoot–Shoot–Shoot 
(SSS), are used to increase overall kill probability; however, this is at the 
expense of depleting the missiles in the magazine more rapidly� Salvo time 
generally includes launcher timing limitations and sufficient timing between 
missile shots to avoid missile fratricide� Missile fratricide can occur when the 
second shot in the salvo guides to the first missile in the salvo instead of the 
intended target� Scheduling sufficient salvo time between successive shots is 
one technique used to prevent fratricide�

In conclusion, all of these times and their management are requirement 
drivers that must be considered in developing a system-level engagement 
solution� The requirements’ flow down process will capture these drivers 
within the appropriate elements to ensure a balanced systems approach�

4.4.2 Firepower

Firepower refers to having the ability to place ordnance on the target when 
and where they are needed with sufficient numbers to ensure success� There 
are two firepower requirements that need to be addressed� The first com-
ponent is being able to reach the target with a sufficient amount of range at 
intercept between the inbound target and the defended asset that its sur-
vivability is ensured� The second component is a homing requirement� The 
ordnance must also be able to achieve a successful miss distance to achieve 
a kill or achieve the desired single-shot probability of kill (Pssk)� A flow-back 
requirement results from the homing requirement� It is also necessary to 
reach the target with a sufficient number of missiles as possible to achieve the 
necessary Pssk to ensure the destruction of the target, which will guarantee 
defended asset survivability� Not only must a sufficient number of ordnance 
rounds reach their target, but also the right ordnance must reach the target� 
Not all missiles are created equal� To ensure homing success, choosing the 
missile to reach and the design to handle any peculiarities of the target must 
be ensured� The combination of reaching the target at sufficient range with 
the correct and sufficient number of ordnance and achieving homing success 
should establish firepower requirements�

The firepower requirement then contributes to defining doctrine require-
ments mentioned in the previous section� Firepower is heavily dependent 
on the amount of timeline available for the engagement(s)� Any engagement 
may and probably will require multiple weapons (ordnance) to be placed on 
the target to achieve an acceptable success criterion� Each weapon expended 
will require revisiting the battlespace timeline at least in part� This sequence 
of expending weapons is also part of the doctrine� This part of the doctrine 
is referred to as the firepower doctrine� A firepower doctrine requires estab-
lishing a defense strategy for successfully negating all incoming targets� 
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Depending on the mission, other design decisions, and the tactical situa-
tion, the firepower doctrine requirements may change and the flow down of 
requirements on the entire system will then need to be reevaluated�

Five specific firepower doctrine strategies for this book are defined: Shoot; 
Shoot–Shoot, Shoot–Shoot–Shoot, Shoot–Look–Shoot, and Shoot–Shoot–
Look–Shoot� Each term, shoot, refers to the launching or expending of a 
weapon (ordnance) to intercept the incoming target� Each time a weapon is 
expended, it takes battlespace time� Each term, look, refers to a kill evalua-
tion and the cycling to a new and independent shot�

A specific doctrine is chosen to produce a kill while expending a mini-
mum amount of resources and maximizing the amount of resources avail-
able to begin a new and independent engagement� The doctrine should also 
include the policy used to select the correct engagement option and firing 
doctrine to employ� Firepower doctrine requirements are developed based 
on the Pssk�

The firing doctrine then establishes essential timeline requirements driv-
ing the weapon system time constant requirements� And conversely, the 
firing doctrine will be driven by the achievable weapon system time con-
stant� This iteration will eventually settle when achievable combinations of 
engagement solutions, time constants, and firing doctrines are found that 
will result in the required Pssk for the defined target set overall Pk require-
ment� This solution set will define firepower�

The required firepower will likely only be accomplished with a layered or 
tiered approach to AMD� Considering the possible incoming target design 
variations, including cruise and ballistic missiles and aircraft (manned and 
unmanned), covering the extent of the atmosphere and beyond, it is unrea-
sonable to expect that deploying one weapon system will handle all pos-
sible engagements� Missile speeds ranging from low to high subsonic and 
supersonic through hypersonic (Mach 5 and above) all need to be engaged 
thus placing different and competing requirements on the AMD system� 
The trade space for achieving the firepower objectives is complicated and 
will involve evaluating different weapon concepts and firepower doctrines� 
These trades are beyond the scope of this book�

4.4.3 Defense Penetration Technique Resistance

Defense penetration techniques (DPTs) are defined as the design measures 
employed by the potentially hostile adversary in their offensive air and mis-
sile systems that are intended to defeat the defensive systems defending 
those assets desired to be destroyed� As discussed earlier, cruise or ballistic 
missile defense is attempted by one of three means� Either a hard or soft 
kill solution is employed or in combination� The adversarial offensive mis-
sile design team can break up the problem into four generic flight phases 
to design counters necessary to defeat the entire system� This set will be 
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referred to here as the time-phased defense penetration design options� These 
options are designated as follows:

 1� Countersurveillance and search phase
 2� Counterdetection and track phase
 3� Counterengagement and missile phase
 4� Counterpoint defense phase

It is based on the adversary design approach that resistance to these mea-
sures and techniques is found� Performance requirements cannot be estab-
lished until each of these time-phased defense penetration options (DPOs) 
are evaluated and a set of them is selected to be addressed in the AMD sys-
tem design�

Each of the four time-phased defense penetration design options will be 
described in detail in this section� In adversary studies, the AMD system and 
a defense penetration design approach are decided upon� The options will 
consider the strategy necessary to defeat the kill chain by most likely spread-
ing out the challenges across each phase� Speed is the defense penetration 
fulcrum providing the primary leverage feature dictated by physics for all 
penetration phases offering advantage to the offensive missile designer� All 
other defense penetration design measures and techniques become more 
effective the faster the offensive missile travels� To compress the engagement 
timeline (collapse the battlespace), the adversary may employ high speed 
and low radar cross section, high speed and low altitude, or any of a large 
number of combinations of defense penetration techniques, where speed 
notably reduces the signature reduction and altitude lowering requirements 
for the offense [8–15]�

4.4.3.1 Countersurveillance and Search Phase

The first step in the kill chain usually begins with surveillance and search� 
Within this phase, potentially hostile systems or vehicles are determined to 
exist or not� When detected, an assessment of their potential hostile inten-
tions or activity is made through the battle management process� If deter-
mined to be of a hostile nature, a battle management plan is invoked and 
appropriate action is taken to transition and designate it as a target and to 
begin an engagement� This engagement solution will provide the essential 
time needed for executing the remaining pieces of the kill chain resulting 
in a successful engagement� As with all the phases, time is the most critical 
resource to have or deny depending on which side of the problem you are 
on� Surveillance and search can be accomplished from space-, air-, sea-, sub-
surface-, and/or ground-borne assets� These assets can be either organic or 
inorganic to the actual shooter or defense system�
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The objective of the adversarial missile design team is to deny, degrade, 
or confuse surveillance systems to buy time� It is only reasonable to assume 
that eventually, the target missile will be found and an engagement process 
will begin� Countersurveillance and search design options include organic, non-
organic, and networked sensor assets� These sensor assets may be from a 
single system (organic), external systems (inorganic), or a diverse highly inter-
connected set of platforms (network)� Design options may include stealthy 
features, concealment CONOPS, deceptive trajectories, and various forms of 
electronic countermeasures� The mission during this phase of the attack is 
typically a cat-and-mouse game where each side attempts to understand the 
likely CONOPS and capabilities of the other� The AMD system requirements 
include developing methods and techniques to defeat countersurveillance 
and search techniques�

4.4.3.2 Counterdetection and Track Phase

The AMD system that is protecting a given air space from missile attack will 
ultimately need to detect and transition to track the target within a fire- control 
system� The fire-control system and sensor do not necessarily have to be 
 co-located but are part of a system used to conduct the engagement� The search 
and track sensor(s) may be, and usually are, part of the same system and pro-
vide the transition between the first and second time-phased defense penetration 
design option phases� The distinguishing part of this phase is that it starts after 
the missile is on its way and heading for a particular target and the search sen-
sor has detected the target� The detection may occur from autonomous search 
or as a result of a cue from external (inorganic) surveillance systems�

The objective of the target design during this phase is to reduce  reaction 
time by employing various design options aimed at the AMD system� 
This may include trajectory and altitude variations, jamming, signature 
reduction, masking schemes, and speed [8–14]� These time-phased defense 
 penetration design options (which will be referred to as DPO from here on) 
will be employed in a cost-effective manner, which is most advantageous 
to  penetrating a  particular AMD system� This means that the DPO design 
and employment strategy will be dependent on the AMD system it must 
defeat and penetrate� The DPOs will be employed singularly and in com-
binations as the task dictates� It is important to remember that the target 
design need only reduce reaction time and not deny detection to be successful 
in this phase� The question the offensive missile designer needs to ask and 
answer is how much time reduction is enough� The answer to this question 
depends on the counter-DPO capabilities of the defensive AMD system� The 
objective of the AMD system design is to limit the effectiveness of target 
DPO through performance trade-offs that will result in robust counter-DPO 
design requirements�

The longer the time an offensive missile is successful in denying detection 
and track, the simpler and less difficult it is to defeat the engagement and 
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missile phase� The AMD requirements challenge is to develop design mea-
sures that effectively resist DPO aimed at reducing reaction time� Techniques 
that can increase system reaction time include the use of elevated sensors 
to extend the radar horizon and increased radar sensitivity to mitigate the 
effects of target RCS reduction� Techniques that can maintain performance 
in reduced system reaction time scenarios are faster missiles to reduce the 
flyout time and missiles/ordnance with capability to engage at very short 
ranges� These techniques and methods available to the AMD system designer 
must be itemized, prioritized, and characterized before achievable require-
ments can be developed�

4.4.3.3 Counterengagement and Missile Phase

Once the missile target is detected and begins to be tracked, an AMD weapon 
system fire-control or engagement solution is computed� The time it takes to 
produce a solution and conduct all of the necessary checks and schedule 
the other necessary events needed to support the engagement and produce 
first missile motion is named the weapon system time constant (TWCS), as 
shown in Figure 4�2� Simply said, this is the time it takes from detection to 
missile away� It is within this process that the system computes the likely 
point in time and space where the engagement is likely to end� This spatial 
location is called the predicted intercept point (PIP), and the time is called 
the estimated time to go (TGO)� The accuracy of these two parameters is 
dependent on the precision, accuracy (quality), and resolution of the sen-
sor track information and the computational approach employed to resolve 
PIP and TGO from the measured data� Subsequently, the accuracy of PIP 
and TGO will determine the accuracy of the missile midcourse guidance 
commands used to guide the missile during this phase of flight� A perfect 
midcourse guidance law will only guarantee that the missile will go where 
it is being sent� However, it will not be sent to the correct location if all of the 
supporting data and computations are also not perfect� Imperfect guidance 
laws, noisy sensor measurements of the target state, and computational inac-
curacies contribute to the radar-to-missile handover error� Handover error, 
simply stated, is defined by the fact that the missile is not placed in space 
and time at the end of midcourse guidance that would require the missile no 
additional effort to intercept the target in the remaining engagement time� 
Homing time is the portion of the engagement where an onboard missile 
sensor detects and tracks the target and completes the engagement by pro-
viding measured data to an onboard guidance computer where acceleration 
commands are produced and executed through a flight control system� It is 
during the terminal homing that the handover errors are to be removed� If 
not, the missile will miss the target and the offensive missile will ingress to 
the next phase of the engagement�

The objective of the target design team is to explicitly defeat this part of the 
system and kill chain� To accomplish this, the target design characteristics 
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must be able to induce unacceptable missile miss distances so as not to be 
effectively negated or to deny computation of an acceptable fire-control 
solution� The ways to produce such miss distances are numerous� The 
methods can start by attacking the quality of the track through deceptive 
countermeasures or by countering the missile in flight through maneuvers 
or jamming techniques [9–15]� Fire control and doctrine denial can be accom-
plished by simply flying so fast through this phase that a successful fire-
control or doctrine solution is unachievable�

The counterengagement and missile phase may be the weakest or most 
vulnerable link in the engagement chain and may be where most of the 
defense penetration design options will be employed [9–15]� It is therefore 
incumbent on the AMD designer set to focus on requirements that minimize 
system susceptibility to these methods and techniques� Fortunately, physics 
limits both sides of this problem equally and solutions can be found for the 
AMD system� Again, the techniques and methods available to the offensive 
designer must be itemized, prioritized, and characterized before achievable 
AMD requirements can be developed�

4.4.3.4 Counterpoint Defense Phase

Short-range systems will be employed by the defended asset to add a layer of 
self-defense for leakers� Leakers are targets that have successfully penetrated 
the outer layers of the defensive system (the engagement and missile phase 
of the kill chain)� Short-range self-defense systems can include missiles, 
guns, and electronic countermeasure techniques [9]� Most of the weapons 
employed here are simply fire-and-forget systems that do not rely heavily on 
sophisticated fire-control systems for in-flight guidance�

The objective of the offensive missile design team is to explicitly defeat this 
part of the system and kill chain as in the previous phase� Again, the way to 
accomplish this is to induce unacceptable miss distances so as to not incur 
damage or destruction� The ways to produce such miss distances or ren-
der jamming countermeasure systems ineffective are numerous� Trajectory 
variations and maneuvers are proven means to significantly reduce Pssk and 
penetrate the last layer of defense [13–15]� Utilizing dual-mode guidance sys-
tems to avoid homing in-bands that are being jammed has also been shown 
to be effective [11–13]� As in the countermissile phase, the AMD requirement 
here is to focus on minimizing system susceptibility to these methods and 
techniques� The techniques and methods available to the offensive designer 
must be itemized, prioritized, and characterized before achievable require-
ments can be developed�

4.4.4 Environmental Resistance

Environmental resistance establishes the requirement to maintain AMD 
performance in adverse environments� Originally, this was to include 
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jamming environments� It is believed that all of the methods and tech-
niques employed by the offensive system(s) to penetrate defensive systems 
are more effectively captured by measures that resist the target defense 
penetration techniques (DPTs), which are discussed in the next section� This 
allows the systems engineer to develop design requirements that focus on 
operating and fighting in degrading weather and propagation environments 
against a single measure of effectiveness (MOE)� The environment itself as 
it affects electromagnetic (EM) and electro-optical (EO) propagation must 
be met with performance requirements that ensure a graceful degradation 
of the AMD system engagement performance� In fact, these will evolve as 
interface requirements for the entire AMD system� Some of the sources for 
environmental degradation include atmospheric absorption including rain 
attenuation of the EM and EO spectrums; rain-induced backscatter clutter; 
sea clutter return; atmospheric refractivity including anomalous propaga-
tion (ducting); atmospheric property variations including density, pressure, 
and temperatures; low-altitude tracking errors including multipath and lobe 
cutting; background radiation (most prevalent in the EO/IR environment) 
interferences; and target signature anomalies such as glint and scintillation�

The AMD system requirements must be developed to accommodate 
reduced performance realities as these environmental effects are analyzed� 
The good news is that both sides of the fight will need to operate in the same 
environment and will suffer degraded performance� It is the design that has 
best accounted for environmental variations that will have the advantage�

4.4.5 Continuous Availability

Continuous availability refers to the elements or components of the AMD sys-
tem solution that must be operable at all times during deployment� Operable 
has to be defined as operating with the expected probability of achieving 
design objectives� Otherwise, the remaining requirement definitions that 
hinge on achieving a specified Pssk will not be achievable� This book will not 
dwell or elaborate on this MOE or the requirements it produces as it is not 
within the desired scope of this book� This falls on the art and engineering of 
manufacturing and reliability� It is important to this MOE that redundancy 
is built into the system at critical nodes so as not to field a system with single 
points of failure or an Achilles heel�

4.4.6 Contiguous Coverage

A reference frame has to be created before it is possible to establish a contigu-
ous coverage MOE� The reference frame can take on many definitions but 
must include seamlessly enveloping the defended asset with protection from 
all azimuths out to a specified range and altitude� This is likely accomplished 
with tiered protection having overlapping engagement area responsibilities� 
In the surface warfare example, a battle group must be configured to provide 
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protection of the carriers, LHAs, and possibly civilian assets without gaps in 
coverage� This can be accomplished with multiple air defense–capable ships 
working under a specific CONOPS for the situation� These fighting ships may 
have different capabilities relative to various target sets and range-azimuth 
sectors� The ships must therefore protect themselves in order to be available 
to contribute to the AMD system capability� Thus, the AMD system must be 
required to operate independently as well as part of a larger, more encom-
passing capability� Attaining and maintaining the contiguous coverage MOE 
will levy requirements on the AMD system that the elements be interoper-
able, therefore creating an additional set of interface requirements [9]�

4.5 Top-Level Requirements

The proper beginning of the top-level requirements is to state or restate the 
mission need statement� This would not be done here� The TLR must first 
address the fundamental mission objective� The mission objectives develop 
the technical facts associated with accomplishing the objective of the MNS 
and with the MOEs used as constraints and assumptions�

The next task is to clearly define the problem� The problem is the target(s)� 
Target set engineering characterizations that include flight dynamic envelope 
and sensor correlated signature details are the essential elements necessary 
to establish defensive requirements� Moreover, it is necessary to characterize 
target physical attributes that will affect lethality requirements; employment 
options that may include coordinated attacks, reattacks, and waypoint usage 
and varying speed and altitude regimes that may affect timeline require-
ments; and the active use of deceptive and interference techniques such as 
electronic countermeasures (ECMs) [11–13]� These characterizations will 
then need to be mapped into the MOEs�

Performance and interoperability requirements will be formed by iden-
tifying the regions of the world where the AMD is to effectively operate, 
identifying the need for interoperating with different forces and assets, and 
identifying specific environmental conditions� The TLR includes opera-
tional engagement altitude-range regimes, probability of asset survivability 
requirements, single-shot probability of kill (Pssk) requirements for defensive 
missile solutions, and time-on-target probability of kill requirements for 
energy weapons and guns� Raid densities will be incorporated with all Pssk 
requirements�

The functional performance and interface requirements will evolve from 
a mapping of these considerations and the target characterizations into the 
MOEs� The TLR document product will then be used to flow down to the 
concept of operation (CONOPS) and the development of the system require-
ments document (SRD)�
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5
Phase A: AMD System Requirements

5.1 AMD Mission Needs: Requirements to CONOPS

The air and missile defense (AMD) problem [1–7] requires capability to 
engage advanced aerodynamic and ballistic missiles, aircraft, and unmanned 
autonomous vehicles (UAVs) in a complex tactical theater� This theater will 
involve the operation of air, sea, and land platforms from  various service 
organizations and possibly from coalition forces� Air and missile defense 
(AMD) will include theater defense, area defense, point defense, and self-
defense� The AMD mission will pursue engaging the threat at the earliest 
opportunity utilizing combined theater assets�

Theater defense can be defined as a war-fighting asset that provides pro-
tection to any other asset throughout the theater of military operations� 
The protected entity can be a military or civil set of assets or population cen-
ters� Area defense can be defined as the protection of those military assets 
within a combat war-fighting grouping� An example of area defense is the 
Aegis area air defense, antiair warfare (AAW) mission [1–3]� This example 
includes the requirements for the war-fighting ship (Aegis) to defend the 
carriers and all other ships within a battle group against attack by an air 
threat� Point defense is the mission to protect assets from within the imme-
diate region of the missile attack� This can be the protection of military or 
civil assets or population centers� The patriot advanced capability (PAC-2 
or PAC-3) or patriot air defense missile system [6] is an example of a point 
defense system� Point defense also includes self-defense� When combina-
tions of these strategies are employed, it constitutes a layered defense system 
where the systems operate in succession to eliminate the threat� Referring 
back to Chapter 2, these systems acting together may be called a family of 
systems (FOS) and, as such, suffices as our concept of operation (CONOPS)�

The program objective is to develop a war-fighting system to defeat the tar-
get set before it can either achieve its mission by design or inadvertently 
achieve a mission success by disabling or destroying either intended or unin-
tended assets of interest to those defending against the attack�
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5.2 Systems Architecture Functional Requirements

The architecture is defined based on the functional requirements that will 
flow from the CONOPS� Five functional requirements are identified to sat-
isfy the CONOPS as described in Section 5�1 [1,3,4]� These functional sys-
tems are a central defense system (CDS), an Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance (ISR) system, a target system, an engagement system, and 
a communication link system (CLS)� These functional requirements and the 
functions they are required to perform are shown in Table 5�1�

The central defense system (CDS) is defined as the organic elements that 
prosecute the engagement� The ISR system consists of those elements that 
produce target cueing information and pass that information to the CDS for 
action� The target system is the set of targets and support systems that need 
to be destroyed or dismissed through discrimination and identification pro-
cesses� The engagement system consists of the set of weapons available to 
destroy the lethal segment of the target system� The CLS is the set of commu-
nication channels that provide interoperability between all of the elements�

A flow down of requirements for each functional element is shown in 
Table 5�1� The CDS is shown to have five functional requirements� It is re quired 
to: (1) detect, track, and discriminate the target set; (2) compute the engage-
ment doctrine and develop a set of decisions that will dictate the sequence of 
engagement events based on the target track data and AMD system perfor-
mance data and engagement predictions; (3) iteratively update engagement 
solutions that are based on stored engagement system performance capabili-
ties and the target track data and produce a predicted intercept point that is 
passed on to the engagement system and updated; (4) illuminate the target 

TABLE 5.1

AMD Architecture Functional Requirements

Central Defense 
System ISR System 

Target 
System 

Engagement 
System 

Communication 
Link System 

Detect and track, 
discriminate

Compute 
target origin

Signatures Flyout Frequency

Compute 
doctrine and 
decisions

Compute and 
update target 
geoposition

Dynamics Midcourse 
guidance and 
control

Bandwidth

Compute 
engagement 
solution/PIP

Predict target 
geospatial/
temporal end 
goal

Time/space 
correlation

Terminal homing Word content 
and format

Illuminate/
handover

Communicate Physical 
attributes

Lethality 
mechanism

Data rate

Communicate Communicate Reference frames 
(spatial, temporal)
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(as necessary for semi-active radar systems) and/or point the engagement 
element sensors to the target at an established handover point in time and 
space; and (5) establish communication data links and passageways to each 
affected system and element in the proposed architecture�

The ISR system has four distinct functional requirements; it must compute 
the target origin; compute and update the target geolocation; predict the tar-
get time and space end point; and establish communication data links and 
passage ways to the proposed CDS�

The target system characteristics will drive the AMD architecture and design 
features� Target signatures are those associated with the operating bands of 
the sensors chosen within the sensor suite system and within the identified 
scenarios� Target dynamic bounds must be characterized, and the time and 
space correlation of the dynamic bounds and signatures must be produced� In 
addition, the physical attributes that will affect lethality decisions and perfor-
mance will be required� In a capability-based acquisition, these target param-
eter characterization spaces will be used to bound and select new capabilities 
to be acquired for each spiral or upgrade that increases AMD capability�

The engagement system(s) will have five functional requirements� The 
engagement system weapon will need to fly out to intercept the lethal tar-
get set; guide (possibly navigate) under radar control during the midcourse 
phase of its flight; transition to a terminal mode for precise homing to inter-
cept the target; employ a means for lethal termination of the target; and, 
throughout this entire process, communicate to the other interdependent 
elements within the AMD architecture�

Midcourse guidance includes the requirement to fly the engagement sys-
tem to the PIP computed by the engagement computer system (ECS) and 
communicated through an uplink containing high data rate acceleration 
commands and have the engagement system produce a transponder signal 
and downlink with position and kinematical data� Terminal homing can be 
passive, active, semi-active, or multimode� Lethality mechanisms are frag-
mentation warheads and hit-to-kill (HTK) kinetic energy systems�

The CDS may also possibly pass engagement system skin track data and 
produce illuminator functions if semi-active radar (SAR)-guided missiles are 
involved or pass continuous homing commands as is the case in a track-via-
missile (TVM) architecture� Each of the communication and illumination 
links will have a data rate and data bandwidth requirement associated with 
the transmission� Data links need to be robust to provide acceptable perfor-
mance in electronic attack (EA) environments�

Of course, this set of engagement system functional requirements sounds 
suspiciously like a missile� Most likely, missiles will be the primary solution 
for any type of near- or midterm AMD system but possibly not exclusively� 
Besides the likely integrated use of electronic warfare (EW) systems, guns as 
an engagement system will also fit into the functional flow described here� 
High-energy weapons (HEWs) are a possible far-term option to integrate into 
the engagement set, and they must also satisfy the same set of engagement 
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functional requirements with some minor modifications and a small amount 
of imagination� HEW systems will have a flyout time that is based on the 
speed of light travel� Midcourse guidance/control and terminal homing will 
be handled by the dispensing system called aim-point control� Lethality will 
be a calculation based on the amount of energy over time required to dam-
age or destroy the lethal target set� Thus, the AMD architecture functional 
requirements are general�

The CLS is established as a separate functional requirement within the 
architecture even though each functional element of the AMD architecture, 
with the exception of the target system, has a communication function com-
ponent� Interoperability requirements will dictate a need to establish a con-
sistent set of functional communication link and pathway standards and 
designs as part of the architecture� Communication standards within the 
architecture will flow down into the subsystem requirements of the other 
AMD architecture system and element requirements� The communication 
links will be functionally defined by operating frequency spectrum and 
bandwidths, word formats, data rates, and a standard frame of reference 
(temporally and spatially)� Each communication node set will need to be 
identified and defined according to the functional requirements� This will 
ensure that interoperability requirements are satisfied�

5.3 Allocation of Functions to Systems

The functional requirements from Section 5�2 must be decomposed into 
functional elements or systems� A possible systems architecture flow down 
from the functional requirements is shown in Figure 5�1 and is the assumed 
architecture for the remainder of this book� The systems within the AMD 
systems architecture include the sensor suite system, the battle management 
system (BMS), and the engagement computer system (ECS)� These systems 
will be required to satisfy the functional requirements of the CDS�

The engagement system, ISR system, CLS, and target system follow  directly 
from the functional requirements� Functional interoperability requirements  
are required between geographically separated elements of  the assumed 
AMD system architecture� Moreover, it  is important to include the target 
system as part of the AMD architecture� There will be a set of targets within 
the design bounds and then there will  be those outside the design bounds 
when the acquisition is complete� It is also an important distinction to not 
include the ISR suite as part of the AMD system but within the overarch-
ing AMD architecture� For example, the ISR interface should be seamless 
without necessarily affecting the design and independent operation of the 
AMD system without an ISR component� ISR is defined as an inorganic asset 
of the AMD architecture� Organic AMD systems include all CDS elements, 
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and inorganic elements include those that may or may not be independently 
located from the interoperable elements that make up a complete AMD sys-
tem� The engagement systems will be defined as organic elements within 
the AMD system even if they may operate at times independently from the 
remainder of the interoperable AMD system� Other definitions may be just as 
practical but will not be explored further�

The functional architecture identifies where systems and some elements 
have interoperability requirements to be defined in the next phase� An 
interoperability requirement exists where there are signal flow lines con-
necting systems or elements of systems�

The sensor suite system will be defined to primarily satisfy the detect-
and-track functional requirement� However, other functional requirements 
may be placed on the sensor suite system as the design matures� The detect-
and-track function includes a number of highly complex operations to meet 
the functional requirement� The sensor suite system will produce tracks 
on all relevant contacts while continuing to search for and detect new and 
potentially hostile contacts, distinguish nonthreatening contacts, produce 
fire-control quality data on threatening tracks, support engagements on 
tracks with the highest priority identification based on doctrine, and conduct 
resource management�

The battle management system (BMS) computes and executes the doc-
trine selection(s) and all decisions involved during the prosecution of the 
 engagement� Doctrine selections and commands are then passed to the other 
elements as necessary for computational or execution purposes including 
mode initialization and weapon selection� The BMS will have responsibility 
to communicate selections, decisions, and computations to the other systems 
within the architecture� The BMS will be dependent on data transmissions 
from the sensor suite system, ISR, ECS, and the engagement systems both 
before and after launch� BMS decisions and computations affecting the engage-
ment system will be communicated through hardwire pathways prior to 
weapon release and possibly through the sensor suite system or the ECS while 
in flight� While in flight, in this assumed architecture, the engagement system 
will possibly communicate information through the sensor suite system�

The ECS computes engagement solutions, sometimes referred to as a fire-
control solution, leading to engageability predictions for the BMS to select 
firing doctrine, makes weapon selection(s), computes the predicted intercept 
point (PIP), and establishes a firing timeline� The ECS has communication 
requirements with the BMS, the sensor suite system, and the engagement 
systems and may be required to produce midcourse guidance commands� 
The dotted line connecting the ECS to the engagement system indicates that 
although the actual midcourse guidance or terminal homing commands are 
computed in the ECS, the actual communication connection is made through 
a data link possibly transmitted through the sensor suite system�

The ISR system produces target cueing information that may include tar-
get origin, geoposition time history, and forward prediction end goal and 
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communicates that information to the AMD system� Cueing information 
will be an input to the sensor suite system to establish search volumes and 
improve resource management options established within the BMS and 
other systems� The ISR system will have to achieve latency, precision, and 
accuracy requirements with respect to target origin and geoposition time 
histories that satisfy the AMD system update requirements�

The engagement systems will require a host of weapons in an arsenal 
that can be selected based on performance predictions and availability� The 
weapons within the engagement systems can be multiple missile variants 
to handle short-, medium-, and long-range engagements, EW systems for 
shorter-range engagements, and guns for shortest-range engagements� HEW 
systems are not likely to be more than relatively short range and for soft 
targets but may be included in future arsenals� The functional strategy is to 
employ multiple layers of defensive weapon options whose sum effective-
ness produces a high cumulative probability of kill (Pkc) against the required 
target sets� The advisable design strategy is to shoot early and to shoot often� 
Remember we assert the cost ratio is target-to-defended asset� The expended 
weapons are a relatively cheap part of the defended asset�

Communication links and pathways exist between the AMD system and 
the ISR system and within the AMD system as a whole� The AMD system 
must also receive and process potential identification friend or foe (IFF) tran-
sponder links from third-party systems as well as discriminate real from 
unintended targets� The BMS, the sensor suite system (SSS), the ECS, and the 
ES are all interconnected with either communication links, hardwired path-
ways, or both� Mostly, the communications will be between the BMS and the 
other systems and elements since the BMS is responsible for decision mak-
ing and communicating the decisions where they are to be executed� This 
establishes another point of the architecture not necessarily obvious by the 
diagram� There is a requirement for an integral man-in-the-loop (MITL) com-
munication source� Minimally, initialization and manual override functional 
requirements exist� Realistically, by the time it is necessary for an engage-
ment to take place, it will not likely be practical for human intervention to 
make the countless decisions and commands necessary to have the AMD 
system succeed� When and where MITL is necessary and will not cause the 
system to fail has to be explored with detailed simulation and live exercises�

As the tactical picture evolves, updates to BMS decisions and commands 
will be issued� This establishes an update rate requirement that flows down 
to the performance requirements of each attached element� AMD system reac-
tion time, predicted intercept point (PIP) specifications, handover error, and 
resource utilization are additional functional requirements of the AMD system�

The fundamental CDS performance metric is captured in the amount 
of time it takes to completely prosecute an engagement while accomplish-
ing the functions necessary to meet the upper-level requirements and con-
straints� It is, therefore, necessary to develop a complete, but not necessarily 
unique, definition of CDS functionality correlated with associated systems 
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and tied to a generalized performance timeline definition set� The notional 
battlespace timeline shown in Figure 5�2 assumes that there are four func-
tional elements comprising the air and missile defense (AMD) system archi-
tecture described earlier� The CDS is composed of a sensor suite system, 
BMS, ECC, and an engagement system�

The SSS is responsible for detecting the target and transitioning it to track� 
The time it takes for this process to occur is dependent on a number of factors 
that will need to be itemized� They include detection range, search volume, 
frame time, resource allocation management, and other parameters that will 
be identified later�

The next step is to develop a fire-control solution (FCS)� This will permit 
the fastest reaction time if hostile intent is determined imminently� The ECC 
will perform this function and pass the solution to the BMS followed by a 
tentative engagement order and a launcher allocation� If necessary, an iden-
tification friend or foe (IFF) challenge will be requested by the BMS� The 
BMS will then make a determination to prosecute the engagement or not� 
While these processes are taking place, the system will need to continue to 
operate searching, detecting, and transitioning to track potential targets� The 
number of simultaneous operations that can take place will be the next most 
important performance metric to be defined in the CDS� This is primarily 
specifying computer architecture, computational speed, and communication 
bandwidth performance once the search volume, desired total target num-
ber, and target rate specifications are determined�

The FCS is updated by the ECC, and assuming a hostile target has been 
determined, the BMS will produce an engagement order initiating a pre-
dicted intercept point calculation in the ECC� At this point, the BMS will need 
to allocate the resources necessary to fulfill the engagement order� Uplink 
and/or illuminator elements are possible resources that may be needed to 
support a missile engagement� Midcourse acceleration commands or the 
data necessary for the missile onboard computer to produce them will be 
uplinked to the missile� A semi-active terminal homing receiver will require 
illuminator coverage during a specified portion or for the entire terminal 
homing phase� Power is supplied to the missile to initialize onboard refer-
ence systems and/or navigation systems� This process typically includes the 
final stages of mechanical preparations that may include gyroscope stabi-
lization and firing of squibs to uncage the seeker and/or initiate batteries 
and other operations such as arming of the warhead and propellant ignition� 
Finally, missile away includes initiating the missile boost system propel-
ling the missile from the launch system for some specified unguided flight 
period where it will clear the launch system and attain a sufficient velocity 
to begin controlled flight�

Midcourse guidance will begin when a specified set of conditions are met 
whereby the missile can be controlled and guided to a predicted intercept 
point� One of the main criteria used for initiating midcourse guidance is 
reaching a dynamic pressure threshold� During this period, the CDS will 
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AMD System Function Time AMD Element

First detect

Transition to track

Fire-control solution Engagement Control 
Computer

Tentative Engagement Order (EO)

Allocate launcher

IFF challenge

Fire-control solution Engagement Control 
Computer

EO confirmed
Battle Management

System

Predicted intercept point
Engagement Control 

Computer

FC uplink resource
allocation

Battle 
Management

Missile initialization Engagement Control 
Computer

Missile away Battle Management
System

Midcourse 
guidance/discrimination

Handover/discrimination

Terminal homing/
divert/discrimination Missile

Kill evaluation SSS, BMS, 
ECC, Missile

Sensor Suite 
System

Battle
Management

System
CD

S 
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m
e 

Co
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ta
nt

Fl
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ut
 T
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e SSS, BM, ECC,

Missile

FIGURE 5.2
Notional battlespace timeline�
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be required to discriminate the intended target to be destroyed from unin-
tended tracks and intentional false targets� The sensor suite system, BMS, 
ECC, and missile will have computational roles to perform during this flight 
phase regardless of the final midcourse architecture solution chosen�

The handover doctrine will need to be finalized within the BMS as the mis-
sile approaches the PIP� Multiple terminal homing modes, preferred homing 
time, and approach angle decisions may be part of the handover doctrine� 
Discrimination decisions will need to continue within the handover doc-
trine and will include terminal homing sensor pointing commands� ECC 
will compute estimated time to go and BMS will determine handover time 
to go� The BMS handover decision is based on an ECC-computed Pssk given 
measured or estimated target characteristics, geometric and environmental 
considerations, and engagement constraints�

Once handover has occurred, the missile terminal homing sensor provides 
the guidance system with target geometric and state information to close the 
guidance and control loop� The CDS does not contribute to guidance com-
mands except in track-via-missile (TVM) systems architectures where CDS 
continues to provide guidance commands based on missile track informa-
tion� Semi-active radar (SAR) missile systems rely on the CDS to point the 
illuminator source at the target� Both TVM and SAR systems limit the AMD 
system to LOS engagements only due to their continued burden on the CDS, 
which has a finite amount of resources, limiting the number of simultane-
ous engagements that can be prosecuted� Active radar and passive systems 
are therefore preferred assuming that all other requirements can be solved 
within the available technology limits�

5.4 System Performance and Interface Requirements

The key AMD system requirements can be derived from a keep-out volume 
requirement correlated to the MOEs found in Section 5�3� The keep-out vol-
ume can be defined as a hemispherical region that is centered on the radar 
array as shown in Figure 5�3�

The AMD system must be capable of kinematical engagement of targets 
with a given probability of single-shot engagement kill probability (Pssk) 
within the context of the MOEs before the targets can penetrate the edge of 
the keep-out volume� The keep-out volume is characterized by the keep-out 
range (down- and cross-ground range) and the keep-out altitude vector is 
specified by R� The AMD system should be capable of engaging any targets 
that penetrate the keep-out volume boundaries�

In order to support these requirements, the radar system must be 
able to detect-and-track targets at ranges beyond the keep-out volume� 
The combination of CDS reaction time and missile flyout time to the keep-out 
volume boundary must be less than or equal to the time it takes the target to 
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reach the defended volume boundary once placed in firm track� Transition of 
detected target to firm track usually requires some statistical number of cor-
related target detections on successive confirmation dwells� One can quickly 
see the importance of balancing missile flyout range and speed with the 
radar detection range to achieve a robust AMD system design that supports 
the keep-out volume requirement� The inbound target defense penetration 
techniques described in Section 4�4�3, including most importantly speed, will 
be a significant driver on required radar and missile performance� Early tar-
get detection and location will be a fundamental performance requirement�

The ISR system will communicate to the BMS and ultimately cue the sen-
sor suite system where the search radar will be assigned a search sector and 
other performance parameters� ISR performance requirements such as track 
accuracy and latency will be established to support the development of a 
successful system�

5.4.1 Central Defense System Performance Requirements

The primary purpose of the CDS is to deliver weapons to engage, intercept, 
and destroy targets� Destroying the intended target requires achieving an 

R

Keep-out altitude

Keep-out
downrange

Keep-out
cross-range

FIGURE 5.3
Illustration of the keep-out volume concept�
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acceptable miss distance as dictated by the kill strategy, kill mechanism, and 
target vulnerability� The CDS must also conduct the assigned tasks shown 
in Figure 5�2 and do so in a timely manner so as to maximize the battlespace 
thereby permitting a maximum number and variant of weapons to be used 
to suppress the target� This problem is known as reaction time trade space� 
The reaction time trade space can include reducing the number of processes 
in the battlespace timeline, reducing the amount of time it takes to accom-
plish specific processes, or a combination of both�

The CDS performance requirements will be quantified by accomplish-
ing these tasks within a given timeline while achieving specified accuracy 
objectives� Functional requirements will be quantified by tasks with associ-
ated accuracy specifications to establish performance requirements and are 
described in the following paragraphs�

Achieving an acceptable miss distance burdens the CDS with (1) accu-
rately tracking the target(s) and launched missile(s), (2) accurately locating 
itself in the inertial reference coordinate frame, (3) accurately aligning the 
CDS navigation and missile flight coordinate frames and the missile inertial 
reference unit (IRU) prior to launch, (4) accurately computing a predicted 
intercept point (PIP), (5) providing the missile accurate midcourse guidance 
commands, and (6) accurately pointing the missile’s homing sensor–sensitive 
axis toward the target prior to handover�

IRU alignment greatly influences missile midcourse performance� Selecting 
alignment techniques and IRU components is a requirement of trade-space 
study that dominates position, velocity, and altitude errors  affecting seeker 
pointing angle accuracy when the missile sensor (seeker) attempts  target 
acquisition� These accumulated errors then translate into expanded field-of-
view and acquisition range requirements� In turn, the alignment techniques 
that produce higher accuracy drive up both cost and, more importantly, time 
to alignment completion increasing the CDS time constant�

The missile IRU is typically aligned with the CDS position vector in the 
inertial space reference frame� The accuracy of the CDS position knowledge 
introduces additional error� Modern platforms typically use some type of 
satellite-aided inertial navigation like the global positioning system (GPS) 
for alignment� The missile midcourse error is also affected by radar track 
error� The CDS sensor suite may be required to produce continually updated 
skin tracks of the missile in flight as a source for missile position, velocity, 
and altitude� These measurements along with the missile onboard guidance 
computer–processed IRU measurements are combined using filtering tech-
niques to establish the best estimate of missile in-flight states and time to go 
to predicted intercept point� Transponder techniques are normally used to 
transmit missile onboard measurements to CDS for processing� The error 
source summary is itemized as follows:

• Missile-in-flight guidance (IRU measurements and state computations)
• Platform postlaunch drift (probably negligible)
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• CDS sensor suite measurement
• Missile prelaunch misalignment
• Platform prelaunch navigation

The midcourse navigation process is depicted in Figure 5�4� Boost phase 
 guidance precedes midcourse by some predetermined time based on the mis-
sile boost design and trajectory requirements� Figure 5�4 will be explained in 
detail in the following paragraphs and sections [8–23,25,27]�

5.4.1.1 Midcourse Guidance Reference Systems

Coordinate systems are defined here to conform to a standard through-
out the book and to adhere to a common standard within the aeronautics 
community such as the AIAA standards [28]� Four right-handed, Cartesian 
coordinate reference systems pertaining to the CDS for missile midcourse 
guidance are defined� These are the earth-centered earth-fixed (ECEF) 
Cartesian reference system (Xe, Ye, Ze) axes, the midcourse guidance or navi-
gation reference system (N, E, D), the missile body reference system (xb, yb, zb) 
axes, and the seeker reference system (as, bs, cs) axes as depicted in Figure 5�5� 
The midcourse guidance reference system is sometimes referred to as the 
launch-centered inertial Cartesian (LCIC) reference system axes� LCIC will 
be used in this book�

It is assumed that the target engagement or flyout phase will be composed 
of four segments defined here as prelaunch, boost, midcourse, and terminal� 
These segments are defined in Figure 5�6 and the following paragraph�

The prelaunch segment definition is given within the CDS time con-
stant shown in Figure 5�2 and discussed in the previous section� The boost, 
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FIGURE 5.4
Midcourse guidance and error contributions to handover�
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midcourse, and terminal segments are defined within the context of the 
flyout time also shown in Figure 5�2� Two transition stages are identified in 
Figure 5�5� The first transition stage is booster engine cutoff (BECO) marking 
the end of the boost phase guidance and the burnout of the initial booster 
and the beginning of the midcourse guidance/navigation phase� The sec-
ond transition phase is handover� Handover marks the end of midcourse 
guidance/navigation and the beginning of the terminal homing phase�

CDS performance requirements at handover, which precedes the final 
segment, terminal homing, and engagement segment, are defined next� In 
the engagement concept of operation, the missile transitions to an onboard 
homing sensor to execute the terminal segment and to achieve the designed 
kill criteria including kill strategy and miss distance performance specifi-
cations� Engagement system performance requirements are driven by the 
terminal homing phase� Handover error will be a key contributor to miss 
distance performance, and itemizing the error contributions will be the pri-
mary focus of the CDS performance requirements� It is first necessary to 
fully characterize the geometric relationships of the engagement� Figure 5�7 
provides detailed in-flight midcourse guidance coordinate system relation-
ships and definitions�

The geometric relationships shown in Figures 5�5 through 5�7 are defined 
through three direction cosine matrices transforming vectors from the ECEF 
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FIGURE 5.5
CDS requirement coordinate frames�
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system to the body axis, from the body axis system to the seeker axis system, 
and from the LCIC system to the ECEF system� These transformations are 
denoted by A TECEF

b= [ ], B Tb
s= [ ], and C Tn

ECEF= [ ], respectively, and provided in 
Equations 5�1 through 5�6, where b = body reference, n = LCIC reference, and 
s = seeker reference systems� When using transformations to move from one 
reference frame to another, the subscript will denote the original frame of 
reference and the superscript denotes the final frame of reference� For exam-
ple, Tn

b refers to a matrix accomplishing transformation from the LCIC frame 
to the missile body frame� Chapter 8 provides the mathematical details for 
deriving these transformations:
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5.4.1.2 Handover

Handover performance parameters are defined here as the spatial, temporal, 
and kinematic set of engagement terms that are required by the weapon and 
provided by the CDS to acquire and track the target and sufficiently reduce 
the miss distance to destroy the target� Essentially, the CDS is responsible for 
midcourse guidance commands that place the missile at a particular spatial 
coordinate and time (time to go [TGO]), with a specified velocity vector (ori-
entation and magnitude) while aiming the sensor-sensitive axis at the target� 
Velocity vector orientation will be referred to here as heading� Midcourse 
guidance sends the missile toward the predicted intercept point (PIP) but 
hands over the engagement to the missile at a computed time to go prior to 
reaching the PIP that computationally maximizes the probability that the 
missile will achieve a minimum miss distance from the target at the closest 
point of approach thus maximizing the single-shot probability of kill (Pssk)� 
Handover geometry definitions are shown in Figure 5�8 and are described in 
the following paragraphs�

The line-of-sight (LOS) vector has an argument, λs, with the magnitude 
being the distance between the missile and the target� The arguments HE 
(heading error) and η (seeker pointing angle error) are specified as mid-
course guidance handover error requirements� HE and η specifications are 
functions of other engagement variables that include target range, altitude, 
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velocity, range to go, time to go, and missile velocity at handover� Velocity 
magnitude (speed) is specified as the optimally largest achievable value for 
the engagement� A handover error requirements trade study is a required 
part of the CDS engagement system trade space necessary to balance over-
all ADS performance requirements� Once completed, the trade space results 
from the performance system requirements will flow down to the subsystem 
performance requirements�

Heading error (HE) can be defined mathematically as the difference 
between the true Vm direction and the required Vm direction necessary to 
achieve a zero line-of-sight (LOS) rate (proportional navigation principle)� 
Lead angle () is defined as the angle between the target velocity vector 
and the angle required to perfectly lead the target to obtain a collision� 
Refer to the classical collision triangle in Figure 5�9 for the analysis that 
follows [8]�

The initial missile and target positions in the general X–Y axis coordinate 
frame are established next� The missile is initially located at the origin and 
is shown as (Mx0, 0), and the initial target position is given as (Tx0, 0)� The 
LOS between the target and the missile is T − M� The intercept point I is 
collocated where T − M = 0 to satisfy the conditions for the intercept� When 
the missile and target are considered to be flying at constant velocities, then 
the condition T2 − M2 < T1 − M1 < T0 − M0 is satisfied and successive similar 
triangles are formed producing successive nonrotating LOS angles in time� 
Therefore, this proof shows that the two conditions sufficient for intercept 
are a nonrotating LOS and d|T(t) − M(t)|/dt < 0�

The collision triangle in Figure 5�9 can be used to compute that the 
dM dt

�
/  and dT dt

�
/  terms that represent missile and target velocity vectors, 
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FIGURE 5.8
Handover geometry�
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respectively, have components perpendicular to the LOS and (T − M) that 
are equal� Therefore,  is the required lead angle�

Again, using Figure 5�9, the mathematical definition for  is formulated:

 Vm sin () = Vt sin (τ) (5�7)

Solving Equation 5�7 for  provides the expression for the required lead angle:

  = sin−1 (Vt/Vm sin (τ)) (5�8)

Figure 5�8 and Equation 5�8 allow us to establish the CDS performance 
requirements that are given in Equations 5�9 and 5�10:

 HE = λs +  (5�9)

	 λs = σ + η (5�10)

The handover requirements’ trade space includes seeker pointing angle 
error (η), seeker field of view (FOV), and acquisition range� The triad require-
ment to be specified is [η, FOV, Racq]� Minimizing η within the seeker design 
constraints [FOV, Racq] will establish the probability of target acquisition that 
will be specified as a seeker design requirement� The seeker requirement 
goal is proposed to minimize the Racq requirement� This approach relieves 
seeker transmitter power and/or operating frequency requirements while 
still providing countermeasure resistance and smaller achievable miss dis-
tances� Subsequently, this requirement philosophy will place the bulk of the 
handover requirement on the CDS performance requirements and demand 
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FIGURE 5.9
Classical intercept collision triangle�
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a highly accurate platform navigation and midcourse guidance segment� 
Missile flow down performance requirements will include specifying mini-
mum Tgo and kinetic energy (velocity) requirements to ensure that maneu-
verability requirements are met in terminal homing�

5.4.1.3 Seeker Pointing Angle Error

The seeker pointing angle error, η, specification should be developed first� 
The techniques and results of [8–11] are used here to quantify (η)� How to 
compute the seeker or onboard missile sensor pointing angle error is derived 
and fully explained with examples in [8,9]� The results here follow the cited 
references with the exception of coordinate frame definitions and deriva-
tions as applicable�

The two primary contributors to seeker pointing angle error, η, are missile 
midcourse guidance/navigation and target measurement errors� To derive η, 
additional terms need to be defined� The relative range vector between the 
target and the missile will be R, where R = T − M� Then the seeker pointing 
unit vector in body frame coordinates is

 

�
�

P
R
R

b
b

b
=  (5�11)

A close-up view of Figure 5�7 is presented in Figure 5�10 to more clearly 
establish the seeker axis-to-missile body axis relationship�

The orthogonal components of xs, ys, and zs will be the axis about which 
the critical seeker pointing angle error component requirements are speci-
fied� Error components (ys, zs) are determined, and then the angular error 
associated with this axis is the seeker pointing angle error η = (ηy, ηz)� During 
midcourse guidance, the body coordinate pointing vector, Pb, is found by 
computing the relationships in Equations 5�12 and 5�13:

 D = [A][C] (5�12)

 Pb = [D][(Tn − Mn)/|[D](Tn − Mn)|] (5�13)

P 
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zb (Down)
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FIGURE 5.10
Missile body and seeker coordinate frame relationship�
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The missile guidance computer receives the term (Tn − Mn) computed by the 
ECS at a design update rate and then completes the Equations 5�12 and 5�13 
computation� This process occurs just prior to handover to begin the seeker 
acquisition phase� The seeker pointing angle error vector, η, resulting from 
this process is completely derived with examples in [8,10]� The derivation is 
beyond the scope of this book, but the reader is referred to those references 
for a thorough understanding of the process to compute η, the resulting 
seeker pointing angle error components (ηy, ηz)�

A diagram defining the various required performance parameters is intro-
duced in Figure 5�11 from the cited reference� Note that the seeker pointing 
angle error, ηs, is measured relative to the missile-to-target LOS, and there-
fore, the xs axis component of ηs is zero�

The following definitions apply:
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where the components of ηs are small angular rotations defined as positive 
counterclockwise shown in Figure 5�11 and ϕ, the error vector tilt angle, 
relates the error-free midcourse guidance frame, n, to the computed CDS 
platform attitude reference coordinate system�
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FIGURE 5.11
Pointing angle error definitions and terms� (Derived from Kouba, J�T� and Bose, S�C�, IEEE 
Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, AES-16(3), 313, May 1980 [10]�)
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To complete the seeker pointing angle error results, it is necessary to define 
the skew symmetric matrices [Hs] and [Fn]:
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The seeker pointing angle error equations [9] can now be written as shown 
in Equations 5�14 and 5�15:
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Kouba and Bose [10] offer a seeker pointing angle error computational pro-
cess shown in Figure 5�12�

5.4.1.4 Midcourse Guidance

The function of midcourse guidance is to minimize energy loss prior to ter-
minal homing to ensure that the energy demands of terminal homing are 
met despite heading, seeker pointing errors, and demanding target kinemat-
ics� In order to fully understand the requirements associated with midcourse 
guidance, additional terms must be understood� From Figure 5�8, the geom-
etry is modified slightly to obtain the following variable definitions:

• RMT:    Range between the target and the missile along LOS
• RTpip:  Range to the PIP from the current target position
• RT:     Current target position (LCIC)
• RMpip: Missile range to go to the PIP
• Rpip:    PIP range vector in the LCIC frame
• RM:  Missile range vector in the LCIC
• Tgo:       Missile time to go to the PIP
• VM:   Current missile velocity magnitude
• VML:   Missile velocity along the PIP LOS
• VTM:  Target to missile velocity along the LOS
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• VMF:     Missile velocity vector at the PIP
• θT:      Angle between RMT and VT

• λ:            Target to missile LOS angle
• γM:     Inertial angle to collision course with the PIP
• θM:    (angular deviation between the LOS and collision point)
• δ =        HE for VM (angular deviation from collision course)
• μ =   Velocity angle error of the present and final missile velocity 
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FIGURE 5.12
Seeker pointing angle error computational process� (From Kouba, J�T� and Bose, S�C�, 
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, AES-16(3), 313, May 1980 [10]�)
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Then, the following relationships hold to define the PIP:

 VML = VMRMpip cos(δ) (5�16)

	 θM = γM − λ (5�17)

	 θM = sin−1(VT sin(θT)/VML) (5�18)

 Tgo = RMpip/VML (5�19)

 RTpip = RT + (VT)Tgo (5�20)

The midcourse guidance problem is a two-point boundary value prob-
lem associated with placing the missile at the PIP using energy manage-
ment  control [12]� This is known as explicit guidance because the current 
and desired boundary conditions are specified� The kappa midcourse guid-
ance produces a suboptimal minimized energy solution where the accelera-
tion command is given by Equation 5�2�1 [12,25]� Lin [12] provides a complete 
derivation and discussion of kappa guidance:
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Alternatively, Serakos and Lin [13] provide a closed-form solution of a lin-
earized kappa guidance law that shows relatively close performance to the 
original kappa solution that could also be considered in design to satisfy 
midcourse guidance requirements�

The K terms in Equation 5�21 are time-varying gains that are selected to 
maximize VMF� Once solved, the kappa, optimum normal acceleration com-
mand can be rewritten as follows:
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The kappa acceleration command of Equation 5�22 has two components� The 
first term on the right side of Equation 5�22 is a proportional navigation com-
ponent, and the second term is a trajectory-shaping component� Trajectory 
shaping is typically only performed in the vertical plane� The gains K1 and 
K2 are written in Equations 5�23 and 5�24:
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The variable “ω” is known as the trajectory-shaping coefficient and is a first-
order function of the aerodynamic and propulsive forces in that plane when 
attempting to minimize energy loss for a missile flight� Using optimal con-
trol techniques [12], the derived term “ω” is given in Equation 5�25:
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where
 D0  is the zero-lift (α = 0, for supersonic axisymmetric vehicles) dimen-

sional drag force
 Lα is the lift-curve slope with angle of attack (α)
	 η  is an aerodynamic efficiency factor that can be determined 

empirically
 CLα is the dimensionless lift-curve slope
 Thrust is the time-dependent missile thrust
 mass is the time-dependent missile mass

The midcourse guidance algorithm must involve the kill strategy through 
defining the terminal flight path angle constraints necessary to transition to 
terminal homing� The kill strategy will be influenced by whether the mis-
sion is air or ballistic targets and by whether the engagement is low altitude, 
endoatmospheric, or exoatmospheric� Other factors to consider are target 
vulnerability, fuzing considerations, and engagement geometry� These fac-
tors will be part of the requirement’s trade study process� Another contri-
bution to engagement and kill strategy will be the estimated time-to-go 
accuracy� There are many approaches proposed in the literature [14,15] to 
compute this parameter, but it will need to follow from a requirement study 
that includes specific target features, capabilities, and performance limita-
tions� It is assumed that the designer understands the full spectrum of his 
or her own missile, and this component of the problem should be academic�

A missile simulation with a variation of kappa midcourse guidance was 
constructed, and Figure 5�13 presents an example of some flyouts demon-
strating vertical plane trajectory-shaping strategies for a variety of engage-
ment situations�

The strategies employed in the examples shown in Figure 5�13 are simple 
compared to the range of possibilities that can be explored to satisfy require-
ments� This strategy shows that in engagements below 10,000 m altitude, a 
direct 75° angle approach to the target is chosen that may be appropriate for 
a cruise missile defense strategy� Engagements at 10,000 m altitude and above 
employ an inverse trajectory approach to the target of 45° that may be appro-
priate for a terminal ballistic missile defense strategy� Figure 5�14 shows the 
time-of-flight variations associated with the trajectory-shaping variations�
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Trajectory shaping using kappa midcourse guidance variations�
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From the results shown in Figures 5�13 and 5�14, flyout tables can be con-
structed and used when developing engagement subsystem flow down 
requirements�

5.5 CDS: Sensor Suite System Performance Requirements

The following discussion will focus on developing radar requirements for 
detecting targets at a given range and developing and understanding the 
sensor suite system–level performance trade-offs for achieving a given 
detection range� Figure 5�15 shows the process for allocating missile defense 
system requirements to the radar system given a keep-out volume require-
ment for engaging targets in operational environments�

The key radar design parameters are detection range, range accuracy, 
angle accuracy, and the time it takes for searching out the surveillance 
volume� The allocation begins with CDS specifications and combined 
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Process for the allocation of requirements to the radar system�
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with sensor suite doctrine specifications, ISR specifications, target and 
environment specifications, and platform specifications� The keep-out 
volume is specified from the functional requirements when these compo-
nents are combined�

The detection range, which is related to the firm track range, must support 
the keep-out volume requirement� The radar detection range can be readily 
determined from the radar range equation, which is a function of key radar 
performance parameters� Key radar performance parameters can be selected 
in order to achieve a detection range that supports the keep-out volume when 
combined with CDS time constant and the engagement system boundaries 
(to be discussed in Section 5�4)� Moreover, the range and angle accuracy must 
support missile seeker handover requirements� The radar needs to guide the 
missile to a point in space such that when the missile goes into terminal guid-
ance mode, the target is contained in the missile seeker field of view�

The radar architecture can be based on a rotating antenna or phased array� 
A rotating antenna radar is typically a 2D radar with a wide elevation beam 
that determines target range and azimuth� A phased array radar is a 3D radar 
that incorporates an electronically scanned beam to determine the target 
location in range, azimuth, and elevation� A tracking filter processes succes-
sive target position updates to improve the accuracy of the location estimates 
and estimates the target velocity and acceleration components� A rotating 
phased array radar scans the pencil beam in azimuth mechanically while the 
beam is electronically scanned in elevation�

A phased array radar antenna can be passive or active� Passive phased 
arrays have a separate transmitter that usually incorporates microwave tubes 
such as traveling wave tubes (TWTs) or crossed-field amplifiers (CFAs)� An 
example is the SPY-1 Radar, which has a multistage transmitter that incor-
porates both TWTs and CFAs� Active phased arrays incorporate transmit/
receive (T/R) modules that are integral to the antenna and located behind 
each antenna element�

A notional architecture for the passive phased array of three elements 
is shown in Figure 5�16� This architecture is scalable to phased arrays with 
thousands of radiating elements� A waveform generator (WFG) generates 
and provides a low-power radar pulse to the centralized transmitter that is 
typically a microwave tube–based transmitter� The transmitter amplifies the 
radar pulse to high power� Next, the high-power radar signal is divided and 
distributed to the individual radiating elements by the transmit beamformer� 
The transmit beamformer typically provides equal power to each element by 
using a waveguide power splitting network� The circulator at each element 
provides isolation between transmit and receive paths to help protect the 
receiver during high-power pulse transmission� Next, the radar pulse passes 
through a phase shifter� The phase shifters are used to apply a linear phase 
gradient across the array face, steering the beam in a desired direction for 
the transmit frequency� Phase shifters are typically narrowband and need to 
be reset if the radar frequency is changed significantly to keep the antenna 
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beam steered in the same direction� The phase shifters are also reset to steer 
the beam to a new beam position�

On receive, the phase shifter settings are maintained to keep the receive 
beam aligned with the transmit beam� The receive signal is directed by 
the circulator to the receive beamforming network, which is a low-power 
microwave network� The receive beamformer typically applies a low side-
lobe weighting where the element locations moving toward the edge of the 
array are more strongly weighted than those in the center of the array� The 
receive beamformer for a passive low sidelobe phased array typically has 
high losses due to the implementation of the low sidelobe weighting� This 
large loss ahead of the low-noise amplifier (LNA) limits the radar noise fig-
ure and sensitivity� The LNA output is first downconverted to an intermedi-
ate frequency or baseband and then converted to digital signal by the A-to-D 
converter for subsequent digital signal processing�

The architecture for a notional three-element active phased array is shown 
in Figure 5�17� The transmit and receive functions are distributed and con-
tained in transmit/receive (T/R) modules that are located in close proximity 
to the radiating elements� The WFG output is now divided and distributed to 
each T/R module� Both transmit and receive losses are significantly reduced 
compared to the passive phased array architecture� The receive weighting 
for low sidelobes now occurs after the LNA supporting a lower system noise 
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figure and increased radar sensitivity� Because of these architectural differ-
ences, an active phased array typically supports a 10 dB improvement in 
radar sensitivity compared to a passive array�

Ultimately, radar performance will be limited by prime power, cooling, and 
weight constraints associated with the platform (e�g�, shipborne, airborne, 
or mobile land-borne)� The radar efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of 
radiated power to required prime power, affects both prime power and cool-
ing requirements� Weight must be minimized for airborne and mobile land-
borne radar systems� Weight is less of an issue for shipborne radar systems; 
however, the weight will impact how the radar antenna can be mounted on a 
ship� It is desirable for a shipborne antenna to be mounted as high as possible 
to maximize the radar horizon for low-flying targets�

The radar range equation for a clear environment from Blake [26] is

 Rmax = [(PtGtGrσλ2Ft
2Fr

2)/(4π)3(S/N)minkTsBnL]1/4 (5�26)

The maximum range is a statistical quantity that is coupled to the minimum 
required signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio� Typically, a detection range probabil-
ity of 90% is used� To maximize the radar detection range, it is desired to 
maximize terms in the numerator while minimizing terms in the denomina-
tor� The target radar cross section, σ, is based on the required targets to be 
engaged�
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One of the first steps is to select a radar frequency band� The target radar 
cross section (RCS) is a function of aspect angle, frequency, and polar-
ization� Therefore, the target RCS is somewhat variable and statistical in 
nature� The pattern propagation factor is a transmit loss (Ft

2) and a receive 
loss (Fr

2) that results from multipath interference� These two quantities are 
generally less than unity although under certain conditions, multipath can 
be constructive� The level of interference depends on the terrain, propaga-
tion conditions, radar frequency, radar height, and target altitude� The pat-
tern propagation factor is generally worse at lower radar frequencies, lower 
radar heights, and lower target altitudes under standard propagation con-
ditions� For shipborne applications, X-band radars are generally preferred 
for the detection of low-altitude targets� X-band extends from 8 to 12 GHz� 
X-band radars are also generally smaller and lighter than S-band radars, 
so they can be placed higher on the ship’s structure� S-band extends from 
2 to 4 GHz� Pattern propagation factors for typical S- and X-band antenna 
heights for shipborne installations are illustrated in Figure 5�18 as a function 
of target height and range [27]�

Once a frequency band is selected, the antenna size (or gain) and trans-
mitter power can be traded to achieve the required detection range to sup-
port the keep-out volume requirement� The radar detection range required 
to support the keep-out volume requirement is also dependent on the mini-
mum target RCS, maximum inbound target velocity, and missile speed� 
For example, a notional S-band (~3 GHz) requirement is used to detect 
a −20 dBsm target at a range of 50 km in the presence of a 20 dB two-way 
pattern propagation factor loss� The radar pulse width, τ, is 50 μs and the 
losses, L, are 6 dB� In addition, the minimum required signal-to-noise ratio 
is 13 dB and the system noise temperature, Ts, is 30 dB, which is a typical 
value for passive phased array radars� The fixed parameters for a notional 
passive phased array radar are summarized in Table 5�2� This requires the 
combination of transmit power, transmit gain, and receive gain (PtGtGr) to 
be 144�4 dB�

Allocating this requirement equally among the transmit power and trans-
mit and receive gain results in a transmitter peak power requirement of 
65 kW and an antenna size of 51�8 m2 or a diameter of 8�1 m� Clearly, an 
antenna diameter of 8�1 m is not practical� However, a transmitter with a 
peak power level of 1 MW is practical using crossed-field amplifier (CFA) 
microwave tube technology� This results in an antenna size of 13�2 m2 or a 
diameter of 4�1 m, which may be possible for a shipborne system� A 13�2 m2 
antenna would contain approximately 4600 elements in a triangular lat-
tice� The use of a triangular lattice versus a rectangular lattice reduces the 
number of elements required by approximately 13% [29]� The required peak 
power per element is 217 W�

Several other techniques can be used to increase radar sensitivity� The 
pulse width, τ, can be increased or multiple pulses can be integrated� Both 
approaches have radar performance trade-offs� For example, pulse widths as 
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FIGURE 5.18
Pattern propagation factor comparison of an S-band (antenna height 14 m) and X-band (antenna 
height 26 m) in dB under standard propagation conditions� (From Hough, M�E�, AIAA Journal of 
Guidance, Control, and Dynamics, 18(5), 959, September–October 1995 [22]�)
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large as a millisecond are possible, but the longer the pulse width, the longer 
the radar minimum range� The radar receiver cannot be turned on until after 
the pulse is transmitted to isolate the radar receiver during transmit� The 
minimum radar range is

 Rmin = cτ/2 (5�27)

where c is the speed of light (3 * 108 m/s)� For a 1 ms pulse width, the mini-
mum radar range is 150 km�

Long pulse widths can be useful for searching long-range targets� The 50 μs 
pulse width used in the aforementioned example has a 7�5  km minimum 
range� An energy management design feature to account for this could be to 
reduce the pulse width as the targets approach the radar�

Integrating multiple radar pulses typically requires more radar time� In 
an unambiguous range waveform, the next pulse is transmitted after the 
time required for a target return from the maximum range of interest� This 
approach can potentially increase radar search frame times and may be more 

TABLE 5.2

Fixed Radar Design Parameters

Radar Parameter Value (dB) 

σ—minimum target radar cross section (m2) −20
λ2—radar wavelength (m2) −20
Ft

2Fr
2—minimum two-way pattern propagation factor −20

(4π)3—constant 33
(S/N)min—90% probability of detection and false alarm rate 10−6 

against nonfluctuating target
13

k—Boltzmann’s constant (W s/degree) −228�6
Ts—system noise temperature at antenna terminals (K) 30
Bn—noise bandwidth or 1/τ (Hz or 1/s) 43
L—losses 6
Total (dBm4) 43�6
Required total (dBm4) 188
Required PtGtGr (dB) 144�4

Radar Design Parameter Passive Array Active Array 

Transmitter peak power, Pt 1 MW 0�2 MW
Transmit antenna gain, Gt 43�2 dB 41�7
Receive antenna gain, Gr 41�2 dB 39�7
Antenna area, A 16�6 m2 11�8 m2

Antenna diameter, D 4�6 m 3�9 m
Number of elements, N 5750 4100
Peak power per element 175 W 49 W
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appropriate for holding a target in track once it is detected� Range ambigu-
ous waveforms transmit successive pulses before the target returns arrive 
from the maximum range of interest� Multiple radar dwells at different pulse 
repetition frequencies (PRFs) are required to resolve the range ambiguity� 
In addition, blind ranges result over the target range interval of interest for 
a single PRF� So, multiple PRF dwells are also needed to unblind the range 
interval of interest� Both of these approaches can potentially increase radar 
search frame times and may be more appropriate for holding a target in track 
once it is detected to minimize radar timeline impact�

5.5.1 Radar Architecture

Radar architecture can also be exploited to achieve radar detection range 
requirements� An alternative radar design would be to use an active phased 
array approach that provides a sensitivity improvement over a passive array 
of approximately 10 dB� This reduces the required PtGtGr to 134�4 dB� Again 
allocating the requirement equally among the transmit power and transmit 
and receive gain results in a transmitter peak power requirement of 30�2 kW 
and an antenna size of 24 m2 or a diameter of 5�5 m containing approxi-
mately 8350 elements� A T/R module at S-band can provide 50–100 W of 
peak power� A 0�2 MW total peak power requirement is feasible� This results 
in an antenna size of 9�3 m2 or a diameter of 3�5 m containing approximately 
3250 elements� The total transmit power can be achieved with approximately 
55 W of peak power per element�

The sizing of radar antennas discussed earlier assumes that both transmit 
and receive aperture illuminations are uniform across the array elements� 
A uniform aperture weighting function provides the highest gain; how-
ever, the sidelobes are also somewhat high� A uniform circular illumination 
results in a first sidelobe level of approximately −17 dB� In practice, a low 
sidelobe weighting is used for the receive pattern to mitigate interference in 
the sidelobes from jamming and clutter� A weighting for receive sidelobes 
of −50 dB results in a taper loss, η, of approximately 2 dB� This taper loss 
reduces the receive gain by 2 dB� To compensate for the taper loss, the radar 
design must be adjusted to incorporate higher transmitter peak power, larger 
antenna area, or a combination of both�

Increasing the antenna area by 1 dB or 26% will compensate for the 2 dB 
taper loss� The resultant PtGtGr, antenna area and diameter, number of array 
elements, and peak power per element summarized in Table 5�3 for notional 
passive and active S-band phased array designs will satisfy the detection 
range requirement� In the context of the system design, the detection range 
requirement would support missile engagements that support the keep-out 
volume requirement against the required targets� Table 5�3 provides a sum-
mary of S-band phased array design options�

The active array design results in a somewhat smaller aperture and has 
lower transmitter power requirements, potentially allowing it to be placed 
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higher on a shipborne platform� The increased height would provide some 
radar horizon extension, potentially increasing the detection range against 
low-flying targets�

Phased array radars, unlike older passive rotating radars, provide hori-
zon to zenith coverage by electronically scanning the beam throughout 
the coverage volume� In order to provide full hemispherical coverage, 
phased array radars usually consist of three or four identical array faces 
that are equally spaced in azimuth� In active phased arrays, the transmit-
ter and receiver functions are also contained in the arrays� In advanced 
active phased arrays, some of the signal-processing functions are also in 
the antenna� These factors tend to make the cost of the phased array system 
much more expensive than a rotating radar system� In some cases, rotating 
phased arrays are used that scan the beam electronically in elevation while 
covering azimuth with the mechanical rotation�

The multiface phased array radars can typically scan the coverage volume 
at higher rates and have the capability to electronically tailor the scans so that 
target sectors have higher revisit rates� Typically, the coverage volume is divided 
into a short-range horizon sector and a long-range above horizon sector� The 
horizon sector has much shorter revisit times usually on the order of several sec-
onds� In addition, if the radar track loading in the horizon sector becomes high, 
the revisit rate in the above horizon sector can be slowed to maintain the hori-
zon search frame time or to minimize the increase in horizon search frame time�

5.5.2 Platform Constraints

The platform needs to provide prime power and cooling for the radar sys-
tem� In addition, the weight of the radar antenna will limit how high it can 
be placed in a shipborne application� The prime power requirement must 
account for the efficiency of a radar system� The efficiency is defined as the 
ratio of power radiated to prime power required� A passive phased array 
radar typically has an efficiency of 10%, while active phased array radar can 
have an efficiency of up to 20%� The radiated power is the average transmit 

TABLE 5.3

Summary of S-Band Passive and Active Radar Phased Array Designs

Passive Array Active Array 

Peak transmit power 1 MW 0�2 MW
Transmit loss 3 dB 1 dB
Duty factor 0�02 0�10
Efficiency 0�10 0�20
Average radiated power 10 kW 15�9 kW
Prime power required 100 kW 79�4 kW
Dissipated power 90 kW 63�5 kW
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power reduced by the transmit losses� The average transmit power is the 
peak transmit power times the duty factor� Typical duty factors for passive 
and active phased array radars are 2% and 20%, respectively� Transmit losses 
are typically about 3 dB for a passive phased array and 1 dB for an active 
phased array� The prime power requirements for the passive and active array 
designs are derived using the data summarized in Table 5�4�

The passive phased array radar requires 100 kW of prime power com-
pared to 79�4 kW of prime power for the active phased array radar, which 
means that the active phased array radar required approximately 21% less 
power� The dissipated power is directly correlated with cooling require-
ments� The active array radar requires approximately 30% less cooling 
capacity to remove the dissipated power heat load�

The weight of an active phased array antenna will typically be greater 
than a passive phased array antenna for a fixed antenna diameter� The active 
array antenna will be heavier due to the distributed receiver and transmitter 
components that are integrated into the array face� For the passive and active 
array radar designs, the antenna diameters are 4�1 and 3�5 m, respectively� 
Since arrays are not the same diameter, a detailed weight analysis would be 
required to determine actual antenna weights� One way to potentially reduce 
the antenna size and weight is to change the radar frequency from S-band 
to X-band� A given aperture size will produce about 5 dB more antenna gain 
at X-band versus S-band� Therefore, the two-way gain is increased by about 
10 dB� This allows smaller and lighter-weight antennas to be considered; 
however, changing the frequency band has other performance consider-
ations that were discussed in the requirements section�

5.6 Engagement System Performance Requirements

The engagement system (ES) is required to destroy the target system (TS)� 
The engagement system operates when supported by the central defense 

TABLE 5.4

Radar Power Requirement Summary

Passive Array Active Array 

Peak transmit power 1 MW 0�2 MW
Transmit loss 3 dB 1 dB
Duty factor 0�02 0�10
Efficiency 0�10 0�20
Average radiated power 10 kW 15�9 kW
Prime power required 100 kW 79�4 kW
Dissipated power 90 kW 63�5 kW
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 system (CDS) as specified by the system performance specifications� From 
this point forward, the engagement system will be limited to air defense 
missile systems�

The first air defense interceptor (ADI) performance requirement to address 
is the engagement boundaries necessary to defend the keep-out zone of the 
defended asset� This is necessary before the engagement system requirement 
development process can be put into place� A notional range–altitude engage-
ment boundary can be derived as shown in Figure 5�19� Depending on the tar-
get characteristics, the engagement boundaries for a given ADI will change� 
High-speed targets will, for example, collapse the engagement boundaries 
more quickly than low-speed targets due to the fact that the success of the 
engagement is dependent on not breeching some minimum dynamic pres-
sure to sustain maneuverability and time-constant performance and having 
a minimum homing time� Therefore, any set of engagement boundaries must 
assume that target acquisition occurs at some minimum kinematic bound-
ary of the missile system that statistically ensures an acceptable Pssk� Range–
altitude boundaries will decrease in areas when the targets are in an ECM 
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environment, in a high sea state (when over water), against a maneuvering 
target or when a number of other anomalous conditions exist� Therefore, the 
engagement boundary requirement is specified with a number of qualifiers 
including specific performance conditions� In the capability-based acquisi-
tion process, a required engagement boundary is developed but it may need 
to be purchased over many iterations/years in a spiral fashion� It is important 
to first deploy some measurable capability with a system and plan for growth 
in achievable steps that will satisfy both fiscal and schedule realities�

Figure 5�19, range–altitude engagement requirements, displays 
performance-limiting factors� These factors need to be considered in the 
engagement system requirement flow down process� Initial engagement 
boundary design criteria include minimum acceptable Pssk, which incorpo-
rates interceptor miss distance criteria and target signature, velocity profile, 
and vulnerability characteristics� The requirement shown in Figure 5�19 can 
be interpreted as that performance when launched on a standard atmo-
spheric day while engaging a nonmaneuvering benign target described by 
the associated features (σ, V, υ)� The missile is required to be capable of 
intercepting targets with a minimum Pssk ≥ p at an altitude greater than 
or equal to Hmin meters and an altitude of less than or equal to Hmax kilo-
meters and within a range boundary of no less than Rmin kilometers and 
out to a maximum range Rmax kilometers� The minimum and maximum 
range–altitude boundary will exist due to minimum dynamic pressure and 
thus maneuverability and kinematic limits� Achieving acceptable outer and 
inner range–altitude boundaries will be the focus of design driven primar-
ily by target kinematic and dynamic capabilities� Figure 5�19 also shows the 
maximum boundary where the CDS will be required to handover guidance 
and control to the engagement system� If handover is delayed to this point 
in the envelope, then an active or passive sensor system or suite will need 
to be employed by the engagement system� Were handover to occur prior 
to this limit, then a semi-active radar sensor system would fulfill require-
ments and may be preferable� Essentially, this limit is the horizon or the 
electronic horizon that will vary due to anomalous propagation conditions 
and frequencies employed�

The next boundary that will need to be defined is the Mach–altitude enve-
lope� The trade space of the AMD system will ultimately measure achieving 
acceptable Pssk beyond the keep-out zone, which in turn is a time require-
ment� The time requirement will be satisfied by balancing the sensor suite 
detection capability against the engagement system flyout time contour� 
Cueing from ISR components and speeding up CDS reaction time will play a 
role in the trade space but will be shown to have second-order effects in com-
parison to achieving increased detection range and speed at which ordnance 
can be delivered� ISR cueing and reaction time reduction will be fine-tuning, 
whereas the sensor suite detection range capability and the engagement sys-
tem speed will be critical design parameters�
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A notional Mach–altitude engagement envelope is shown in Figure 5�20 
that displays performance-limiting factors that need to be considered in 
the aerodynamic–propulsive design requirement flow down process� The 
engagement boundary Figures 5�19 and 5�20 and the itemized requirements 
are linked by altitude and Pssk through miss distance requirements� Miss dis-
tance is tightly coupled to missile time constant that is in turn tightly coupled 
to dynamic pressure (Q), or velocity� There are four requirements specified 
in Figure 5�20 that need to be achieved� M-LL represents the two Mach–
low-altitude limit requirements and M-UL represents the two Mach–upper- 
altitude limit requirements� The requirement driver achieves a minimum 
miss distance probability, Pm ≥ p′� Beyond this requirement set, the limiting 
factors are airframe/radome thermal, structural, and lift-to-weight ratio lim-
its� The Mach–altitude envelope requirement will need to be expanded to 
deal with a more energetic target set� The primary factors to consider are 
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Engagement Mach–altitude envelope� (Modified from Menon, P�K�A� and Briggs, M�M�, AIAA 
Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics, 13(4), 596, July–August 1990 [24]�)
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target speed and maneuverability limits� As these two target characteris-
tics increase, the Mach–altitude boundary requirements will need to grow� 
A boost propulsion system is required to achieve a minimal Mach limit 
where a sustain propulsion system can take over� The sustainer can be either 
a solid rocket motor or an air-breathing propulsion system� An air-breathing 
system will involve additional or more stringent limiting factors that need 
to be considered to meet the Mach–altitude requirement including angle of 
attack, propulsion chattering, and inlet operating limits�

One last note on engagement boundaries is necessary� The engagement 
boundaries need to represent the acceptable degradation in performance due 
to conditions to be specified in the remaining part of this process�

Once the engagement system requirement envelopes are developed and 
the blanks that need to be determined are defined, it is then possible to begin 
assembling the specification tree that will completely identify the system 
performance and interface requirements� Specifications are the documenta-
tion of requirements that will include identifying what the system is being 
designed to accomplish (the system function)� An important element of 
the function specifications is to document the purpose for the system� This 
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CDS interface 
specifications
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Seeker design
specifications

Terminal
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Lethality mechanism
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AMD architecture

Functional
requirements

AMD architecture

FIGURE 5.21
Engagement system specification development process�
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is accomplished through the engagement boundaries, Figures 5�19 and 5�20, 
derived from a flow down of the functional requirements�

Next, the components make up the system and how those components 
interrelate (interface requirements) is established� This is also sometimes 
referred to as the budgeting and allocation process� The system budget will 
include a breakout of the required operations of the system and an alloca-
tion to subsystems, components, or elements� Specific rules on how to use the 
system in conjunction with operations and components to meet the system 
requirements are all essential parts of the budgeting process� Finally, this pro-
cess will include identifying how the system and its components will perform 
(performance requirements), which includes defining how the performance is 
to be verified (inspection, test, or demonstration)� A performance margin must 
be established to ensure that both design and system meet the requirements�

Figure 5�21 shows the flow for engagement system specification devel-
opment� This begins with the functional requirement flow down into the 
formation of engagement envelopes discussed earlier� The complete set of 
CDS interface specifications must flow down� CDS interface specifications 
have also evolved from and are evolving from the specification development 
process within the CDS that includes sensor suite, battle management, and 
engagement computer systems� In other words, the development of system-
level requirements and subsequently the specifications will be part of the 
trade space that needs to flex with the preliminary design development in 
order to achieve mission goals and within the other constraints�

The process requires a first pass to define five specifications before pro-
ceeding further� The policy/rules of engagement/doctrine is an additional 
set of constraints to be placed on the development of engagement solutions� 
This includes prohibited cost boundaries, prohibited solution sets (at one 
time, e�g�, there were prohibitions from developing space-based interceptors), 
minimum acceptable cumulative probability-of-kill solutions, prohibited or 
preferred kill mechanisms (this could include nuclear or other types of polit-
ically sensitive approaches), and launching conditions to include sea, land, 
space, air environments, and specific launching systems� The extremes of 
launching conditions will be specified as well to include weather conditions 
(i�e�, temperature, wind precipitation extremes)�

The target and environment specification will be developed to include 
whether engagement specifications are in a clear environment, electronic 
attack environment, multiple target environments, or possibly a number of 
other conditions�

The constraints combined with the target set will in turn drive/limit the 
remaining three first pass specifications: lethality mechanism, seeker, and 
terminal approach specifications� This loop may take several iterations to 
develop a comprehensive set of requirements and specifications that can 
then flow down to the remaining pieces of the process�

Lethality mechanism, seeker, and terminal approach strategy are closely 
coupled specifications� A hit-to-kill lethality strategy, for example, will put 
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small wavelength constraints on the seeker system specification to permit 
the accuracy that will be required to ensure the required Pssk� Moreover, the 
targets’ characteristics will drive which wavelength strategies may be pre-
ferred� The terminal homing approach may be dictated as the combination 
of constraints accumulates� Midcourse guidance performance provided by 
CDS will drive seeker requirements and design decisions�

5.7 System Requirements Document

Once the specifications are settled for the first complete pass through the 
process and the Pssk performance requirement has been settled relative 
to the required engagement boundaries, which may be a variable mapping 
throughout the boundaries, it is necessary to document the conclusions in 
the system requirements document�

The SRD completes Phase A of the systems engineering process with 
a review by the entire acquisition team� The document should contain 
the completed work including the mission needs statement, TLR/MOEs, 
CONOPS, top-level architecture (TLA), and system specifications� Within the 
TLA, there will be an air and missile defense system, target system, and ISR 
system� Within the air and missile defense system, there will be the central 
defense system and the engagement system� Within the CDS, there will be a 
sensor suite system, battle management system, and engagement computer 
system� System specifications are developed and flow through the architec-
ture beginning with the establishment of a technical and policy-based keep-
out volume with respect to defended assets�

The ISR system specifications include producing the target origin, con-
ducting geopositioning, and communicating to the AMD system� The AMD 
system specifications include producing the required engagement boundar-
ies, detect and track, doctrine, engagement solutions, and communication 
throughout the AMD system� Assembling detailed target characterizations 
with respect to sensor suite system and engagement system solutions as 
specifications are also required�

Moreover, it is proposed that within the engagement system the constraints 
that apply to AMD engagement be imposed� Although there will be subordi-
nated constraints associated specifically with their operation within the other 
systems, it is within the engagement system operation that the constraints will 
flow more effectively and efficiently� Engagement system requirements include 
flyout Mach–altitude and range–altitude boundaries, midcourse guidance, 
terminal homing, and lethality strategies� The engagement system communi-
cation requirements are specified within the air and missile defense system�
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6
Phase B: Preliminary Design

Air and missile defense (AMD) systems’ preliminary design requires a 
complex and interactive set of design, modeling, and simulation processes 
and toolboxes that capture functional, performance, and interface require-
ments [1–7,21–23]� The Battlespace Engineering Assessment Tool (BEAT) 
was developed by the authors to conduct (1) sophisticated ship combat sys-
tems engineering preliminary design; (2) requirements trade studies; and 
(3) war-fighting performance analysis� An analysis of BEAT will enable a 
complete discussion of the AMD preliminary design process� For example, 
BEAT was initially used for both cruise and ballistic missile defense appli-
cations� Specifically, BEAT was used to quantify battlespace performance 
for complex air and missile defense mission areas such as ship self-defense 
(SSD), area air defense (AAD), and ballistic missile defense (BMD) con-
sisting of several modeling and simulation toolboxes linked together with 
specialty software and engineering processes� Within each toolbox, there 
are multiple models and simulations employed� For the purposes of this 
book, only the BEAT AMD systems engineering preliminary design pro-
cess will be discussed� It is important to note that BEAT is not a turnkey 
system but more generally represents an engineering process for deal-
ing with current air and missile defense system problems� Attempting to 
develop a “turnkey” AMD systems engineering preliminary design tool 
is unadvisable� Problems and decisions encountered in this process need 
assessment and evaluation at each step that can only be evaluated by a 
skilled engineering team�

Specific models, simulations, and analytical tools within BEAT are 
employed based on the problems being addressed and the questions that 
need to be answered� Tools, models, and simulation will come and go as 
part of the process� There is no one tool for any one of these processes that 
will accurately address the matrix of alternatives and engineering problems 
that will be encountered� The battlespace engineering process and BEAT are 
shown in Figure 6�1� Results from Figure 6�15 used to develop radar design 
options and Figure 6�19 used to develop interceptor design options are inputs 
to the BEAT process shown in Figure 6�1�
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6.1 Target System

The target system tool (TST) box contains specific and general models that are 
used as part of an analytic process� Target missile engineering characteriza-
tions, models and simulations, and/or database such as detailed trajectories, 
radio frequency (RF), infra-red (IR) and imaging infrared (IIR) signatures, 
other important dynamic features, and analytical tools to time/space cor-
related trajectories and signatures are part of this toolbox� Characterization 
fidelity is tailored to match the specific problem being studied� In some cases, 
it may only be required to, for example, use a single-number radar cross sec-
tion (RCS) and define the associated Swerling number(s)� In other instances, 
time/space correlated full aspect, polarization, and frequency-dependent 
signatures are needed�

6.2 Sensor Suite

The sensor suite specification process is shown in Figure 6�2� The sensor suite 
design options are determined in the process shown in Figure 6�2 and repre-
sented in the sensor suite tool (SST) box in Figure 6�1� Results from Figure 6�1 
process feed back into Figure 6�15 and complete the cycle� SST requires detailed 
modeling capabilities to simulate potential radar systems with physics-based 
specifications from Figure 6�2 and potential design variations including vari-
ous multifunctional tracking modes and signal processing techniques�

Antenna specifications will include the horizon and above horizon search 
lattice design, off-broadside and boresight angle design limits, and beam 
search mode operation requirements� The transmitter specifications will 
include waveform design options as a function of environment and target 
considerations, transmitter dwell timing design, and beam search mode 
design option requirements� Receiver specifications will include signal pro-
cessing design requirement options� Specific modes will need to include 
clear, anomalous environment and jamming modes� Moving target indicator 
(MTI) or pulse Doppler (PD) modes will be essential to discriminate tar-
gets against land mass backgrounds and in certain jamming environments� 
Sensitivity time control (STC) design requirements will be driven by a vari-
ety of factors that include environment and target considerations� Finally, 
the sensor suite may be required to provide data and/or commands to the 
missile in flight� Engagement system communication specifications will be 
developed here� Elements that will be considered will depend on engage-
ment system CDS communication requirements� Whether or not a missile 
rear reference receiver is required to synchronize the missile seeker inter-
mediate frequency (IF) for Doppler processing will need to be determined 
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iteratively� Whether or not the engagement system will need to communicate 
back to the CDS may require a transponder link� The performance of these 
elements will affect the engagement�

Illuminator and illuminator schedule function specifications if appropri-
ate are also located in the sensor suite tool set�

6.3 Battlespace Assessment

Figure 6�1 shows the battlespace assessment tool (BAT) in yellow, and it has 
two specific analytical tools, the battle management processor (BMP) and 
the engagement control computer (ECC), to emulate the CDS functionality� 
These two tool sets allow a balanced systems engineering approach to be 
applied to the AMD preliminary design process� The BMP contains algo-
rithms and logic (developed by Slack [12]) that will be discussed in the fol-
lowing paragraphs of this chapter� The BMP algorithms and techniques 
provided here will permit battlespace analysis to be conducted regardless of 
the target scenario, trajectory, or a multitude of other potential engagement 
variables� Figure 6�3 is an illustration of a set of engagement scenarios for an 
illustrative AMD system� The orange lines represent imaginary rays from 
a sensor suite that make up a radar fence for sequential AMD system posi-
tions� The ballistic target has to fly through the fence to impact the desired 
impact locations� The target trajectories may represent an illustrative ballistic 

Threat
launch point

Fence
orientations

Threat
trajectories

Threat impact points

Ship positions

FIGURE 6.3
Illustrative BMD engagement scenarios�
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target missile with a range uncertainty shown by the trajectory variations, or 
they may represent a number of target missiles whose ranges span the extent 
demonstrated in the graphic and represents the potential uncertainty facing 
the AMD system�

Figure 6�4 illustrates the complex nature of any single engagement of a bal-
listic target that must take place in a timeline� The parabolic lines showing 
movement from left to right represent the target missile, and the defensive 
interceptor flight path events that take place during the engagement� The 
events are presented in text relative to ground range and in time�

Thresholds are shown as straight horizontal lines including the mini-
mum altitude at which an intercept can occur and the earliest altitude at 
which the interceptor sensor becomes operational� All other events are self- 
explanatory� Each of these events represents a part of the trade space that 
needs to be studied during requirement development and the preliminary 
design process� The uncertainties shown in Figure 6�3 will shape the trade 
studies� The techniques used to capture this set of trades begin with map-
ping all the events into a common time/space frame of reference as shown in 
Figure 6�5 where the target trajectory is mapped into a time history�

Figure 6�6 shows, in an illustrative manner, that if an interceptor were 
launched simultaneously with the target how its spatial points would map 
into the time/space history of the target� This can be accomplished using 
numeric techniques to synchronize the interceptor flyout timeline to the tar-
get flyout timeline� Where and when the timelines intersect in space repre-
sents the first opportunity for intercept� This solution does not yet take into 
account the additional time and space constraints that need to be considered 
in the design requirements� Moreover, doctrine considerations will impact 
the solution set� The first consideration is the time it will take the target to 
fly through the radar fence representing the first opportunity for detection� 
Next, assuming that the first detection occurs, it is then necessary to com-
pute the battlespace timeline requirement and add that time to the map-
ping� Figure 6�7 shows the addition of first detection and battlespace timeline 
requirement for a single-shot opportunity�

Figure 6�8 shows an overlay where multiple-shot opportunities are exam-
ined and the system is determined to be limited to a dual-salvo doctrine�

Any number of constraints, operations, and events can be included in the 
trade space� Figure 6�9 shows how a discrimination time budget can be added 
to the engagement strategy� Note how it can be implemented in several ways� 
Figure 6�9 is constructed assuming that the intercept occurs immediately 
after the discrimination process is complete� This is simply an example of the 
budgeting process to produce an intercept solution� The engagement strategy 
may also include completing an intercept during discrimination and after a 
fixed number of discrimination seconds� The process simply requires a dis-
crimination time budget allocation and the ability to shift the solution by the 
amount of time being provided for discrimination purposes� The important 
part of this process is that a time budget is required to begin a requirement 
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definition for AMD systems� Many eloquent discrimination solutions may 
exist, but unless the AMD system timeline budget supports their imple-
mentation, they are merely academic� Thus, it is necessary to begin design 
requirement development by producing an engagement timeline budget�

The engagement control computer process houses computer programs 
that will translate weapon engagement orders from BMS into commands for 
the control and management of engagements� The ECC emulates the AMD 
system ECC fire-control function that includes filtering sensor suite radar 
data, computing predicted intercept point and midcourse guidance com-
mands, predicting missile time, and estimating time to go� The ECC can be 
configured to simply provide rule-based timeline budget information to the 
BMS tool based on inputs from the sensor suite, target system, and engage-
ment system tool sets, or it could explicitly model these functions� The itera-
tion state of the requirement development or design process may dictate the 
details necessary for the ECC configuration� As the design phase matures, 
the fidelity requirements on the ECC will increase�

6.4 Engagement Analysis

The purpose of engagement analysis is to produce an interceptor missile 
preliminary design in balance with the other elements of the AMD system� 
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FIGURE 6.9
BMD target and interceptor including discrimination�
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There are two components of engagement analysis, flyout, and end game, 
shown in Figure 6�1� Two sets of overlapping but different analysis tools are 
required to complete the engagement analysis objectives� Flyout analysis 
will establish the requirements when, where, how many, and which inter-
ceptor missile variants can reach the target(s)� This is not the same set of 
requirements that will establish whether or not the interceptor missiles can 
destroy or hit the target(s)� Flyout requirements are a matter of establishing 
interceptor missile reach and timeliness to ensure that multiple engagement 
opportunities will exist� The aggregate Pk requirement forces the trade space 
to include having a sufficient number of interceptors (usually greater than 1) 
reach the target or have it met with one interceptor� The latter is a tall order 
and is not the likely outcome of the trade-space analysis�

Reach performance is likely established (when, where, how many, and which 
variants can reach the target[s]) after the end-game performance requirements 
are produced and the preliminary design iteration is completed� End-game 
analysis determines whether or not a target kill can be achieved given a spe-
cific reach performance� It is advisable to back out the requirements begin-
ning at the point where intercept is desired and with the knowledge of what 
terminal conditions will consummate a kill given a specific lethality strategy� 
Once the kill criterion is established, terminal homing requirements should 
follow that dictate handover requirements� Parametrically determine what 
the handover requirements must be to achieve terminal homing that satis-
fies the kill criterion and so on backing up into the beginning of the kill chain 
of events, establishing the performance of those events and the time budget 
requirements for those events� At the other end of the engagement will be 
the engagement envelope requirement that must also be met� This will likely 
force an iteration of this design loop until both kill and engagement envelope 
requirements are simultaneously met�

Engagement envelope requirements will flow down from the top-level 
requirement (TLR) process and specifically from Figures 5�19 through 5�21� 
A flyout analysis tool set will need to be developed that employs the inter-
ceptor flyout model(s) and interfaces with the TST models and midcourse 
guidance models from the ECC� An interceptor missile flyout model and 
simulation block diagram capable of supporting this phase of requirement 
development are shown in Figure 6�10�

There are four primary components of an interceptor missile engagement 
simulation, which need to be described not including the target� They are 
engagement physics; seeker; guidance, navigation, and control (GNC); and 
interceptor kinematics and dynamics� Missile interceptor flyout modeling 
will require a complete propulsion stack-up, aerodynamics, an accurate earth 
model, midcourse and terminal homing phase guidance, a representative 
target characterization, and a representation of the CDS uplink/downlink if 
one exists� Midcourse guidance instruction originates from the engagement 
control computer (ECC) that may be, but not necessarily, an integral part of 
the flyout tool set�
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Engagement physics represents the dynamics between the interceptor 
missile and the target in time and space� The missile seeker observes and 
tracks the dynamics between the interceptor and the target and generates 
error signals for the GNC system to process and produces steering signals� 
The seeker contains detection and tracking logic and algorithms that pro-
cess target reflected or direct energy corrupted by range-dependent and 
range-independent noise and parasitic, such as radome boresight slope, error 
sources� See [1–3,10,20,29,34–38,59–63 and 76] for more details on the GNC 
processes regarding the rest of this section�

The GNC system processes target tracking error signals first through a guid-
ance computer to generate acceleration commands that are acted upon by the 
flight control system that generates steering signals for actuation� Interceptor 
missile kinematics and dynamics are represented by the components that 
produce forces and moments during flight that include interceptor aerody-
namics, propulsion, and the effects on flight from the atmosphere and earth 
(the flight environment model)� These force and moment components produce 
translational accelerations (kinematics) and rotational motion (dynamics)�

A separate terminal end-game model to determine miss distance may 
be developed as shown in Figure 6�10 or Monte Carlo techniques may be 
used in the end-game portion of the engagement including a variety of noise 
sources� The end-game simulation will initialize using a deterministic flyout 
simulation to handover� Monte Carlo techniques will certainly need to be 
used to produce accurate miss distance results� The miss distance results are 
then used to conduct lethality analysis� Typically, an end-game model is a 
fully functional six-degree-of-freedom Monte Carlo simulation� Six degrees 
of freedom refers to modeling the three translational and three rotational 
motions about the translational axes� A Monte Carlo simulation is a deter-
ministic model that is iterated numerous times to capture the potential sta-
tistical variation of a set of variables that either are stochastic in nature or 
have a bounded uncertainty with likely probability distribution functions� 
Identifying the appropriate variables for Monte Carlo variation is an essential 
activity in the preliminary design process� Design variables for Monte Carlo 
may include aerodynamic coefficients, mass and inertia properties, flight 
control design, and propulsion design parameters� Producing an accurate 
Monte Carlo simulation for missile end-game analysis also relies on identify-
ing appropriate noise sources with realistic power spectral density charac-
teristic functions� The simulation must also therefore include a sophisticated 
seeker model including detection and tracking signal processing� The flight 
control system dynamics, command limiting and other nonlinearities, and 
detailed time–space correlated target signature and flight dynamic charac-
terizations are also essential� See [52–56] for further details on missile flight 
mechanics� Homing guidance laws and discrete processing must also be 
algorithmically captured accurately�

The design process is fundamentally tied to the modeling and simulation 
of the problem and elements relying heavily on affordable hardware and 
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software capability� Computer processing power is abundant and relatively 
inexpensive, and the same assessment can be made of software application� 
Therefore, except in the concept phase, less accurate approaches to determin-
ing miss distance probability functions are not necessary�

Another distinguishing set of factors in end-game simulation analysis 
are target characterization requirements� End-game target modeling and 
simulation must include time-dependent target dynamic characterizations 
with high-resolution time–space correlated signatures� Interceptor missile 
terminal homing modeling must include all of the error sources associ-
ated with handover (heading, cross-range, seeker pointing angle), terminal 
sensor range-dependent and range-independent noise, parasitic noise, and 
guidance and navigation instrument (inertial reference unit [IRU], inertial 
measurement unit [IMU], inertial navigation system (INS), global posi-
tioning system [GPS]) noise� Error modeling has to include representative 
statistical distributions [1]� Lethality assessment is included in end-game 
analysis and will follow mapping the probability of achieving a miss dis-
tance criteria (Pm)� Kill mechanism and target vulnerability modeling are 
essential in producing a lethality assessment and is conducted with yet 
another set of analytical tools, models, and simulations that when com-
bined with Pm maps produce Pssk maps�

The purpose of the flyout analysis tool set is to size the interceptor missile, 
design midcourse guidance, and further develop a terminal homing strategy 
to achieve the reach performance specified by Figures 6�19 and 6�20 (the TLR 
engagement boundary) with sufficient energy margin to achieve the speci-
fied Pssk mapping within the TLR boundary� One way to measure this objec-
tive is to achieve a deterministic miss distance within the flyout tool set�

For the purposes of reach analysis, the interceptor flyout model will need 
to produce accurate flyout contours based on accurate aerodynamic, mass, 
and inertia properties, propulsion and environment modeling, numerically 
capturing the midcourse guidance, terminal homing, and approach angle 
control laws [6]� Monte Carlo techniques will be necessary to capture hando-
ver error� Once handover error can be characterized with a statistical distri-
bution, Monte Carlo techniques are not necessary to establish reach analysis�

At this point, it is worthwhile to revisit Figure 5�21 to facilitate moving into 
the discussions on preliminary design� Prior to beginning the engagement 
analysis, the first preliminary design iteration will have to be developed� As 
depicted in Figure 5�21, terminal homing and seeker design requirements 
are developed and combined with the other requirements from the top of 
Figure 5�21 to flow down into guidance/navigation, attitude, and transla-
tional response preliminary design requirements� The preliminary design 
process is iterative and should begin with satisfying the seeker requirements 
necessary to achieve end-game performance requirements� Translational, 
attitude response, and guidance/navigation requirement development will 
follow� The next sections will follow the sequence of preliminary design and 
begin with interceptor missile seeker preliminary design�
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6.5 Missile Subsystem Preliminary Design

6.5.1 Missile Seeker Preliminary Design

The missile seeker measures target angle only if a passive (electro-optical 
or ARH) sensor is employed� If an active or semi-active radar sensor is 
used, in addition to angle, target range, range rate, and possibly velocity 
are measured discriminates relative to the sensor frame of reference� An 
active sensor transmits and receives the electromagnetic spectrum from 
the same antenna in a similar fashion to the fire-control radar� Semi-active 
radar (SAR) seekers require target illumination from separate and distinct 
radars or illuminators� The receiver is on board the interceptor, and a rear 
reference signal must be provided to track the direct illumination signal� 
Typically, SAR seekers are continuous wave (CW) systems� CW systems 
permit target relative Doppler (velocity) and angle measurements but not 
range tracking�

Figure 6�11 shows how target mission and homing time requirements 
will drive the seeker design trade space� The chart set assumes illustra-
tive interceptor missile terminal Mach and target average closing speeds 
(mission) during terminal homing� The charts extend to 6�5 seconds hom-
ing time� In some design cases, longer homing times may be desirable to 
minimize miss and relax interceptor responsiveness, but the trade here is 
the longer the homing time, the more vulnerable the seeker becomes to 
countermeasures�

The obvious fact here is that the fast targets stress homing time require-
ments and drive the interceptor design to more expensive, higher-power 
(or more sensitive) seeker design solutions� High-speed, highly maneuver-
able targets drive up homing time requirements while jamming/deception 
and signature reduction reduces acquisition ranges� Optimally combining 
these attributes are the target designer’s objectives to defeat the intercep-
tor� Optimizing minimum seeker homing time and signal processing strat-
egy while reducing interceptor attitude response times to improve Pssk is the 
interceptor designer’s objective� Low-altitude targets present a significant 
environmental problem with clutter and multipath/reflections that drive up 
homing time requirements [2,3,20,61,62]� Homing strategy and time require-
ments are also driven by kill criteria in addition to interceptor attitude 
response design� Unfortunately, there are no closed-form solutions to solv-
ing all of these trades simultaneously, and achieving a successful design will 
require iteration� The SRBM defense mission (shown as Mach 7 Terminal 
Target Mach number) is considerably different than the low-slow cruise mis-
sile defense mission (shown as Mach 0�8 Terminal Target Mach number), 
from both a target and environment aspect, and will likely result in two dif-
ferent missile seeker designs for optimum performance� Some of the seeker 
strategy trades will be briefly examined�
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A semi-active radar-only missile is limited to the shooter line of sight 
or is dependent on an inorganic illuminating source� Neither option is 
attractive in modern missile warfare� A passive optical or infrared strat-
egy is highly susceptible to atmospheric conditions and is limited to short 
acquisition ranges and homing times� This may be an option at extremely 
high or exoatmospheric altitudes� A passive RF strategy is dependent 
on the target actively emitting energy� An active radar-only missile will 
place more stressful requirements on the CDS and handover due to the 
shorter acquisition ranges and minimized homing time� Dual-mode sys-
tems, where combining these techniques to exploit various portions of the 
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spectrum as a function of target design and environmental conditions, are 
likely to be the most practical seeker design strategy approach�

As neither time nor space will permit a presentation of an exhaustive 
preliminary design trade-space study examining all of the seeker variant 
options, it will be assumed this was accomplished and Section 6�5�1 will 
focus on the design and performance trade-offs of an active radar seeker 
design for illustrative purposes� The generality of the preliminary design 
approach holds regardless of the specific sensor type chosen�
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6.5.1.1 Angle Tracking

The interceptor missile seeker is required to provide highly accurate tar-
get angle location and angular time derivatives at high angular LOS rates 
while isolating the sensor from missile body motion� The two design objec-
tives are angle resolution and angle measurement accuracy� To accomplish 
angle tracking, two processes are required: target spectrum signal col-
lection and signal processing� Signal collection can be accomplished with 
either the electromagnetic or electro-optical spectrum� Depending on the 
target and the background environment, one approach may be preferred 
over the other� Regardless of which part of the spectrum is used, the signal 
received at the interceptor missile contains target and noise information 
within a volume� This is referred to as the received space–time correlated 
signal (Sr) that can be represented by the following equation (Maksimov 
and Gorgonov [21], Chapter 6):

 Sr(τ, ρ) = St(τ, ρ, ξ) + Sn(τ,	ρ) (6�1)

The signal (S) subscripts r refers to received, t refers to target, and n refers 
to noise� The independent functional variables τ refers to time, ρ refers to 
the radius within the volume being detected by the signal, and ξ refers to 
the desired information vector content (LOS and LOS rate)� Signal process-
ing (temporal and spatial) is applied to Sr to resolve the angular properties 
of the target signal without the noise� This process is referred to as target 
angular discrimination� The apparatus used to collect the microwave signal 
spectrum is an antenna and to collect the infrared spectrum is optics�

There are many types of antennas that can be used to fulfill the spatial fil-
tering, angle tracking, requirement including, for example, Cassegrain twist 
and planar phased arrays (see James [20], Chapter 4)� The most practical solu-
tion to meet interceptor missile antenna requirements is the mechanically 
scanned slotted planar phased array (James [20], Chapter 4, and Maksimov 
and Gorgonov [21], Chapter 6)� The most practical angle tracking signal pro-
cessing techniques include phase comparison monopulse angle tracking� 
Monopulse provides improved antenna gain and efficiency, improved error 
slope performance, jamming resistance over conical scanning or sequential 
lobing techniques, wideband performance, and long-range performance 
characteristics�

The phase comparison monopulse mechanization includes a two-plane 
phased array antenna divided into four quadrants, constructed on a thin 
flat plate, and follows the principles of the interferometer and shown in 
Figure 6�12� There are λ/2 slots cut into a ground plane where λ is the 
designed operating wavelength and represented in the A-plane as a set of 
dashed lines�

The electromagnetic wavefront impedes the slots cut into a dielectric 
backing creating a voltage� The operating principle for phase comparison in 
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two planes and using four quadrants is covered completely in the  literature 
[20–23]� The phase difference, Δϕ, between the four elements is used to deter-
mine the angular location of the target in the following way� Angular pitch 
error (Δel) is defined by subtracting the addition of the upper quadrant (A + B) 
voltages from the addition of the lower quadrant (D + C) voltages� Angular 
azimuth error (Δaz) is found by subtracting the left-hand pairs (A + D) from 
the right-hand pairs (B + C)� The summation of all quadrants is given in 
(A + B) + (C + D)� See the following equations:

 Δel(θt) = (A + B) − (D + C) (6�2)

 Δaz(θt) = (A + D) − (B + C) (6�3)

	 Σ = (A + B) + (C + D) (6�4)

The error voltages are used to drive the antenna servos� The LOS rate is 
sometimes measured by placing two orthogonally mounted rate gyroscopes 
to the antenna gimbals�

Tracking the target in angle then relies on computing the ratio δ = Δ/Σ� 
When δ = 1, the antenna points at the target within a 3 dB beamwidth�

Figure 6�13 represents the general case for a monopulse seeker angle track-
ing� This block diagram includes body rate stabilization, torque motor and 
seeker gimbal dynamics, error signal filtering, and nonlinear limiting�

The resultant angular error rates are fed to drive torque motors that 
after body stabilization scan the seeker antenna toward the target and 
passed to the guidance computer where guidance steering commands are 
generated�

Active radar angular noise sources that need to be considered include 
radome boresight error, monopulse tracking error, glint, receiver noise, clut-
ter, and multipath� These noise sources, detection loss sources, and jamming 
are presented later in this chapter when GNC is addressed�
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6.5.1.2 AR Seeker Preliminary Design

The seeker design trade study here will focus on an active radar (AR)-only 
strategy to demonstrate the design trade process� In choosing an AR design, 
higher frequencies will, in general, result in shorter homing times and 
increased power requirements but will also provide higher resolution for 
tracking and the ability to use wider bandwidths for jamming resistance and 
discrimination� Moreover, higher frequencies with increased angular accu-
racies will allow smaller, lighter kill mechanisms and thus smaller lighter 
missiles� AR homing will also allow for an increase in firepower by reducing 
the AMD system resource commitments during the engagements� The some-
what recent development of cheaper higher-grade inertial reference systems 
and satellite-aided navigation may reduce the technical risk associated with 
achieving stressful handover accuracies� In short, a high-frequency AR-only 
seeker would be one practical AMD interceptor design strategy choice� This 
choice will, however, drive requirements back onto the interceptor respon-
siveness and handover requirements�

Assuming an AR solution is chosen, the most important design consider-
ations are the frequency and antenna specifications� Seeker frequency will 
influence the remainder of the design choices throughout the seeker and 
should be chosen in parallel with the antenna type and design� Waveform 
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selection and signal processing approaches are two designs that will follow 
frequency and antenna selection�

Before the seeker frequency can be chosen, the intended mission area from 
Figure 6�11 should be revisited� A multiple pulse repetition frequency (PRF), 
Ka-band AR seeker satisfies the clutter discrimination requirements for low-
altitude cruise missile defense, airborne target detection capability with high-
speed closing velocity estimation capability, high-angle resolution tracking 
capability, multiple target discrimination capability for ballistic missile defense, 
and complex air defense environments and may allow a target imaging option 
for aim point selection� Therefore, it is assumed that the trade-space study 
results for the illustrative air and missile defense application at hand settled on 
a Ka-band (~35 GHz), multiple PRF, pulse Doppler (PD), and active radar (AR) 
seeker design as an appropriate choice to blend performance requirements in a 
general air and missile defense application� See James [20, chapters 8,9]�

Moreover, AMD scenarios will typically involve head-on or close to head-on 
engagement geometries, and air targets will likely be engaged with trajectory 
shaping that forces lookdown geometries� These engagement scenario con-
straints are the strengths of PD� The multiple PRF modes are nominally referred 
to as low, medium, and high PRF modes� The low PRF mode permits unam-
biguous range measurement and will also be unambiguous in velocity against 
low-speed targets possibly found in the air target environment� Although eas-
ily made stable when compared to the higher PRF modes, it is limited to shorter 
ranges, and other than slow targets, it is ambiguous in velocity� The medium 
PRF mode is exactly what is intuitively obvious to the engineer� It provides 
unambiguous intermediate ranges and velocities� It provides modest difficulty 
in retaining stability requirements, but it does not perform any of the AMD jobs 
very well� Were AR seeker PRF selection a political contest, medium PRF would 
surely be the choice of the undecided voter� Although medium PRF does not 
provide the specific performance desired in either range or velocity, it does pro-
vide a good transition to when either the targets are not behaving as expected 
or the geometries are not as favorable as the designer would like� In the end 
medium, PRF may be more useful in deciding what you do not want the seeker 
to track and therein lays the benefit of medium PRF, a potential added discrimi-
nation capability� A high PRF seeker provides unambiguous velocity measure-
ment, and superior clutter filtering� The costs of these desirable performance 
features are more complex signal processing and the need to purchase high-
stability components� High PRF PD is range ambiguous approaching that of 
continuous wave seekers as the duty factor (ratio of the transmit pulse width to 
pulse repetition interval) approaches one�

The PD AR seeker design trade space beyond the specific parameters 
already chosen (signal RF, and using a multiple PRF design) includes antenna 
aperture, signal bandwidth, the specific PRFs and their grouping, average 
power, coherent processing interval (CPI), and the thermal noise density� This 
design trade space will limit the ultimate performance of the seeker to mea-
sure (resolution) and track range, velocity, and angle� Details associated with 
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RF seeker design can be found in the literature (e�g�, James [20], Maksimov and 
Gorgonov [21], Edde [22], Barton [23], Weidler [24], Hendeby [25], The George 
Washington University [26], Nathanson and Jones [27], Schleher [28], Miwa 
et al� [29], Mitchell and Walker [30], and Shnidman [31])� Trapp [39] provides a 
comprehensive PD radar analysis and missile seeker design example provid-
ing an excellent source for more in-depth AR seeker requirement analysis� 
Table 6�1 is reprinted from Trapp [39] to provide a readily available summary 
of the AR seeker design trades that need to be examined� These design trades 
will be addressed in some detail throughout the rest of Section 6�5�1�

Column 1 in Table 6�1 identifies important performance criteria, which 
should be addressed in preliminary design, and the remaining columns 
depict with an x the design parameters that are related to establishing the 
specific performance criteria� The signal-to-noise ratio is directly related to 
range performance criteria that can be mapped to the target mission require-
ments provided in Figure 6�11a through d that relates target velocity to the 
required seeker detection range as a function of homing time� It is important 
to note that the detection range calculation is actually a statistically vary-
ing process where the minimum required signal-to-noise ratio (S:Nmin) to 
achieve a specific detection range is a function of probability of detection (Pd) 
and probability of false alarm (Pfa) as well as the target signature fluctuation 
properties (see Shnidman [31], Sandhu [32], and Huynen et al� [33]�)

Target mission and characteristics are not directly related to (S:Nmin) 
but are, through Figures 6�11, related to detection range� The radar range 

TABLE 6.1

Active Radar Pulse Doppler Seeker System Trade Space

Affected 
Performance 
Criteria RF 

Antenna 
Aperture 

Fundamental Radar Characteristics 
Thermal 

Noise 
Density 

Signal 
Bandwidth CPI PRF

Avg. 
Power

Signal-to-noise ratio × × × × ×
Range resolution ×
Range measurement 
accuracy

× × × × ×

Range ambiguities ×
Velocity resolution × ×
Velocity measurement 
accuracy

× × × × ×

Velocity ambiguities × ×
Angle resolution × ×
Angle measurement 
accuracy

× × × × ×

Source: Trapp, R�L�, Pulse Doppler Radar Characteristics, Limitations and Trends, FS-84-167, 
The JHU/APL, Howard County, MD, October 1984 [39]�
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equation can be expressed in many forms and is the best starting place for 
RF seeker preliminary design� Equation 6�5 presents a form [39] suitable for 
frequency (wavelength) selection and antenna, coherent processing interval 
(CPI), and average power design:
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The preliminary design process begins with specifying target signature 
characteristics, and it is necessary to develop an assessment of the target 
and signal environment� Active radar frequency and polarization leading 
to aspect-dependent target RF signature magnitude and fluctuation charac-
teristics (glint) are specified as a set of requirements� Target flight character-
istics and the time–space correlated RF signature characteristics are further 
expanded as part of the requirements set� Next, the signal propagation envi-
ronment is specified� Requirements are developed to operate in all-weather 
(rain, heavy rain, clear, etc�) and anomalous propagation environments to 
include clutter and multipath� Jamming environments are specified as part 
of the requirement set� Jamming can include standoff or self-screening sys-
tems or no jamming at all� Finally, the kill criterion has to be specified� A hit-
to-kill vice specifying an acceptable miss distance criterion places demands 
on the RF frequency and homing time requirements�

The closing velocities depicted in Figure 6�11, ranging from Mach 4 to 12, 
can be expected� If VC represents the closing velocity, VIlos the interceptor 
velocity along the line-of-sight vector, and VTlos the target velocity along the 
line of sight, then

 V VI VTC los los= +

Physics then tells us that the Doppler frequency shift FD produced by VC is 
shown in the following equation:

 
F

V
D

C=
×2
l

 (6�6)

After doing the math, the Doppler filter bandwidth, Wd, will have to adapt 
from 32�5 to 145 kHz assuming a seeker center frequency of 34�5 GHz with a 
1 GHz bandwidth to detect and track the target family described in Figure 
6�11 with some reasonable margin�

The antenna gain (transmit and receive) is written as follows:

 
G

A
d

e= × ×4
2

p
l
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The antenna diameter (d) and efficiency factor (η) are used to compute Ae, the 
effective aperture of the antenna:

 
A

d
e = × ×h p 2

4

The minimum discernable signal, Smin, represents how much power is 
required for detection without jamming or clutter (clear environment)� The 
average noise power at the receiver is N = K ⋅	T0 ⋅	Wd and Smin can be written 
as follows:

 S NF N S Nmin min( ( ) )= × × :

The 3 dB beamwidth is a measure of angular resolution and subsequently 
the radar’s ability to resolve multiple targets and suppress unwanted sig-
nals� According to Farrell and Taylor [40], the angle measurement accuracy 
is proportional to beamwidth and inversely proportional to the square root 
of the S:N� The 3 dB beamwidth is determined from the RF wavelength and 
the antenna area, written as follows:

 
q l

p
b

d
=

×( )2 4/

The achievable range resolution and estimation accuracy are a function 
of the radar’s ability to measure time� Also according to Farrell and Taylor 
[40], the time measurement capability is inversely proportional to the signal 
bandwidth and the square root of S:N� This mathematically implies that the 
radar range estimation accuracy increases with signal bandwidth assuming 
a fixed S:N� Pulse width (PW) is inversely proportional to signal bandwidth 
and shortening PW makes a convenient way to improve radar range estima-
tion accuracy�

The coherent processing interval (CPI) is defined as the time duration 
over which the radar returns are coherently integrated� CPI can be used to 
improve S:N but is the means to improve target velocity measurement accu-
racy� CPI is inversely proportional to Doppler resolution bandwidth indicat-
ing that Doppler frequency measurement accuracy (velocity measurement 
accuracy) is inversely proportional to CPI and the square root of S:N accord-
ing to Farrell and Taylor [40]� For the purposes of preliminary design, it 
is convenient to assume that the Doppler bandwidth Wd is approximately 
equivalent to the reciprocal of the coherent processing interval (CPI)�

To begin developing a preliminary design seeker solution, a requirements 
flow down from the TLR must be completed� The first requirement needed 
is the handover error volume� Handover error must be first defined in terms 
of an angular uncertainty volume (ψaz, ψel) and range to target (R)� Next, the 
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amount of search time for acquisition (Tsc) is established; the target character-
istics include speed (VT), signature magnitude range (σmin to σmax), and signa-
ture fluctuation characteristics (the use of Swerling terminology is suggested 
[42,43])� Finally, the cumulative probability of detection (Pdc) and probability 
of false alarm are specified performance requirements� Additional require-
ments will flow down from various design budgets� Mass and size bud-
gets will limit the seeker and antenna properties accordingly� Technology 
constraints will flow from a risk analysis and will limit transmitter power, 
receiver signal processing techniques, noise and stability characteristics, and 
antenna and tracking technology among other details� Additional design 
constraints concerning assumptions on the engagement environment will 
impact predicting signal and processing losses�

In the following active radar seeker preliminary design example, refer to 
Figure 6�11a–d� Targets will span subsonic to hypersonic (M > 5) velocity 
regime and they will occupy terrain following or sea skimming to upper 
endoatmospheric altitude regimes� It is assumed that target signatures for 
this example design will extend from as low as −20 to +5 dBsm and will 
exhibit Swerling 0 and 1 fluctuation losses� A single interceptor, or even 
seeker, design may not prove to be a reasonable top-level design approach 
given the extent of the target requirements� Therefore, it is prudent to begin 
by singling out the most stressful target requirements and then move to the 
environmental stressors that cause performance degradation such as anom-
alous propagation, jamming, and clutter� The design can then be modified 
to accommodate graceful performance degradation� Design iterations will 
eventually lead to the point where the engineering trade solutions will not 
close and will require a decision to choose either a different seeker strategy 
or an independent interceptor design or both�

The most stressful target is the fastest and lowest signature, respectively� 
Examining Figure 6�11’s illustrative charts indicates that a Mach 7 target is 
the most stressful case� Assuming that in the TLR flow down the keep-out 
zone imposed on the AMD system is relatively large and the mission extends 
beyond self-defense, the fastest interceptor design option will be chosen for 
the first set of iterations� The first design iteration will be to resolve the lowest 
target RF signature that can be engaged while meeting the other design and 
risk constraints discussed earlier�

The first seeker design iteration will assume employing a low-risk phased 
array antenna, allowing a number of independent target looks or CPI detec-
tion opportunities� The illustrative AMD system will be required to provide 
a worst-case condition of Ψel/Ψaz = 12° by 12°, 1-pulse width range handover 
error volume at 25 km range to go from the target� If a terminal Mach 7, SRBM 
target, and a Mach 5 interceptor are assumed and the altitude-dependent 
average speed of sound is 300 m/s, then the time to go at handover is 
7 seconds�

The seeker design will need to be unambiguous in velocity and have a 
primary high PRF mode of 921 kHz (VC > 3600 m/s) and a 0�1 μs pulse width 
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to provide a 10 MHz receiver bandwidth� The Doppler bandwidth is 550 Hz, 
the CPI is 2 ms, and the duty factor is 9�2%� The remaining illustrative seeker 
design parameters are given in Table 6�2�

The antenna diameter is assumed to be 0�25 m with an efficiency of 0�5, 
a gain of 36�11 dB, and a 3 dB beamwidth of 3�18°� The Stefan–Boltzmann 
constant is  k, and assuming reference noise temperature T0 = 290 K, then 
kT0 = 4 × 10−21� It is assumed that a receiver noise figure (NF) of 10 is low 
risk� Losses are assumed to include RF system losses (LRF), signal processing 
losses (LSP), and beam pattern losses (LBP) and together equal 10�

The minimum required signal-to-noise ratio (S:Nmin) is found from the 
handover error requirement and the following analysis� The seeker design 
has a 3�2°, 3 dB beamwidth to cover a 12 × 12 degree uncertainty volume� 
Using the relationship NL = V/2(BW3 dB), the uncertainty volume can be cov-
ered with 23 separate 3�2°, 3 dB beamwidth beam positions� Assuming that 
half of the time to go is available for acquisition and half for homing, then 
with a CPI of 2 ms and a search time of 3�5 seconds, the search volume can be 
covered with six independent looks per beam position� Imposing a require-
ment for a cumulative probability of detection (PCD) of 0�9 at 25 km range to 
go, where

 P PCD D
NL= - -1 1( )

six independent looks allow for a single look PD of 0�3� Specifying a prob-
ability of false alarm (Pfa) of 10−6 and using the signal-to-noise ratio versus 
PD chart from Blake [77], chapter 2, pp� 2–19, for a nonfluctuating target, the 
single pulse, S:Nmin, is found to be 10�25 dB� Table 6�3 provides the acquisition 
performance estimates for this preliminary design example�

The parametric average transmit power, PI, is the first row of Table 6�3 start-
ing at 50 W and ending at 2500 W� The parametric target signature, sigma, 
begins the acquisition range performance summary and varies between 0�01 
and 5 m2� An analysis of the results of this table reveals that the preliminary 

TABLE 6.2

Pulse Doppler Active Radar Seeker Design Specifications and Performance

Ae = 0�0245 [eta = 0�5, d = 0�25 m]
L = 10 [10 dB] T0 = 290 K
NF = 10 [10 dB] k = 1�3804E−23
Wd = 550 [Hz Doppler resolution] c = 299,792,458 m/s
S/Nmin = 10�5 [10�21 dB] kT0 = 4�0031E−21
Smin = 2�3118E−16 [−156�36 dB]
λ = 0�00869 m [freq = 3�45E+10 Hz]
θb = 0�06 rad 3�18° 3 dB beamwidth (circular antenna)
Gd = 4084�57 36�11 dB Antenna gain
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seeker design presented would capture the proposed target with 3�5 seconds 
of homing time remaining when the target signature is greater than 0�5 m2 
(nonfluctuating) and having an average transmit power of 2�5 kW or greater� 
When target signatures are greater than 1 m2, a PI of 1�5 kW or greater will 
meet the design requirements� However, if the target set is expected to be 
smaller than 0�5 m2, the PI required is greater than 2�5 kW shown on this 
graphic� One design alternative would be to trade lower frequency (e�g�, Ku 
band) for the power requirement� However, the lower frequency will increase 
the 3 dB beamwidth making the system more vulnerable to jamming and 
also less accurate adversely impacting the kill strategy and impacting other 
interceptor design choices�

When dealing with atmospheric and especially low-altitude intercepts, 
a number of environmental problems including adverse weather, clutter, and 
multipath will ultimately limit this performance� The following paragraphs 
will discuss signal transmission losses and jamming� The remaining noise 
sources important to consider when designing a seeker integrated with a 
guidance system will be handled in the guidance, navigation, and control 
section�

6.5.1.3 Signal Transmission Losses

There are many sources of RF noise in the environment� Target fluctuation 
is a major source of transmission losses� Complex target shapes, corners, and 
appendages result in a large number of aspect- and polarization-dependent 
primary RF scattering centers that can represent the reflected signal radar 
cross section (RCS) transmission� Target motion–induced aspect angle changes 
relative to a tracking seeker will induce randomly varying RCS with time� 
Marcum–Swerling (MS) models (see, e�g�, Schleher [28], Mitchell and Walker 
[30], Marcum and Swerling [42], and Swerling [43]) have often been used to 

TABLE 6.3

Pulse Doppler Active Radar Seeker Acquisition Performance for Table 6�2

PI (watts) 50 100 250 500 1000 1500 2500

Acquisition Range Performance (km)

Sigma 0�01 0�1 0�25 0�5 0�75 1 5
RNG(PI1) 3�42 6�09 7�65 9�10 10�07 10�82 16�19
RNG(PI2) 4�07 7�24 9�10 10�82 11�98 12�87 19�25
RNG(PI3) 5�12 9�10 11�45 13�61 15�06 16�19 24�21
RNG(PI4) 6�09 10�82 13�61 16�19 17�91 19�25 28�78
RNG(PI5) 7�24 12�87 16�19 19�25 21�30 22�89 34�23
RNG(PI6) 8�01 14�25 17�91 21�30 23�58 25�33 37�88
RNG(PI7) 9�10 16�19 20�35 24�21 26�79 28�78 43�04
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statistically describe the RCS fluctuation characteristics of a target when per-
forming radar range performance calculations� MS models can be divided 
into five categories and refer to a specific signal processing model that can be 
found in the literature, and the target RCS can be described by a chi-squared 
distribution� MS-0 refers to a nonfluctuating target; MS-1 and MS-3 refer to a 
scan-to-scan or slowly fluctuating target; MS-2 and MS-4 refer to a pulse-to-
pulse or rapidly fluctuating target� MS-1 and MS-2 are called a Rayleigh target 
(see Skolnik [41], pp� 2–18) while MS-3 and MS-4 are non-Rayleigh targets bet-
ter represented by log-normal distributions (see Skolnik [41], pp� 2–19)� The 
slowly fluctuating target assumes that the time-dependent RCS values are 
statistically independent on a scan-to-scan basis but are constant on a pulse-
to-pulse basis� A rapidly fluctuating target RCS is statistically independent on 
a pulse-to-pulse basis within one 3 dB beamwidth during one CPI�

The AR design can be improved to handle various target fluctuating char-
acteristics by including uncorrelated multiple independent CPI period looks� 
Each uncorrelated look occurs when multiple CPI sets of pulses are noncoher-
ently integrated or averaged� The AR seeker designer will choose the target 
dwell time, CPI, and the number of uncorrelated independent looks to inte-
grate� The designer will choose, among other things, whether to have an elec-
tronically or mechanically scanned phased array antenna� Each option comes 
with advantages and disadvantages having an impact on other design choices 
that will affect the overall interceptor mission capability and limitations�

Atmospheric attenuation is another form of signal transmission loss and 
is typically measured in dB/km� Atmospheric conditions will vary specifi-
cally and generally with geographical location and altitude but never with 
absolute certainty� Subsequently, frequency, power, and polarization design 
trades will need to be considered as a function of mission and operating 
area� Generally, signal transmission loss increases proportionally with 
frequency but is not monotonic� For AR purposes, the atmosphere can be 
described according to humidity (atmospheric water content as a percent-
age), oxygen content, and precipitation� Relative attenuation nulls occur at 
high frequencies near 30–40 GHz and near 90–95 GHz, while spikes occur 
between 20–25 GHz and 50–70 GHz� Precipitation can and will vary as a 
function of altitude, and for ballistic missile defense application, this can be 
a design problem that needs to be assessed� For example, rainfall rates gener-
ally decrease as altitude increases� Precipitation causes the greatest amount 
of atmospheric attenuation, and the greater the precipitation rate, the greater 
the attenuation problem� Charts characterizing frequency versus attenua-
tion for various atmospheric conditions can be found in the literature (e�g�, 
Skolnik [41, pp� 2-51–2-59])�

6.5.1.4 Jamming

RF jamming may always be a potential technique used to deny range 
and/or angle detection and tracking� Jamming signals can be divided into 
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two categories: denial and deception� Deception jamming may try to mimic 
tracking signals using coherent, digital RF memory (DRFM) techniques to 
replicate or repeat return echoes from offensive system in order to fool the 
interceptor range and/or angle tracker into tracking a nonexisting object 
and thereby lose track of the real target� Denial techniques are used to hide 
the radar echoes off of the offensive system by saturating the radar receiver 
with dense or barrage noise in the seeker frequency band and over the entire 
receiver bandwidth� One way to reduce the effectiveness of the jammer in 
this case is to employ a wideband (>1 GHz) seeker system with pulse-to-
pulse frequency agility [23]� This analysis can be quantified by employing 
the equations on jamming proposed by Schleher [28]� Figure 6�14 shows the 
burnthrough range performance of a 35 GHz active radar seeker when a jam-
mer of specified power and 500 MHz bandwidth attempts to deny its range 
as a function of jammer carrier (target) radar cross section� Figure 6�15 then 
shows the same graphic relationship where a 1 GHz bandwidth jammer is 
required to cover the seeker bandwidth� It is apparent from the graphics that 
spreading the jammer across a larger bandwidth reduces its effectiveness� 
Therefore, the receiver bandwidth needs to be considered in any engagement 
environment where jamming is likely or even possible to occur�

6.5.2 Translational and Attitude Response Preliminary Design

The translational and attitude response preliminary design development 
follows from the engagement boundary envelope requirements, target spec-
ifications, and the seeker preliminary design� Moreover, the translational 
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response requirements will depend on an efficient midcourse guidance strat-
egy design and handover requirements discussed in Section 6�4 (part of the 
seeker requirements flow down) and will subsequently influence attitude 
response requirements� The proposed translational and attitude response 
preliminary design process is provided in Figure 6�16 and is discussed in the 
following paragraphs�

Target specifications drive translational and attitude response design in 
two ways and impose requirements in both the reach and end game� First, 
target speed, maneuverability, and agility will place energy requirements on 
the interceptor during homing or end game� The Pssk requirement is directly 
influenced by the interceptor homing time constant to target maneuver time 
constant ratio� As the interceptor velocity increases (translational require-
ment), so does this ratio during end game� A 3:1 ratio is desirable� Second, the 
target signature directly influences homing time� The seeker design deter-
mines how much homing time is available and homing time is inversely 
related to miss distance and thus directly with Pssk� The length of available 
homing time is directly proportional to the required missile homing time 
constant� Therefore, if effort and cost were invested in the seeker design to 
ensure long homing times, then the missile homing time constant require-
ment is somewhat relaxed� And the opposite is true if only a minimal amount 
of homing time is designed to be available� The trade where performance 
and cost make the most sense will be determined on a program-by-program 
basis� This discussion should make it obvious why seeker preliminary 
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design should be accomplished first� Iteration will be required to settle on a 
satisfactory preliminary design�

6.5.3 Airframe Requirements

The airframe preliminary design will commence once the Figure 6�16 require-
ments flow-down process completes its first iteration� The CDS interface 
requirement will include a launcher mechanism concept already determined� 
The launcher concept will dictate volume, length, diameter, and weight con-
straints� Other constraints from policy considerations possibly limiting the 
size, speed, and range will also flow down from Figure 5�22� The Mach–altitude 
boundary, Figure 5�21, must be combined with the altitude–range boundary, 
Figure 5�20, to establish intercept Mach requirements that in turn establish the 
flight regimes of interest that include dynamic pressure, Reynolds number, 
and Mach number� The dynamic pressure (Q = ρ ⋅	V2/2) regime is a major con-
cern as it defines aerodynamic forces and moments as a function of configura-
tion� Reynolds number, R Ve = × ×r m�/ , defines the nature of the aerodynamic 
boundary layer viscous flow� Specifically, critical Re defines the transition 
point from laminar to turbulent flow by identifying the point in flight where 
a significant increase in drag and body temperature exists� Mach number is 
defined as the ratio between the total velocity vector magnitude and the local 
speed of sound (a), where a R T= × ×g � Interceptor missile flight will almost 
certainly be bounded, after initial boost conditions, in the high supersonic to 
hypersonic flight (see Table 6�4) with the associated Mach regimes�

The next requirement to derive is the airframe normal force, Nreq, in terms 
of the flight regime and the potential target maneuverability performance at 
the outer edges of the engagement envelopes� A reasonable rule of thumb is 
that the endoatmospheric interceptor missile must have a three-to-one ratio of 
maneuverability advantage over the target at end game� The exoatmospheric 
end game requires more of an energy management strategy� The aerodynamic 
maneuver requirement is given in Equation 6�1 and is specified in units of “g’s”:

 
C

N W
S Q

Nreq
req=

×
×

 (6�7)

TABLE 6.4

Interceptor Missile Flight Regime Requirements

Mach Regime Requirement M, Low End M, High End 

Subsonic Boost 0 1�0
Transonic Boost 0�85 1�2
Low supersonic Boost 1�2 2�0
High supersonic Boost/sustain 2�0 <5�0
Hypersonic Sustain 5 5+
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Q is defined by the engagement boundaries, while weight, W, and aerody-
namic reference area S (S = π ⋅	d2/4) are the trade space� The engagement 
boundaries will ultimately be in play as a potential trade space�

6.5.4 Configuration Design

The purpose of the configuration design process in the first iteration is to 
develop a preliminary configuration that is likely to meet all of the con-
straints, addressing the functional, performance, and interface requirements 
that have flowed down� The preliminary configuration is based primarily 
on the requirements flow-down process and some preliminary aerodynamic 
predictions� There are three primary missile body sections—forebody, mid-
body, and aft body—that need to be defined� Drag is a primary configuration 
design driver� Drag has three components—pressure, friction, and base—
that need to be managed� The configuration is the primary drag manage-
ment tool� The forebody or nose will be some form of dome used to cover 
the sensor during atmospheric flight and, besides being either electrical or 
optically conductive, must provide adequate aerodynamic, thermodynamic, 
and volumetric properties� The nose shape is likely to be driven by the sensor 
employed but must be a compromise design that minimizes drag, tolerates 
high heating, and provides the necessary lift characteristics� Improved drag 
characteristics are achieved with high fineness ratios (length to diameter), but 
in general an ogive nose configuration is the best compromise design, offer-
ing a greater volume for packaging, structural superiority, and adequate drag 
characteristics� A tangent-ogive dome will likely provide the best combina-
tions for achieving all of these properties in the flight regimes of interest [7]�

Thin, slender body shapes are preferred over short stout ones, and aerody-
namic surfaces should have sharp leading and trailing edges� The midbody 
configuration will be body–tail (BT), body–wing–tail (BWT), body–canard–
wing (BCW), or some other combination of body, lifting, and control devices� 
Wings are part of the trade space� There are advantages and disadvantages 
to having a winged design� Wings add not only weight but also structural 
integrity� Structural integrity decreases body flexure that increases the com-
plexity and weight of the control system� The mission design and control 
strategy will likely drive the inclusion of wings or not� The aft body should 
have a tapered boat–tail to minimize base drag during power-off flight by 
reducing the base area of the missile� Some of the trades influencing boat–tail 
design include increased aft-end lift with increased tapper causing a desta-
bilizing effect requiring increased control surface and an increase in drag�

A steering policy must be determined early in the configuration design 
process� A skid-to-turn (STT) versus preferred-orientation-control (POC) 
policy is the trade space� POC requires a bank-to-turn steering while the 
STT policy is either a roll rate control system or a roll attitude control sys-
tem� Control implementation is the next design decision� Control or steer-
ing is accomplished through either aerodynamic or propulsive forces� 
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Aerodynamic steering involves tail, wing, or canard controls� Tail control 
has generally been preferred for aerodynamic systems when the trades of 
control authority, drag, packaging, and responsiveness are concerned� Tail 
steering is not the best approach in any one of these areas but is superior in 
the aggregate� Propulsive control involves reaction control systems (RCSs) 
or thrust vector control (TVC) systems� Hemsch and Nielsen [15] provides 
the challenges, dynamics, and flight control of employing RCS, TVC, or in 
combination� Blended aerodynamic and propulsive control systems have 
been employed in the PAC-3 system to take advantage of the superior perfor-
mance of aerodynamic control when in lower atmospheres and the advan-
tages of RCS in end game and less dense atmospheres where responsiveness 
is critical� Other missiles use TVC for boost to quickly align the velocity vec-
tor and then transition to aerodynamic control�

The approximate analytical expression given in the following equation 
addressed by Chin [7], Nesline and Nesline [10], and Moore [11] allows the 
configuration process to begin:
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To consider RCS and/or TVC, consult Hemsch and Nielsen [15] for the terms 
that can be added to Equation 6�8� Equation 6�8 assumes a BWT configuration, 
although a canard control could be used in place of the tail component� If a 
body–tail configuration is desired, the wing term would simply be set to zero�

Figure 6�17 presents a notional baseline body–wing–tail configuration 
intended for endoatmospheric intercept missions� An interceptor missile con-
figuration design intended for exoatmospheric missile defense will require a 
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L
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FIGURE 6.17
Notional missile configuration concept�
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different vehicle design definition than will a low-altitude air defense inter-
ceptor missile, for example�

It is necessary at this point to discuss that interceptor missile airframe 
time constant or attitude response requirement has a dominate effect in 
achieving desirable miss distances (leading to Pssk for a given kill strategy) 
and is the single most important end-game parameter in hit-to-kill strate-
gies� In the proposed process, the airframe time constant will develop as 
the preliminary design iterations mature and engagement simulation results 
are achieved� The definition for the parameters shown in Equation 6�8 and 
Figure 6�17 and terms for conducting a preliminary aerodynamic configura-
tion trim and time constant analysis are provided in Table 6�5�

Details explaining this set of equations and terms can be found in [3,7,11]� 
It is important to note that the analysis given in Table 6�5 cannot be accom-
plished without including a total mass and inertia budget as part of the 
requirements flow-down process along with the external configuration 
parameters indicated� Producing a mass and inertia estimate based on a sub-
system breakdown is covered in Section 6�4�3� Table 6�6 provides example 
configuration parameters associated with Figure 6�10 and the associated aero-
dynamic trim results are shown in Figure 6�18� The example configuration 

TABLE 6.5

Aerodynamic Model to Estimate Preliminary Configuration Properties

Aerodynamic Model to Estimate Acceleration Limit 

N = CN * S * Q/W CN = 2α + CDc * Sp/Sα2 + [8 * Stail (α + δ)/S] * sqrt(M2 − 1) + 
[8 * Swing/S] * [α/sqrt(M2 − 1)]

Sp = Missile 
platform area

Sp = (L − L1) * D + 
2/3 * L1 * D

S = Reference 
area

S = ∏d2/4

CDc = Cross-flow 
coefficient

See Moore [11] AFTC: tα = Mδ/(Mα * Zδ − Zα * Mδ) Missile 
airframe time 
constant

Stail = Tail area Stail = 1/2 * ht 
(Crt + Ctt)

Zα = −g * Q * S * 
CNα/W * Vm

Mα = −g * Q * S 
* d * Cmα/Iyy

Swing = Wing area Swing = 1/2 * hw * 
(Crw + Ctw)

Zδ = −g * Q * S * 
CNδ/W * Vm

Mδ = −g * Q * S 
* d * Cmδ/Iyy

Aerodynamic Trim Analysis

CM = 2 * a[XCG − XCPN/D] + 1�5 * Sp * a2/S * [XCG − XCPB/D] + 8 * a * Swing/[(sqrt(M2 − 1)) 
* S] * [XCG − XCPW/D] + 8 * (α + δ) * Stail/[sqrt (M2 − 1) * S * D] * [XCG − XHL/D]

XCG = L/2
XCPN = (2/3) * L1
XCPB = L1 + L/2
XCPW = L1 + L2 + 0�7 * Crw + 0�2 * Ctw XCP wing is assumed to be the cg of the missile�
XHL = L − 0�3Crt − 0�2 * Ctt
XCP tail = XHL (assumption)
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under study produces about 30 g’s trim acceleration with 10° angle of attack 
(AOA) and 18° control surface deflection at sea-level conditions and Mach 2�1� 
Results beyond 10° AOA should be ignored when using analytical approxi-
mations such as Equation 6�8�

Air and missile defense missions demand not only highly maneuverable 
intercept missiles but also rapidly responding airframes sometimes referred 

TABLE 6.6

Preliminary Configuration Parameters

Parameter Value 

Length (m) 4�80
Diameter (m) 0�35
L1 (m) 0�70
L2 (m) 1�60
Crw (m) 2�30
Ctw (m) 1�80
Crt (m) 0�37
Ctt (m) 0�10
hw (m) 0�15
ht (m) 0�50
Weight (N) 7000�00
Iyy (kg-m2)—burnout 900�00
CDc 1�50
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to as jerk requirement� The intercept missile must be able to rapidly develop a 
high load factor� Load factor is the amount of available lift to weight ratio� The 
jerk requirement is a function of configuration details (BT, BWT, etc�), stabil-
ity margin, and control power� The aerodynamic or airframe time constant 
(τα) is the performance parameter used to measure the design requirement� 
τα is defined mathematically in Table 6�5 and is a measure of the amount of 
time it takes to turn the missile velocity vector through an equivalent AOA� 
Figure 6�19 presents a representative τα as a function of AOA at constant sea-
level, Mach 2�1 for the Figure 6�17 configuration using the approximations 
given in Table 6�5�

For this example, τα varies from 0�47 to 0�25 seconds between 0° and 10° 
AOA� Airframe responsiveness, τα, is only one component of the overall mis-
sile time constant τ�  According to Equation 6�9 [13], τ is the measure of the 
interceptor missile’s ability to respond to guidance errors:
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The missile time constant, τ, is shown to be a linear combination of vehicle 
stability and control and body-bending frequency time constant (τFCS), seeker 
tracking loop time constant (τS), and the product of the effective guidance 
navigation ratio (N), the ratio between closing velocity and the interceptor 
missile velocity, Vc/Vm, radome boresight error slope (R), and τα� The airframe 
component will be the slowest component having the most significant impact 
on the overall time constant and ultimately miss distance�
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Representative airframe time constant�
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Miss distance is the interceptor missile’s overall performance requirement 
that missile time constant influences� Figure 6�20 shows a representation of 
the relationship between time constant and miss distance�

Noise-induced miss distance results if the time constant is too small and 
target maneuver–induced miss distance results if the time constant is too 
large� Design requires a balanced integrated missile systems approach� The 
airframe design is typically made to be as responsive as possible and the 
remaining terms are used to tune the system� Constraints, other competing 
requirements, and technology risks may preclude reaching the desired time 
constant design�

6.5.5 Mass and Inertia Design

Once the vehicle configuration design concept is formulated, initial subsys-
tem mass estimates are developed based on an overall mass budget require-
ments flow down from the TLR, engagement boundary conditions, and 
vehicle sizing constraints� Various approaches exist to develop these pre-
liminary design requirements� Fleeman [5] and Chin [7], respectively, pro-
vide additional and detailed approaches to produce vehicle sizing, mass, and 
inertia estimates�

Figure 6�21 presents a notional interceptor missile subsystem packaging 
approach� Length stations are provided in percentage of overall length�

Table 6�7 presents a preliminary interceptor missile weight, balance, and 
inertia budget template to begin an analysis� All quantities are provided in 
budget percentages� A total weight budget, center-of-gravity (CG) budget, 
and a moment-of-inertia (MOI) budget and its components are part of the 
requirements flow-down process� The term, dy2, is a squared measure of 
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FIGURE 6.20
Miss distance relationship to time constant�
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length between the subsystem CG and the full-up round CG� The parallel 
axis theorem is then used to compute the MOI budget component as indi-
cated by the equation in column 6�

There are six primary subsystems identified for this example system� The 
example interceptor missile in Table 6�7 has a boost and a sustain propul-
sion system where the boost system separates some short time after launch 
once a required ΔV is obtained� The numbers in the weight column are 
shown as possible percentages for the subsystem components and assume 
a total weight or mass budget is part of a requirements flow-down process� 
The numbers shown in the CG column are percentages of a total length� 
The template is not definitive but may offer a baseline condition to begin 
analysis�

6.5.6 Aeroprediction

Aerodynamic requirements for an interceptor missile are flow-down range, 
maneuverability, agility, and velocity requirements� Six-degree-of-freedom, 
three force (CX, CZ, and CY) and three moment (Cl, Cm, and Cn), coefficient 
predictions are required to complete this requirement study� The purpose 
of developing these predictions is to complete the equations of motion that 
are used in the flight simulation and to design the flight control system� 
The missile body coordinate frame is employed for the coefficients� Chapter 
8 provides some of the mathematical detail required to understand these 
coefficients and how they relate to the missile configuration� Krieger and 
Williams [13] provides important information and references concerning 
functional relationships between aerodynamic phenomena and prediction 
requirements� Nielsen [14] provides complete treatment of these coefficients 
and their relationship to the equations of motion and to FCS design�
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Preliminary aerodynamic estimates may be obtained from Missile 
DATCOM [8] and AP09 [9]� Both of these codes are widely used in the profes-
sion and include empirical, semiempirical, and theoretical techniques� Both 
codes will usually provide acceptable force and moment data leading up to 
preliminary design review� The proper approach when using either of these 
codes is to first obtain verified wind-tunnel data or full Navier–Stokes CFD 
data against similar configurations of interest and use these data sets for cali-
bration� Before employing either or both codes, reasonable matches should be 

TABLE 6.7

Interceptor Missile Weight, Balance, and Inertia Budget

Component 
Weight 

(% Total) 
Xcg wrt Nose 
Tip (% Body) dy2 Iyy0 

Iyy = Iyy0 
+ md2 

Nose 1�00 7% 26% 1% 5%
 Radome 0�50
 Antenna and mechanisms 0�50
Guidance 5�00 12% 21% 1% 15%
 Seeker electronics 2�00
 Power supply 0�50
 Structure 0�50
Ordnance 11�00 20% 15% 1% 15%
 Warhead 6�00
 Safe and arming device 1�00
 Fuzing package 3�00
Flight control 8�00 40% 3% 1% 10%
 Control computer 2�00
 Battery/APU 3�00
 IRU 0�40
 Structure 0�60
Propulsion—sustain 60�00 80% 5% 90% 48%
 Solid propellant 35�00 Burnout 0�00 30%
 Rocket motor case 20�00
 Inert material 2�00
 Nozzle 3�00
Steering and aero devices 15�00 6% 7%
 Dorsal fins (4) 8�50 55% 0%
 Control surface fins (4) + actuators 1�50 90% 10%
Ignition 100�00 58% 100%
Burnout 63�00 45%
Propulsion boost 30�00
 Solid propellant 20�00
 Rocket motor case 5�00
 Inert material 2�00
 Nozzle 3�00
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obtained against a set of similar configurations under similar flight regimes 
of interest� This will help ensure you are capturing the configurations prop-
erly and have settled on appropriate settings� For example, settings such as at 
what Mach number to employ, the DATCOM second-order shock expansion 
techniques will vary depending on configuration details and other param-
eters� Specifically, the TriService/NASA database, discussed by Krieger 
and Williams [13], can be an initial source of archived aerodynamic data� 
Moreover, it is recommended that Missile DATCOM and AP09 and/or other 
similar codes be employed simultaneously for comparison purposes�

6.5.7 Propulsion Design

A propulsion design would be developed based on the velocity change (delta-
V or ΔV) requirement derived from the mission and target requirements� 
Earlier, it was mentioned that the timeline is critical to achieving air and mis-
sile defense objectives and having sufficient energy at end game to achieve 
adequate miss distance against the target set� Therefore, it is not sufficient 
to design to average ΔV alone but terminal velocity on target should be con-
sidered as well� This combined requirement set will influence the designed 
velocity magnitude and time profile� This design will also be iterative� The pro-
pulsion design trade space will include whether a solid or air-breathing system 
is required and whether multiple stages are required� Assuming a solid rocket 
motor stack-up or an air breathing jet engine (probably a ramjet) is assessed to 
be sufficient to meet the design performance requirements, either Fleeman [5], 
Sutton and Biblarz [17] or Crassidis and Junkins [64] will be appropriate to 
develop a preliminary design�

Although improved performance can be obtained from air-breathing pro-
pulsion systems [5], their complexity, expense, and the packaging issues 
usually prohibit them from being a design option for AMD missions� Solid 
rocket motors (SRMs) operate over any Mach number and are insensitive 
to altitude and angle of attack� These three issues usually make the SRM 
the optimum design choice for interceptor missiles� For example, angle-of-
attack sensitivity, a critical performance consideration, will limit end-game 
maneuverability� Weight is always a concern since SRM propellant is heavier 
than air- breathing fuel� By using staging techniques, the SRM is typically 
lighter than an air-breathing configuration once the propellant is expended� 
Therefore, the remaining treatment in this book will focus on the SRM�

Time-dependent thrust is the primary performance measure for the pro-
pulsion system� For the SRM, thrust can be related to Isp [5] where

 Thrust I wsp f= × �  (6�10)

Isp is defined as the amount of thrust produced per unit weight of propellant 
expended� The typical values of Isp in units of seconds range between 200 and 
350� Theoretical values for solid propellants are limited near 500 seconds [17]� 
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The next most important performance parameter is velocity gain or 
achieved also referred to as ΔV� Velocity gain can be related to Isp by the rela-
tionship known as the ideal velocity gain equation or the rocket equation and 
given in modified form in the following equation:

 DV I g MR K t gsp p= × × × - × ×ln( ) sin( )g  (6�11)

The term g is the acceleration due to gravity, MR refers to the mass ratio, 
and Kp (0 < Kp < 1) is a performance constant that modifies the ideal veloc-
ity gain equation to account for drag� The term γ is flight path angle and the 
right-hand term accounts for deceleration due to gravity� Mass ratio can be 
obtained as a function of Isp for horizontal flight (γ	= 0) with a pure boost, sea 
level, velocity gain of Mach 3�5, and then coast, consistent with a short-range 
intercept missile� Figure 6�22 shows a plot of mass ratio for three assumed Kp 
drag modifiers, 0�7, 0�8, and 0�9�

A high drag missile would be represented well by Kp = 0�7 and refers to a 
velocity loss of 30% from an ideal gain case� Assuming a moderately clean 
missile configuration and a propellant with an Isp of 250 seconds, shown by 
the circle in Figure 6�22, a mass ratio of 1�85 would be required to meet these 
performance specifications� Mass ratio is defined mathematically:
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Table 6�8 presents an example set of motor case dimensions and propellant 
characteristics from Sutton and Biblarz [17]� A required propellant mass of 
360 kg is obtained when assuming a propellant loading of 80% as shown in 
Figure 6�23 if either of the higher-performing propellants is also assumed�

Using the required mass ratio, the propellant loading analysis, and 
Equation 6�12, the ignition and burnout masses are presented in Figure 6�24� 
The vehicle ignition mass is 800 kg, and the vehicle burnout mass is 440 kg 
for this example�

Burn time and vacuum thrust can next be determined to provide the base-
line propulsion preliminary design example� Figure 6�25 provides a com-
bined analysis where the designer would resolve a burn time from propellant 
characteristics and volume loading and then resolve thrust from the other 
dependencies� In this example, a burn time of 30 seconds is calculated to be 
reasonable, and with the assumed propellant 30,000 N of average, vacuum 
thrust is required to produce the desired ΔV�

TABLE 6.8

Propulsion Design Parameters

Motor Case Design 

Length (m) 
Diameter (m) 
Volume (cm3) 

2.0 
0.4 

240,528 

Propellant Type Isp (seconds) Density (kg/cm3) 

DB 220–230 0�001605
DB/AP/AL 260–265 0�001785
DB/AP-HMX/AL 265–270 0�001785
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Propellant load assessment�
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According to this design analysis, a solid propellant will need to be 
designed that can deliver 30,000 N of average thrust over 30 seconds to meet 
the design objective� A simple 1D flyout simulation was developed to test this 
analysis, and after a few iterations, it was determined that an average thrust 
closer to 35,500 N would be more likely to meet the ΔV requirement� This 
was assuming a drag profile computed using the following equation:

 C C K W Q SD D= + ¢ × ×0
2( ) ( )/  (6�13)

where K′ is an empirically determined coefficient, lift is assumed to equal 
weight (W), and CD0 is chosen based on similar configurations of interest 
with available aerodynamic data� Figure 6�26 presents the results from the 
first propulsion design iteration�

The thrust–time curve was a table input by hand that attempted to rep-
licate the actual burn profile that might be expected from a neutral burn 
grain� Isp was set to 250 seconds� Mass flow rate and kinematics (accelera-
tion, velocity, and position) were solved for numerically� The simulation was 
arbitrarily set to 20,000 m range to go at launch� The performance demon-
strates that this design is capable of achieving a Mach 3�5, ΔV, and a flyout 
range of 20 km in less than 35 seconds� This design could be appropriate for 
a booster in a long-range interceptor or a boost-glide sustainer in a short-
range interceptor�
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6.5.8 Material Properties Design

Material properties design is composed of aeromechanics, aero-heating, and 
body-bending analysis� Body bending can be assumed under aeromechan-
ics but is a necessary analysis after the design is completed as an input to 
the flight control design and is best itemized separately� The body bending 
iteration occurs in Figure 6�16 when materials properties are completed that 
satisfy the configuration design, the configuration design is then fed back 
to airframe requirements which in turn is fed back to control requirements�

Mechanical design is usually accomplished with finite element analysis 
(FEA) techniques� The material properties must meet structural strength 
requirements set by the maneuverability and boost acceleration design while 
under the most stressful dynamic pressure and temperature environments� 
The temperature requirements should be established in the aero-heating 
analysis� Body temperatures are set by the velocity, which is most likely close 
to if not exceeding hypersonic speeds, altitude envelope� The trade space is 
to develop a structure that minimizes weight while surviving the intense 
mechanical environment� Fleeman [19] provides missile airframe technology 
assessments that cover hypersonic structural materials including composites 
and multispectral domes�

In his analysis, Fleeman shows that temperatures are reached above 
Mach 3 and 10,000 m altitude that eliminates aluminum as a material option� 
Graphite polyimide, titanium, and steel cover Mach 4–5 while nickel alloys 
are required above Mach 5� For the AMD mission area, aluminum is not an 
option at all� Titanium, steel, and nickel alloys will cover the trade space�

Fleeman also covers dome material options that include multispectral 
(RF–IR) requirements� Dome material scoring is accomplished using dielec-
tric constant, combined midwave and long-wave infrared bandwidths, 
transverse strength, thermal expansion, erosion resistance, and maximum 
short-duration temperature� Fleeman selects dome materials that will cover 
both RF and IR requirements above Mach 3 as spinal/sapphire, quartz-fused 
silicon, and silicon nitride� Silicon nitride is also selected as a suitable RF 
only dome for millimeter wave (MMW) seekers at high supersonic and low 
hypersonic speeds�

6.5.9 Attitude Response Requirements

Attitude response requirements should be satisfied when the guidance and 
control (G&C) design is combined with the translational response require-
ments introduced in Figure 6�16� To be clear, when using the term guidance and 
control it should be inclusive of guidance, estimation, dynamics, and control as 
these disciplines are not separable in missile systems engineering� Guidance 
is the cascading of state estimation (sometimes referred to as filtering) and 
the computation of an acceleration (or some other kinematic state) command 
using mathematical guidance law(s)� Control is the stabilization and behavior 
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shaping of the system dynamics� Developing effective control commands will 
usually require some form of state estimation� G&C specification and design 
is performed to satisfy the attitude response requirements of the interceptor 
design and therefore forms the basis of this section of the book�

Miss distance is the primary interceptor performance requirement to be 
met in defining and satisfying attitude response requirements� In fact, it is 
not possible to define attitude response performance requirements without 
first proposing a kill strategy including defining the warhead lethal radius 
or requiring hit to kill� Target type(s) and target vulnerability and dynamic 
characteristics must be assumed before kill strategy can be initially proposed� 
Seeker tracking error, stability, control saturation, and airframe responsive-
ness make up the remaining pieces of defining the attitude response require-
ment� Figure 6�16 shows the proposed translational and attitude response 
preliminary design approach�

G&C requirements are addressed first� This includes establishing the role 
physical constraints will play in shaping the preliminary design; the impact 
dynamic pressure regimes will have on control system selection; and quan-
tifying criteria, namely, miss distance, for computing preliminary design 
attitude response performance�

The process being proposed will first concentrate on flight control sys-
tem (FCS) preliminary design� This part of the approach is divided into 
two pieces, noted as FCS I and II� FCS I is the mechanical piece of the FCS 
design where steering strategy, actuators, and instrumentation are selected 
and notably present the hardest challenges as part of the FCS preliminary 
design in meeting the performance requirements� These designs/selections 
play the most interactive part with the translational response requirements 
impacting configuration design, and weight and balance constraints� FCS II 
is where the controller architecture is defined, designed, analyzed, and sim-
ulated� Warren Boord avoids the use of the term autopilot as it has many 
meanings to many engineers� If the reader has interest as to what constitutes 
the autopilot, it would be a combination of the FCS I and II elements into a 
completed design�

Once the FCS I and II have an initial design and simulation, then it is pro-
posed to move to developing the appropriate set of guidance laws� This pro-
cess begins with identifying and quantifying the various noise sources and 
the estimation techniques to mitigate the effects of noise and applying the 
guidance laws of choice� Note that the choice of guidance laws is plural as this 
author believes it is a judicious approach to implement more than one guidance 
law based on a variety of engagement realizations� Guidance loop preliminary 
design miss distance performance results will need to be evaluated against the 
kill criteria to select the best set of guidance laws and their implementation 
architecture given the required engagement realizations� This can be easily 
done with planar Monte Carlo simulations before integrating the preliminary 
design into more complete six- or pseudo-six-degree-of-freedom simulation 
(Figure 6�13)� The results of the planar engagement simulation results will 
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either lead to iterations within the FCS design or will lead you back to where 
requirements flow down began if satisfactory results cannot be achieved�

The attitude response requirements and G&C preliminary design treatment 
here are not exhaustive documentation as there is an enormous amount of lit-
erature on the subject noted by the large number of references associated with 
this section available to the reader� This section should help the reader focus on 
the attitude response requirements and a proposed logical process to achieve 
a reasonable preliminary design� Specific design and analysis approaches will 
be left to the body of knowledge already available in the literature�

6.5.9.1 Guidance and Control Requirements

The attitude response requirements are met when the combined airframe 
translational response and the guidance and control (G&C) requirements are 
met through a consistent preliminary design� Requirement drivers that will 
flow down from Figure 5�22 are physical constraints, target characteristics, 
dynamic pressure regimes, and the primary performance metric kill criteria 
and miss distance� Miss distance, kill strategy, and target vulnerability are 
used to compute the overall AMD system performance requirement Pssk�

Physical constraints impact G&C design by limiting steering options, as 
well as limiting the use of, and the size and placement of lifting and stability 
devices such as wings and fins for control authority� Packaging constraints 
may indirectly eliminate or limit G&C techniques� Space is needed to house 
reaction control jets (RCJs) and thrust vector control (TVC) or by having to 
limit propellant loads shortening control durations to either very early in 
flight (TVC) or during the last seconds of homing (RCJ)� Eliminating con-
trol options will impact the preliminary design of the remaining steering 
options and time constant requirements potentially demanding a trade-off 
and a revisit of the requirements, the preliminary design, or both�

Target evasive maneuver bounds are the primary contributor to miss dis-
tance driving Pssk performance lower and therefore a driving G&C require-
ment� Target maneuver bounds need to be defined using three performance 
metrics: maneuver magnitude, period, and command structure [63,76]� 
These target maneuver metrics must be defined in order to develop effective 
attitude response and therefore G&C requirements� Evasive maneuver mag-
nitude will stress interceptor kinematic limits; evasive maneuver period will 
stress interceptor maneuver time constant; and evasive maneuver command 
structure will stress interceptor agility or acceleration rate-of-change (jerk) 
performance ( )ta  [63,76]�

Dynamic pressure regimes will affect responsiveness performance defined 
here as the rate at which the interceptor airframe will respond to a com-
mand signal or the missile time constant (tα) defined earlier� As engagement 
altitude increases for a given Mach number time constant performance will 
degrade and force alternative steering and control strategies to be used to 
compensate for the loss of control authority�
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6.5.9.2 Flight Control Design I

6.5.9.2.1 Steering Policy

Missile steering policy design has several dimensions� The preliminary 
design steering policy decisions include whether to use skid-to-turn (STT) or 
bank-to-turn (BTT) maneuver strategy� The STT policy can use a roll attitude 
or a roll rate control implementation� An STT policy will have equal positive 
and negative angle-of-attack limitations in both pitch and yaw planes� If a 
BTT maneuver strategy is used, three options are practically possible� The 
BTT policy can be a roll to 45°, 90°, or 180° attitude each presenting design 
advantages, limitations, and implementation challenges� Although there are 
some potential lift (and thus acceleration) performance advantages to BTT, 
the literature does not show that for interceptor designs BTT has any clear 
advantages over STT policy� Moreover, BTT strategies complicate seeker 
operation and demand increased roll rate bandwidth, and there are mul-
tiple concerns over guidance and control system cross-plane coupling that 
will have to be addressed� In the literature (see, e�g�, Xin et al� [44]), there are 
examples where a combined BTT–STT approach may be preferred�

The implementation of aerodynamic STT tail control is examined first� Plus 
 configurations are rarely if ever used in interceptor class missiles, but for com-
pleteness the following is provided� When the missile orientation is at 0° roll, 
shown in Figure 6�27, we refer to this as the plus configuration� Steering is 
achieved by a pair of surfaces for pitch and an orthogonal pair of surfaces for yaw�

Strictly considering STT aerodynamic control, an interceptor missile is 
typically designed with cruciform tail control with lifting surfaces either 
rotated 45° relative to the controls (interdigitated) or in-line� When the mis-
sile is placed in a 45° roll, X-configuration, shown in Figure 6�28, all four pan-
els are deflected for pitch, yaw, and roll steering� This strategy is preferred 
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FIGURE 6.27
Definitions of positive pitch, yaw, and roll control for ϕ = 0° (arrows show the direction of 
forces and leading edge of the panel, looking upstream)� (From Hemsch, M�J� and Nielsen, 
J�N�, Aerodynamic Considerations for Autopilot Design, Tactical Missile Aerodynamics, Vol� 104, 
Progress in Astronautics and Aeronautics, AIAA, New York, 1986, Chapter 1, Cronvich, L�L� [15]�)
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over the plus configuration in that more control power for identical surface 
area can be applied with four fins than with two, for example� Stabilization 
as well as control is then easier to achieve while demanding that homing 
commands need to be met in the terminal phase of an engagement�

The aforementioned steering equations are overdetermined in that the 
commands for three motions (pitch, yaw, and roll) are to be provided by 
four control surfaces� These equations require another command to make 
the system determinate� This additional equation, called the “squeeze 
mode” by Cronvich, Hemsch, and Nielsen [15] (Chapter 1), is chosen so that 
any axial force resulting from the surface deflections is minimized� A true 
squeeze mode condition shown in Figure 6�29 develops, as missile control sur-
faces are deflected in such a way that no pitch, yaw, or roll moments exist�
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FIGURE 6.28
Definitions of positive pitch, yaw, and roll control for ϕ = 45° (arrows show the direction of 
forces and leading edge of the panel, looking upstream)� (From Hemsch, M�J� and Nielsen, 
J�N�, Aerodynamic Considerations for Autopilot Design, Tactical Missile Aerodynamics, Vol� 104, 
Progress in Astronautics and Aeronautics, AIAA, New York, 1986, Chapter 1, Cronvich, L�L� [15]�)
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FIGURE 6.29
Squeeze mode tail–fin mixing strategy� (From Hemsch, M�J� and Nielsen, J�N�, Aerodynamic 
Considerations for Autopilot Design, Tactical Missile Aerodynamics, Vol� 104, Progress in 
Astronautics and Aeronautics, AIAA, New York, 1986, Chapter 1, Cronvich, L�L� [15]�)
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The tail–fin mixing strategy from Figures 6�28 and 6�29 for combined 
squeeze mode, pitch, yaw, and roll steering is provided in the following 
equation:
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The squeeze mode command should be chosen to minimize drag, and 
according to Hemsch and Nielsen [15], chapter 1, control deflection–related 
drag (Dδ) can be approximated by δ2� Therefore, commanding zero “δSM” 
should be the rule� Hemsch and Nielsen [15], chapter 1, provides an imple-
mentation example of tail–fin steering using squeeze mode and is repeated 
here for convenience� Suppose the commands are δP = 15°, δY = 10°, and δR = 
5°, with δSM = 0, the resulting deflection angles for each panel are δ1 = 15°, δ2 = 
20°, δ3 = −5°, δ4 = −10°� Computing the approximate control surface-induced 
drag, Σδi

2 = 750 is obtained� Now, suppose the commands are δP = 15°, δY = 
10°, and δR = 5°, with δSM = −5, the resulting deflection angles for each panel 
are δ1 = 10°, δ2 = 25°, δ3 = −10°, δ4 = −5°� Again computing the approximate 
control surface-induced drag, Σδi

2 = 850 results implying increased drag over 
the previous calculation achieving the same control steering result making 
zero squeeze mode the preferable trade�

Steering also involves determining whether tail, wing, canard, thrust vec-
tor, and/or reaction jet control design strategies will be used singularly or in 
combination (see, e�g�, Nielsen [14] and Wise and Broy [16])� Additional steer-
ing strategies, involving thrust vector control (TVC) and reaction jet control 
(RJC), are employed with aerodynamic tail control to achieve higher angle-of-
attack capability and to expand the engagement envelope to higher altitudes 
and also lower terminal speeds� Multimode steering strategies are one of the 
required technologies that will enable multimission AMD interceptors�

6.5.9.2.2 Missile Servo Actuators

The basic requirements of an interceptor servo actuator (SA) used for mov-
ing the control surfaces in a missile are to operate aerodynamic or thrust 
vector control steering devices� SA requirements include functionally pro-
viding motion of the steering mechanism(s) and with a specified minimum 
dynamic performance throughout the engagement envelope� The SA must 
interface with the device being actuated and receive signal commands from 
the flight controller� The Bode diagram can conveniently measure dynamic 
performance of the SA� The performance should be stable and specified by 
gain and phase margins and, moreover, specifying a no greater than phase 
lag in the frequency range of interest� Mechanical hard position limits will 
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be specified (typically no greater than 25°) and a mechanical slew rate limit� 
Low-frequency noise sources, such as glint, can cause fin-rate saturation lead-
ing to flight control system instability� The statistics of these noise sources 
will have to be specified before SA gain and phase margin requirements 
can be determined� The aerodynamic hinge moment and the Coulomb fric-
tion of the gimbal mechanisms in TVC systems will need to be specified to 
compute the total load inertia that will lead to a torque specification require-
ment� Interceptor missile servo actuator requirements can be prioritized as 
(1) minimum weight/volume and packaging efficiency, (2) shelf life, (3) low 
cost, (4) reliability, and (5) dynamic performance�

There are many types of SA devices discussed in the literature [45–51] 
appropriate for interceptor missile applications� The three most common SA 
types discussed in the literature include pneumatic (cold gas and hot gas 
types), electrohydraulic (EH), and electromechanical (EM)�

Pneumatic devices offer some advantages including torque generation but 
because they require gas storage or gas generation devices their packaging 
and weight requirements exceed that can be currently achievable with EM or 
EH/SA devices� Therefore, they will not be considered further�

Hydraulic actuators are used when large actuation force is required such 
as with high dynamic pressure regimes and with TVC mechanization� They 
inherently have long operation time that provides high stiffness and good 
speed of response that makes them attractive for long-range interceptors 
and specifically exoatmospheric interceptors� Missiles having moving wing 
configurations would also benefit from hydraulic SA devices, but few inter-
ceptor missile designs choose this steering path� Specifically, according to 
Roskam [46], the EH/SA device offers high natural frequency operation, 
low electrical power requirements, high power-to-weight ratios, and high 
power-to-inertia ratios and is available in small to large size and horse-
power configurations� Models for EH/SA devices are proposed by Roskam 
[46], Chapter 10�

The EM SA is most prominently used in modern missile systems� Battery 
and motor technology has improved dramatically since the inception of mis-
sile systems and has enabled their inclusion in designs since the 1970s as 
discussed by Nachtigal [47] and Goldshine and Lacy [48]�

The paper presented by Goldshine and Lacy [48] specifically discusses the 
SA development for the Standard Missile program� This paper presents a 
detailed design of a high-performance EM/SA developed by the Pomona 
Division of the General Dynamics Corporation� This device solved difficult 
packaging, producibility, and maintainability problems where four-tail sur-
face SA devices were required� The device is specifically a magnetic clutch 
SA that operates by producing a maximum clockwise (CW) or counterclock-
wise (CCW) rate-of-change motion to the tail incidence angle� The operat-
ing principle depends on maintaining a sustained limit cycle sometimes 
referred to as a dither or dithering autopilot� A detailed diagram, model, and 
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specifications for this system are provided in the reference� A magnetic 
clutch SA is also described in detail by Roskam [46]�

Figure 6�30 was adapted from Roskam [46] and represents a modeling 
approach that would be appropriate for either the EH or EM clutch-type SA 
systems that would be appropriate for preliminary design and requirement 
development�

More detailed models and analysis techniques are given by Nachtigal [47]�
As discussed earlier, there is likely to be a requirement to mix steering 

strategies to include a combination of RJC, TVC, and aerodynamic con-
trol� Wassom and Faupell [45] presents a design and analysis of such an 
integrated system for high-performance actuation� Their study concluded 
that using a brushless dc motor, EM/SA device was preferred� The work 
cited recent technology advances in brushless dc motors, thermal batter-
ies, and power electronics that made this approach feasible and desirable� 
The system chosen should be able to provide the same power source for the 
aerodynamic and TVC actuators while solving the long flight time dura-
tion requirements that eliminated the pneumatic (both hot gas generator 
and cold bottle) SA devices� The SA device was shown to perform in a 
stable manner with a 400° per second slew rate and a 4 ms time constant� 
This reference shows a detailed schematic, performance specifications, and 
performance trade-study results� Nachtigal [47] provides detailed models 
and analysis techniques of brushless dc motor SA systems�

6.5.9.2.3 Instrumentation

Instrumentation is the means to achieving closed-loop automatic flight con-
trol� Interceptor accelerations and motions (linear and angular) are measured 
and/or derived and used for computing error signals and for providing 
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FIGURE 6.30
Generic position servo actuator system functional block diagram� (Adapted from Roskam, J�, 
Airplane Flight Dynamics and Automatic Flight Controls, Part II, Roskam Aviation and Engineering 
Corporation, Ottawa, KS, 1979 [46]�)
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stabilization signals� In this book, an inertial reference unit (IRU) is used 
for guidance and control and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) is used 
for navigation� This may not be a universally accepted set of definitions or 
associations but will work here�

The primary distinction between an IRU and an IMU starts with defin-
ing guidance and control and navigation� Guidance and control is a time 
process of eliminating relative position error between two objects by one 
of those objects� Navigation is an object precisely establishing its time-
dependent location, knowing the precise location of where it wants to end 
up, and calculating and moving on a course to that final location� Guidance 
and control requires a real-time measurement of the relative location of its 
target (seeker) where in navigation the target location is likely to be fixed or 
slowly moving and predetermined through nonorganic targeting� The rela-
tive, time-dependent location precision necessary to complete an intercept 
is provided by the seeker in guidance and control� It is not provided by an 
instrumentation package, such as an IMU or an IRU� In navigation, a strap-
down or inertially stabilized instrumentation platform provides the high-
precision (8–16 significant digits) and highly accurate (low noise and small 
errors) time-dependent location information� Moreover, navigation instru-
mentation packages (IMU) are typically updated periodically with satellite 
navigation systems (global positioning system [GPS] is an example) to retain 
accuracy over long flights typically encountered by strategic missile systems� 
This section will not cover the IMU instrumentation but will focus on the 
IRU used in interceptor guidance and control feedback�

Airframe accelerations and motions are measured by an IRU containing 
accelerometers, gyros, and resolvers for rolling airframes� The IRU instru-
ments are placed in multiple axis sets, so a complete vector of axial, normal, 
and lateral kinematic motion, and roll, pitch, and yaw dynamic motion can be 
computed� This typically, but not necessarily, includes three accelerometers 
and three gyroscopes arranged in a triad� Table 6�9, GNC Instrumentation 
Strategy, provides the set of states typically desired for flight control feed-
back, the instrumentation set used to provide the uncoupled state, and the 
means used to obtain the state�

TABLE 6.9

GNC Instrumentation Strategy

Feedback State Instrument Set Measurement Technique 

� � �u v w, , Single accelerometer Observable
u,v,w Single accelerometer Derived
� � �p q r, , Accelerometer set (two or more) Derived
p,q,r Rate gyros Observable
ψ,θ,ϕ Rate integrating gyro Observable
α,β Accelerometer set Derived
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The IRU location is typically chosen to be close to the axial CG, but due to 
packaging constraints and the fact that the axial CG travels with the burn of 
the SRM, it is not usually possible� More important is to place the IRU pack-
age in the axis of symmetry�

Three-axis body-fixed accelerometers measure body acceleration (
� � �u v w, , ) due to the combined aerodynamic, propulsion, and other external 
forces such as wind gust and ground effects divided by the vehicle mass� 
Gravitational acceleration or body force is not measured by accelerometers� 
Assuming the IRU package is not located at the interceptor CG and that 
the body is symmetric in the Y–Z plane, the accelerometers will sense both 
kinematic, translational and dynamic, rotational acceleration components� 
Accelerations sensed by the IRU package, located forward or aft of the CG, 
are determined from first principles (Newton’s second law) and the body 
reference axis system� Body rotational accelerations, �w ( � � �p q r, , ), are sensed as 
a function of the IRU-to-CG offset, rIRU, and coupled body angular rates, ω 
(p,q,r), are sensed as a result of cross-products (right-hand rule)� The general-
ized equation governing the IRU sensed acceleration is given in the follow-
ing equation:

 h h w w wacc cg IRU IRUr r= + ´ + ´ ´�  (6�15)

A complete coupled, six-degrees-of-freedom set of accelerometer measure-
ment equations that include cg displacement are presented by Abzug [52], 
Chapter 2, and is repeated here in the following equations for convenience:
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To proceed with preliminary design, it is necessary to have linearized 
functions to represent the instrumentation and system� Continuous and 
non-discrete analysis is typically used in preliminary design to develop 
representative linear transfer functions in terms of Laplace transforms, 
Nachtigal [47], Chapter 14, to satisfy this requirement�

The literature presumes that a second-order transfer function is rep-
resentative of an IRU accelerometer arrangement [45–47,54] for all three 
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translational channels� The z-axis accelerometer representation is shown in 
the following equation:
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The gyro rate measures the angular rates (p, q, and r) and is also represented 
by a second-order transfer function as shown in the following equation:
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Representative values for damping and bandwidths can be found in manu-
facturer’s literature and in the references found in this chapter�

Transfer functions are also necessary to represent linearized equa-
tions (6�16 through 6�18) about specific trim conditions (moments are zero 
at trim not moment slopes) to develop preliminary design results� Later 
in the design or analysis, state space representations are typically used� 
Referring back to Table 6�2 and applying the aerodynamic derivative defi-
nitions to the flight dynamic equations of motion and following Wise and 
Broy [54], Figure 6�31 can be developed to represent the linearized z-axis 
channel� The offset of the IRU package from the c�g� denoted by ∆IRU in 
Figure 6�31 will shift the zeros of the acceleration transfer function to the 
right as shown in the following:

 h h dz M z cg IRU zx x q_ ( )= + - × �  (6�21)
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Uncoupled linearized flight instrumentation measurement�
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The resulting measurement transfer function set input to the IRU is provided 
in the following equation:
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The acceleration transfer function from δz to ηzM has zeros whose magnitudes 
are a function of IRU placement� When the IRU package is moved forward 
of the c�g�, the zeros go from real to complex and as the IRU is moved to the 
rear of the c�g� the two zeros are real with one in the right-half plane (RHP)� 
The placement of the IRU can therefore be used to help shape the overall 
stability and transient performance of the flight controller, and this is why 
it is important to include this placement in the attitude control preliminary 
design� Wise and Broy [54] covers how to add TVC and RCS to the design and 
will not be covered here�

To obtain the flight measurement values out of the instrumentation set, 
multiply Equation 6�22 by Equations 6�19 and 6�20, respectively� These will 
be the values used for feedback control in the full-up flight control system�

6.5.9.3 Flight Control Design II

Providing both roll and directional (normal and lateral) control is the 
highest-level requirement of the flight control system� In this section, the 
controller architecture piece of the flight control system is covered� The pur-
pose of the controller architecture, including feedback from the IRU, is to 
provide stability and desirable time history properties while being insensi-
tive to design and disturbance parameter uncertainties (robustness)� The 
controller processes measurements of the current missile states from the 
IRU sensors with the guidance commands forming a closed-loop FCS and 
generates new steering commands to achieve the desired states rapidly and 
in a stable manner� To achieve these top-level flight control system require-
ments, the process is divided into time and frequency domain require-
ments that are also typically divided into boost, midcourse, and terminal 
phases of flight�

Time domain requirements include maintaining closed-loop stability, 
achieving zero steady-state error, achieving a specified overshoot requirement, 
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and minimizing actuator (position and rate) saturation� Actuator saturation 
must be avoided throughout the flight phases for any extended period of 
time, or induced phase lag instabilities will occur in the system and limit the 
achievable time constants when most needed�

Boost phase will demand/require fast pitch over time constants to accom-
plish short-range, low-altitude intercepts� High-altitude, longer-range inter-
cepts will be less demanding on boost phase time constant� Exoatmospheric 
intercepts may require more precise, zero steady-state errors during pitch 
over control but with longer time constant requirements to achieve flight 
path angle and velocity to achieve rendezvous (intercept) orbiting require-
ments� However, requiring minimal overshoot and achieving zero steady-
state errors when dynamic pressures are low is more challenging than are 
endoatmospheric intercepts and typically requires more complex control 
schemes such as thrust systems�

Midcourse phase will require precise command following or zero steady-
state errors through the largest dynamic pressure variations� Low-altitude 
intercepts may offer the hardest midcourse challenges when nearing earth 
surfaces by also requiring small overshoots�

Terminal phase will place the hardest demands/requirements on time 
constant with minimal overshoot and zero steady-state errors� Time con-
stant and overshoot will be competing performance metrics and will require 
iterative trade-off studies before settling on achievable requirements� Miss 
distance requirements will ultimately drive these requirements and control 
configuration requirements�

Frequency domain requirements will take the form of gain and phase mar-
gins assuring stability or stability margin and noise or disturbance attenua-
tion properties� Stability margins are required to account for modeling errors 
and parameter uncertainties� During the flight controller design process, the 
missile plant is modeled (aerodynamics, mass properties, etc�) with inherent 
errors and parameter uncertainties from the actual system and especially 
during varying flight conditions� These deviations from the actual design 
and during flight conditions present themselves to the controller as phase 
and gain variations from expected values�

To ensure that system performance requirements are met in light of mod-
eling errors and parameter uncertainties throughout the flight envelope is 
to design with sufficient stability margins� Modeling errors include neglect-
ing aerodynamic cross-coupling, for example, when designing the control-
ler� Parameter uncertainties include aerodynamic derivative estimate errors, 
for example� Typical phase margins between 25° and 45° and gain margins 
between 3 and 12 dB are normally acceptable� It is important to note that 
designing in margins requires performance trade-offs� For example, increas-
ing gain or phase margin will increase time constants in the expected signal 
command range� Therefore, it is well worth assessing modeling errors and 
parameter uncertainties and determining the minimum acceptable margins 
during preliminary design as requirements�
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To deal with corrupting noise signals and natural disturbances, input fre-
quency attenuation is normally part of the controller design process� Noise 
sources may include unwanted guidance signals entering the controller, for 
example� Disturbances will include unmodeled bending modes of the air-
frame and wind gusts, for example� These noise and disturbance sources 
will present themselves as having high frequency when compared to wanted 
command signals and are fairly easy to deal with� Frequency attenuation is 
normally specified as part of the controller requirements where there will 
be a minimum rate of gain roll-off per decade of frequency� Moreover, there 
should be a requirement specifying the amount of attenuation required at a 
specific frequency� The trade space is command sensitivity with frequency 
attenuation� This will create some difficulty in the terminal phase where 
engagement states change quickly and these legitimate higher-frequency 
demands will require interceptor response�

The modern controller is a digital computer programmed with a system 
of equations that translates guidance command signals (acceleration, rate, or 
position demands in the three dynamic planes of missile motion) to steer-
ing actions (steering system deflections or actuations) to achieve the desired 
state set points meeting the requirements discussed earlier�

The preliminary design process begins with a complete characterization of 
the airframe aerodynamics either in a single plane for axisymmetric missiles 
or in two separate directional planes for nonaxisymmetric missiles assum-
ing the roll plane is ignored� The full-up six-degree-of-freedom aerodynamic 
model is linearized (see Bar-On and Adams [57]) and trimmed for specific 
flight conditions� Usually, the edges of the flight envelope and select points 
in the heart of the flight envelope for each flight phase are selected for trim-
ming� Trim points at selected Mach, angle-of-attack, and dynamic pressure 
combinations are resolved into either classic transfer functions or modern 
state space models or both (recommended)� The missile states typically cho-
sen to be controlled or observed include differential or perturbed (from trim 
state) forward velocity (u′), angle of attack (α′), pitch rate (q′), flight path angle 
(γ′), and normal/lateral acceleration (ηz)� Acceleration is the missile state that 
is most likely being commanded� This architecture is then referred to as an 
acceleration command flight control system� If Figure 6�31 is rearranged and 
it is assumed that the IRU measurements are unity, then one possible three-
loop FCS configuration or architecture for preliminary design is provided in 
Figure 6�32� In this architecture, a simple gain, K, is used as the controller� 
It can be replaced by some other controller configuration after a satisfactory 
gain is found� For example, the gain, K(s) = kp(s + (ki/kp))/s, is selected for the 
case of a proportional-plus-integral (PI) controller�

Guidance generates an acceleration command and the primary feedback 
loop provides achieved airframe acceleration� They are combined as shown 
in Figure 6�32, forming the acceleration error signal, e1� The angle of attack 
and pitch rate are combined to form the inner loop and are used for stability 
purposes�
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Transfer functions representing each state of interest in the controller solu-
tion are shown and labeled accordingly:
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Then, the open-loop plant transfer function with α and q feedback can be 
defined as G(s) in the reconstructed control architecture in Figure 6�33,

where
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For the first iteration assume H(S) is unity� K(S) will be determined by the 
root locus method to adjust the time history properties, and KIN will be 
used to set the steady-state error to zero�

The root locus shown in Figure 6�34 indicates that a stable closed-loop sys-
tem can be achieved when 0�01 < K < 2�7� The lower limit, K, produces a slug-
gish design, while the upper limit is too oscillatory with long settling times 
and large overshoot�
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The first iteration attitude requirement set is selected to achieve a desired 
zero steady-state error with a time constant τ < 0�1 seconds, overshoot of 
<2%, and a settling time <0�2 seconds� A gain margin 5 < GM < 10 and a 
phase margin PM > 30° are desirable� Figure 6�35 overlays the step response 
time histories for 0�2 < K < 1�0�

Selecting K = 0�4 satisfies all of the first iteration preliminary design 
required performance parameters as shown in the associated Bode plot and 
step response time history in Figures 6�36 and 6�37, respectively�

The next step in this design is to combine the FCS preliminary design 
with the guidance law(s) of choice in a nonlinear simulation and establish 
whether these requirements will allow the other performance requirements 
to be satisfied�

6.5.9.4 Guidance Law Design

The missile guidance law preliminary design and performance evaluation 
begins with a flow-down of kill criteria requirements and results from the 
preliminary seeker design and performance� Once these requirements and 
inputs are established, combined linear and nonlinear techniques and Monte 
Carlo modeling and simulation are employed� Adjoint analysis approaches 
[58] have historically played a significant role in this phase of design since 
the 1950s, but modern computational capability has enabled a more accurate 
Monte Carlo modeling and simulation on inexpensive desktop and laptop 
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computers and is most recommended� In the Monte Carlo approach, guid-
ance loop elements are often represented with transfer functions and sim-
plified mathematical expressions� Figure 6�38 is a nonlinear guidance loop 
simulation block diagram with both linear and nonlinear representations of 
various functional components used for design and trade-off studies neces-
sary to meet the principal objective of hitting and/or destroying the required 
target sets�
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The missile guidance preliminary design problem, shown in yellow, is to 
develop a guidance law or a set of guidance laws and filtering approaches 
that successfully complete the terminal homing engagement� From a 
requirements standpoint, this means satisfying the miss distance (or hit-to-
kill) requirement that flows down from the single-shot probability-of-kill, 
Pssk, top-level requirement with the imposed constraint of kill strategy and 
seeker preliminary design performance against a specific target set or sets� 
In following iterations, these constraints may need to be relaxed, modified, 
or changed after the first, and possibly subsequent, terminal homing guid-
ance preliminary design phase(s) is completed�

There are four primary guidance law preliminary design constraints, 
shown in blue, to consider while addressing the primary, miss distance, 
design driver requirements� Specifically, guidance law design is achieved 
through properly characterizing, modeling, and simulating the function 
and performance of the guidance integrated target (GIT) factors, guidance 
integrated noise (GIN) factors, guidance integrated control (GIC) factors, and 
guidance integrated airframe (GIA) factors�

Modern guidance design is primarily based on modern estimation and 
control theory explicitly dealing with time-varying systems and nonstation-
ary noise processes� The literature is exhaustive providing various modern 
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guidance law design approaches and law performance analysis approaches 
(e�g�, Stewart and Smith [58], Stallard [59], Yanushevsky [63], Crassidis and 
Junkins [64], Gurfil et al� [65], Guelman [66,67], Adler [68], Cochran et al� 
[69], Song [70], Yang and Yang [71], Yuan and Chern [72], Yueh [73], and 
Biggers [74]), and they are not repeated here� Most modern guidance design 
and analysis approaches employ the separation theorem (e�g�, Stallard [59]) 
optimizing a linear guidance system quadratic performance index (e�g�, 
mean-square miss distance) with a constraint equation where an integral-
square interceptor lateral acceleration is specified� Employing the separa-
tion theorem permits the G&C problem to be divided into two subordinate 
problems of optimal estimation and optimal control�

Optimal estimation here is synonymous with Kalman (Kalman–Bucy) 
filtering [59] and is employed to produce measured state estimates of the 
target signal in the presence of noise, which are then acted upon by the guid-
ance law to produce acceleration commands� Specifically, optimal estimation 
applies Kalman filtering to corrupted LOS, range, and their rate measure-
ments� The GIN is assumed white, and the filtering solution is obtained from 
calculating the ensemble minimum mean square error of noise plus signal�

Optimal control is employed to minimize a performance index (e�g�, mean-
square miss distance) to produce time-dependent guidance law gains used 
to compute terminal homing commands necessary to close an angle and 
range on a dynamic target� A classical guidance law design produces fixed 
gains� Specifically, optimal control addresses the GIT, GIC, and GIA con-
straints including maintaining stability and minimizing system saturation 
where angular rate, position, or force limits are reached before achieving the 
desired guidance commands� As the time to go decreases, control saturation 
design issues become hard to solve and are best handled with time-varying 
gains� The GIA constraint, airframe time constant, is a primary design trade 
that will be in the trade space� The airframe time constant trade may have 
to be satisfied by adjustments to configuration, mass and inertia properties, 
and control effectiveness�

The next section covers detailed GIN sources, which are necessary to char-
acterize, model, and simulate a complete guidance law preliminary design�

6.5.9.4.1 Guidance Integrated Noise

The guidance integrated noise (GIN) blocks shown in Figure 6�38 represent 
important design and performance constraints that corrupt the interceptor-
to-target line-of-sight (LOS, λ) measurements� The LOS rate measurement, 
typically measured within seeker tracking, is accomplished in two per-
pendicular axes and relative to the interceptor antenna (Ax) or optics that 
tracks the target motion� The LOS measurement is corrupted by a variety 
of noise sources including glint, receiver (RCVR), and clutter (CLTR) noises 
that are characterized by their power spectral densities (PSD, Φ), standard 
deviation (STD, σ), and their correlation time constants (TN)� In general, these 
noise sources are categorized as range dependent or independent and can be 
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represented as shown in Figure 6�39� Fading noise is range independent and 
is usually easiest to filter and is not shown in Figure 6�38�

Other sources of GIN not shown are multipath error, radome boresight 
error (RBE), and handover error� An attempt should be made to add these 
error sources into the guidance law design process individually and in 
combination�

Multipath presents angular error due to signal reflections from surfaces 
being mistaken for the valid target signal� Multipath is therefore most impor-
tant for look-down engagements described in the literature [60–62] and can 
be difficult to compensate or filter�

Radome boresight error (RBE, “R”) is defined as the rate of change of the 
refraction angle of the target signal with a change in the gimbal angle and 
is a function of radome characteristics including material type, physical 
dimensions, and material signal bandwidth� RBE acts to destabilize the air-
frame that adversely affects the missile aerodynamic design including wing 
size and body characteristics� Representative RBE may vary between 0�01 
and 0�025 deg/deg�

Handover error comprises the heading error (HE) and time-to-go esti-
mation error� Handover error is another source of GIN that is not shown 
explicitly in Figure 6�38 as it is typically accounted for in midcourse guid-
ance; however, it could just as well be another added noise component to the 
LOS error� HE is the angular error measurement between the solution to the 
target-to-missile collision triangle and the missile velocity vector direction 
when terminal homing begins� Time-to-go estimation errors are the result 
of error on the range-to-go estimate and a combination of target and own 
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missile velocity estimation errors� The mathematics associated with hando-
ver error was given in Chapter 5�

The Sampler, Ts block in Figure 6�38 is used to account for the receiver data 
collection and processing time and is a combination of a sample hold and 
processing delay� These values may vary between 10 and 50 ms for the sam-
ple hold and an additional 10–25 ms for a processing delay� Significant and 
comprehensive detail can be found on all of the GIN sources and how they 
are represented in modeling and simulation in the referenced literature�

6.5.9.4.1.1 Guidance Integrated Target GIT refers primarily to the attacking 
target dynamics and is the primary miss distance driver of the engaging 
interceptor� Evasive maneuvers are one, if not the most, effective defense 
penetration feature (DPF) used on offensive missiles [59,61,63,72–74]� The eva-
sive maneuver exploits the terminal homing portion of the interceptor and 
is typically the weakest link of the defense system attacking the engagement 
weapon aerodynamic time constant, potentially causing intolerable miss dis-
tances for hit-to-kill missiles/guns or causing increased miss distances that 
are unacceptable for warhead kill missiles� Therefore, it is of primary impor-
tance to properly characterize, model, and simulate the GIT for a guidance 
law preliminary design�

Target maneuver constitutes any kinematics and/or dynamics state changes 
in magnitude and/or direction� Regardless of the motivation of the maneuver, 
from a design standpoint, the target maneuver acts to evade an intercepting 
missile by inducing miss distance� If designed properly, an evasive maneuver 
can render the entire defense system ineffective despite whether or not all of 
the other defense system elements are doing their job� A properly designed 
evasive defense penetration maneuver is the maneuver that causes the defensive 
weapon to miss with sufficient distance that no damage is caused to the evading target 
while yet not prohibiting target from accomplishing its mission�

Evasive maneuver design parameters include weave magnitude, weave 
period (for a weaving evasion) initiation time, and duration� The preliminary 
flow-down design requirement is to minimize the effect of practical evasive 
maneuvers, and therefore, the bandwidths of potential evasive maneuver 
design parameters are important inputs to the guidance and control pre-
liminary design�

Unfortunately, it is difficult to build a general analytical model which is 
well matched to reality and that can be utilized during design� Statistical 
models are most readily used [58,59,63,64,72,74] and have their place in the 
design process but in general lack the dynamic or physics-based limitations 
imposed on the evading missile that are typically imposed on the inter-
cepting missile in the form of time constants� The design results are then 
pessimistic from the weapon designer’s perspective leading to potentially 
unnecessary trades and compromises� To design the estimator, the target 
is modeled using a statistical process approach, but when implemented 
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within the homing model, the target will need to be a more accurate 
representation�

A more appropriate preliminary design approach concerning target eva-
sive maneuver is to characterize the requirements using a two-part pro-
cess� The first part is to establish the maneuver design permissive bounds 
(MDPBs) of potential offensive target designs or the maneuver magnitude 
limit requirement in a capability-based acquisition� The second part is an 
optimization problem� Formally, it should first be determined what target 
magnitude capability should the defensive system be capable of successfully 
engaging and then what would be the optimal maneuver characteristics 
given a target class�

The MDPB objective is to bound the maximum achievable, range-sensitive 
maneuver magnitude–period combinations� These combinations are a func-
tion of initiation and duration times and are variable with dynamic pressure� 
Next, interceptor miss distance is significantly influenced by evasive maneu-
ver weave frequency, and it can be shown that there exists a frequency for 
which the amplitude of the miss is a maximum [63]�

The preliminary guidance law design and performance analysis should 
proceed using identically commensurate dynamics for both the evader and 
pursuer� A reasonable first approach is to employ a low-order equivalent 
model (LOEM) in the homing loop model characterized in second order by 
the airframe natural frequency and damping and a first-order flight control 
system time constant� Tail-controlled missiles should include the right-half 
plane zero (nonminimum phase systems)� An example LOEM is given in the 
following equation:
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Accordingly, a closed-form solution for miss distance can be obtained by 
Yanushevsky [63] as a function of the guidance law under study and the 
effective navigation parameters, guidance system time constant, natural fre-
quency, and damping ratio to determine the optimal weave frequency for 
which the amplitude of the miss distance has a maximum� The established 
existence and the procedure of determining the miss distance maximiz-
ing weaving frequency offer the optimization approach to the design of the 
worst-case scenario when developing defensive missiles to defeat maneuver-
ing targets� Figure 6�40 shows an example of the results for determining the 
optimal evasive maneuver weave frequency for an interceptor modeled with 
the given parameters [63]�

The results from this phase are inputs for preliminary design utilizing 
a planar 2D Monte Carlo model� The results from the planar model and 
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simulation once an apparent acceptable preliminary design is achieved will 
be made more precise by utilizing detailed nonlinear six-degree-of-freedom 
engagement models�

6.5.9.4.1.2 Guidance Integrated Control The GIC module receives the guid-
ance law acceleration command and represents the flight control system 
(FCS) response� It is important to represent the FCS time delay and time-
dependent response magnitude accurately� This is best accomplished using 
transfer functions� The nonlinear limiting of the command and response 
must also be included in this modeling to pick up saturation levels and real-
istic airframe limits�

6.5.9.4.1.3 Guidance Integrated Airframe The GIA is represented by a pair of 
transfer functions for the missile body angular rate response and the mis-
sile c�g� acceleration response to control deflections� It is in the second-order 
airframe dynamics transfer function that an accurate representation of air-
frame time constant is required� The second-order airframe kinematics block 
must represent both the normal/lateral interceptor c�g� acceleration and its 
axial acceleration or slow-down effects� Oftentimes, airframe slow-down is 
neglected in guidance law design and analysis, which is a mistake� Slow-
down is a major contributor to miss distance and is therefore an important 
parameter in designing the guidance law and its implementation� Airframe 
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slow-down within the pitch plane can be represented in a simplified fash-
ion as shown in the following equations:
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The term DZL represents the zero-lift drag and not axial force and ηM repre-
sents normal (or lateral when using β) acceleration in g’s� The angle of attack, 
α, can be represented as

 a t ga= × �  (6�27)

The airframe time constant (τα) equation was given in Table 6�2�
Homing analysis when high-frequency guidance signals are expected 

requires a model of the interceptor body-bending modes� Hemsch and 
Nielsen [15] provides a detailed treatment of how to handle missile body-
bending modes in flight control system analysis and could apply for pre-
liminary design� Guidance law preliminary design does not necessarily 
require this analysis unless during a particular design trial it is discovered 
that high-frequency commands are necessary� If this is the case, see Hemsch 
and Nielsen [15]�

6.5.7.9.1.4 Estimation As discussed in the preceding sections, the noise 
sources, disturbances, and modeling inaccuracies corrupt the measurements 
that are intended for use in the guidance law design and performance anal-
ysis� To prepare the preliminary design problem of Figure 6�38, an estimator 
needs to be designed� This estimator will no doubt be iteratively changed in 
the preliminary design process� The Kalman–Bucy filtering (KBF) approach 
is a commonly used filter and will be implemented here� KBF is based on a 
probabilistic treatment of process and measurement noise sources, and there-
fore, the probability theory is used to model the corruption and uncertainty 
sources in a Monte Carlo sense described earlier� Essentially, the KBF is used 
to reconstruct the measured states from the noisy measurements� The KBF is 
usually a good choice for guidance applications because it is fundamentally 
a low-pass filter where legitimate guidance measurements will have a rela-
tively low frequency while unwanted disturbances and noise typically have 
a high frequency� The literature on this subject is exhaustive and should be 
consulted for implementation�
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6.5.9.4.1.5 Mathematical Guidance Law Design The context of this discussion 
on missile guidance law design is within the terminal homing portion of 
the engagement� It is assumed that a midcourse guidance law was imple-
mented and handover errors exist during the transition from midcourse 
to terminal homing and that some relatively short terminal homing time 
period remains to zero-out miss distance� Based on terminal engagement 
encounter conditions (requirements) and the flow-down of requirements, a 
mathematical guidance law will have to be selected to satisfy the kill criteria� 
The guidance law is selected based on a series of trade-offs between AMD 
system engagement envelope and Pssk performance requirements and the 
cost and complexity of implementation� The objective of the guidance law 
is to mathematically produce commands from relative target-to-interceptor 
state measurements that are translated into actuator control signals that steer 
the interceptor into a collision course with the target while minimizing the 
amount of energy expended� It is likely that more than one guidance law 
algorithm will be required to fulfill the interceptor engagement encounter 
envelope requirements�

The most widely used terminal guidance law is proportional naviga-
tion (PN)� PN is the optimal intercept solution minimizing the minimum 
mean-square miss distance plus the weighted integral square interceptor 
acceleration perpendicular to the LOS vector for a constant closing velocity, 
nonmaneuvering target� PN was established as a guidance law in the 1940s 
and received the focus of attention when intercept missiles became prevalent 
in the 1950s, and since this time, there has been no other single guidance law 
that is the center of continued practical research and development� Today, 
PN is the established guidance law benchmark for both nonmaneuvering 
and maneuvering target engagements�

The applied principle of PN is that a mathematically generated acceleration 
command steers the interceptor velocity vector to nullify the interceptor-to-
target LOS rate� PN performance varies with choices of design parameters 
including steering gain, navigation gain, and additive terms, all of which 
may or may not change with time to go� Moreover, either linear or nonlinear 
implementations of PN may be used singularly or in combination� When PN 
is solely dependent on relative angle rate information, it is easy to mecha-
nize but is directly tied to the seeker angle tracking mechanization and the 
associated tracking errors� As such, the PN algorithm design will be closely 
tied to the angle tracking error and error mitigation design approaches� The 
selection of these design parameters will be discussed in the remainder of 
this section�

Much of the PN design work in the last 40 years has been to improve perfor-
mance against maneuvering targets and in variable closing velocity engage-
ments� PN implementations fall in one of two classes [65–67], either the true 
proportional navigation (TPN) or the pure proportional navigation (PPN) 
law class� TPN generates a maneuver acceleration command perpendicular 
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to the instantaneous LOS� PPN generates a maneuver acceleration perpen-
dicular to the instantaneous velocity vector� The difference between TPN 
and PPN is in the calculation of the effective navigation constant N’ in the 
following equation’s PN command representation:

 h lc cN V= ¢ × × �  (6�28)
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The effective navigation constant can take on values 2 ≤ N′ < 5 to generate a 
collision course typically without violating stability requirements�

As part of the preliminary design process, maintaining stability through-
out the engagement is an added criterion� As the range to go decreases, the 
problem of maintaining guidance law stability severely increases and will 
adversely affect miss distance and therefore is a primary design driver� 
Within the context of preliminary design when dealing with a roll attitude–
stabilized missile, it is reasonable to assume that the directional planes are 
decoupled and can be modeled independently to accomplish the objec-
tives, and typically, this design work is accomplished in decoupled planes� 
Therefore, due to its simplicity, much of the work on PN has been accom-
plished in single plane analysis� Arguably, using a 3D PN preliminary design 
approach will produce different and more accurate results and may be appro-
priate for the later stages of preliminary design� The mathematical model for 
the 3D engagement with PN is cumbersome but can be found in the literature 
(see, e�g�, Adler [68], Cochran et al� [69], Song [70], and Yang and Yang [71])�

Other linear and nonlinear forms of PN have been produced in the litera-
ture to address some of the inherent vulnerabilities in the PN guidance law 
assumptions to include constant closing velocities, nonmaneuvering targets, 
and short-range instability� These vulnerabilities in the law have been the 
focus of much research and have produced improvements to the original 
classical PN law� For example, an additional PN approach, realistic true pro-
portional navigation (R-TPN), has been proposed in the literature [72]� R-TPN 
requires the use of active radar Doppler processing to measure the effects 
due to nonconstant closing velocities� These closing velocity measurements 
are incorporated into the law through time-varying gain adjustments�

When considering improvements regarding maneuvering targets, there 
have been many new PN formulations� One of the linear forms of PN devel-
oped to address the maneuvering target is augmented proportional naviga-
tion (APN)� APN is the optimal control law, where the miss distance criteria 
go to zero having a minimum integral-squared interceptor acceleration con-
straint, for a noise-free, zero-lag guidance system against a target executing 
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an instantaneous step maneuver perpendicular to the interceptor-to-target 
LOS� The APN is written in Equation 6�21:

 
h l h

c c
TN V

N= ¢ × × +
¢�
2

 (6�30)

The step target maneuver in the previous equation is represented by ηT�
The APN has shown promise to improve homing performance in some 

limited cases against maneuvering targets as would the theoretical develop-
ment of the law suggest� APN homing performance improvement over PN is 
tightly tied to target maneuver estimation performance and the minimiza-
tion of guidance lags� One such APN practical implementation is presented 
by Yueh [73]�

The most practical and useful way to address maneuvering targets and to 
account for guidance system lags is to modify the PN guidance law by adding 
lead and nonlinear PN terms� The lead term in the modified law will inher-
ently reduce the effects of the dominant guidance system lag terms, while the 
nonlinear term(s) if selected properly can be used to weigh the error signal, 
most notably LOS rate in PN, to reduce the effects of highly evasive target 
maneuvers that are typically oscillatory in nature� Neither guidance system 
lags nor oscillatory maneuvers are assumed in the APN law derivation�

The LOS rate measurement from the angle track loop can be modified with 
a lead term filter as shown in Figure 6�41�

The resulting transfer function is provided in Equation 6�31, where τA (τA = 
1/K1) is the angle track loop time constant:
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The trade space with this filter has higher sensitivity to radome boresight 
error and premature loss of stability and is more sensitive to glint or scintil-
lation, increasing miss distance due to these sources� The parameters τ1 and 
τA are chosen based on S:N and τ2 will be small so as to improve damping 
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FIGURE 6.41
Lead term addition to LOS rate measurement�
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due to noise� K2 is 1 or greater� The value υ is used as the noisy LOS rate and 
passed to the Kalman filter for estimation�

Nonlinear PN was investigated by Biggers [74] as early as 1969, to improve 
the capabilities of PN to countertarget evasive oscillatory maneuvers� Biggers 
offered the following equation as PN with a nonlinear modification term 
without any mathematical derivation:

 � � �g l l= ¢ + ¢N Nn
n

1  (6�32)

When the previous equation is multiplied by VC, it returns the usual accelera-
tion command of pure or true PN� The new guidance law proposed that “n” 
be an odd integer� By inspection when the LOS rate is large, it is weighted 
more heavily, and as it approached zero, the desired condition, it nearly dis-
appears and defaults to the traditional PN� The nonlinear term causes large 
LOS rates to be corrected rapidly� Preliminary results obtained by Biggers 
show marked miss distance improvement against sinusoidal maneuvering 
targets employing Equation 6�32 when n = 3 over traditional PN�

A rigorous derivation and new nonlinear guidance (NLG) law design 
approach was offered by Yanushevsky and Boord [75] where the optimality 
of the cubic LOS rate term was proven using Lyapunov control techniques 
and additionally proves the optimality of the well-known PN guidance 
law against nonmaneuvering targets� The new NLG laws developed by 
Yanushevsky and Boord [75] improve interceptor homing performance 
against maneuvering targets when compared to PN and APN guidance 
laws without requiring any additional information from the sensor� The 
nonlinear guidance laws take the form shown in Equation 6�33� The first 
term is the classic PN term, the second term (third solution) is nonlinear, 
and so on:
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A 3D derivation of this NLG law is provided by Yanushevsky [76]�
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7
Preliminary Systems Design Trade Analysis

In this chapter, an air and missile defense (AMD) system preliminary design 
is evaluated against the requirements using methods described in the previ-
ous chapters and McEachron [1]� Figure 7�1 shows a graphical depiction of 
how the AMD battlespace unfolds from first detection to intercept assum-
ing three interceptor variants having three different minimum ranges� 
Specifically, the engagement phases are as follows: range at first detection 
(R/detect), range at transition to a hostile track (R/firm track), range at inter-
ceptor away (R/interceptor away), range at first and subsequent nonmini-
mum range intercepts, and minimum intercept range� This division is in 
fact general in that it is identical for air and ballistic targets� The timeline 
as presented assumes that either a subsonic or a supersonic target is being 
engaged at a low altitude and that the first detection occurs approximately 
at the horizon� At the far right, the defended area, the keep-out zone, is where 
the AMD system is presumed to be collocated within the indicated volume�

To complete a preliminary design level battlespace analysis, we first consider 
first defining battlespace depth of fire (DOF) or firepower followed by an 
engagement analysis� Defining the DOF requires determining for each AMD 
preliminary design configuration where, how many, and which interceptor 
variants can reach the target sets� The engagement analysis will tell us which 
interceptors and variants can successfully engage the targets and how many 
it will take to achieve the system Pk requirement� The target set is defined by 
speed, altitude, signature, and other environmental considerations for the 
battlespace evaluation� The engagement analysis requires the addition of any 
target defense penetration features that are uniquely intended to defeat the 
interceptor such as evasive maneuver [2]�

For a notional AMD system preliminary design, battlespace depth-of-fire 
performance is examined for three missile interceptors having three mini-
mum intercept ranges, three radar variants, and three propagation factor envi-
ronments� All battlespace depth-of-fire results are for the target para metric 
conditions of radially inbound speeds of Mach 1–3�5 at constant altitudes of 5, 
10, and 50 m [1]� In addition, the target has a nonfluctuating, Swerling 0, radar 
cross section that varies parametrically from 0 to −25 dBsm [1]� All results 
are based on engagement timeline analysis of nonmaneuvering targets� The 
defensive system radar and missile interceptor launcher are colocated�

Radar parameters for the depth-of-fire results correspond to the active 
array architecture with the exception of pulse width, which is 5 μs, sup-
porting a radar minimum range of 0�75  km against low-altitude targets� 
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This range is assumed inside the minimum intercept range for all inter-
ceptors considered� The radar detection ranges are based on single-pulse 
performance� It is assumed that clutter is canceled to 10 dB below thermal 
noise leaving the propagation factor to reduce radar sensitivity� A propaga-
tion factor of 40 dB corresponds to stressing overland engagements, while 
a propagation factor of 0 dB corresponds to an ideal performance reference 
case� Propagation factors are modeled as a constant average value at all target 
ranges and altitudes� Other important parameters (see McEachron [1]) used 
in battlespace analysis are an antenna height of 18 m, an optimum best-case 
combat system reaction time of 10 and 20 seconds when a kill assessment, 
look, is required�

The constant-altitude, inbound targets cross the radar horizon at the ranges 
summarized in Table 7�1� These ranges are based on a 1�62 earth model that 
is a good approximation for propagation conditions over a sea environment�

The radar horizon crossing ranges define the furthest range at which the 
target can be detected if the radar has adequate sensitivity and any clutter 
returns have been suppressed to levels at least 10 dB below thermal noise� 
Beyond these ranges, the targets are obscured from detection by the physical 
radar horizon�

Rt/Det Rt/Ft Rt/MA Rt/I
i = 1

n Rmin
MSL 1

Rmin
MSL 3

R

Keep-out
altitude

Keep-out
downrange

Keep-out
cross-range

AMD system reaction time
X seconds FOT

Rmin
MSL 2

FIGURE 7.1
AMD system battlespace and engagement analysis breakdown�
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Figure 7�2 shows that the three targets can be detected at the radar horizon 
for radar cross sections as low as −25 dBsm for the case of baseline radar 
sensitivity and a 0 dB propagation factor� The plot legend identifies the target 
altitudes� The detection range performance is for the case of a 0�9 probabil-
ity of detection with 1 × 10−6 probability of false alarm� When the propaga-
tion factor increases to 20 dB, none of the targets are detectable at the radar 
horizon for radar cross sections below approximately −17 dBsm as shown 
in Figure 7�3� Sidelobe jamming can potentially reduce the target detection 
ranges shown in Figures 7�2 and 7�3�

The flyout performance for notional short-range (SR), medium-range 
(MR), and long-range (LR) air defense interceptors (ADIs) are summarized 
in Figure 7�4� Notional interceptor flyout times are plotted as a function of 

TABLE 7.1

Target Radar Horizon Range Summary

Target Altitude (m) Radar Horizon Crossing Range (km) 
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10 32
50 49
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FIGURE 7.2
Radar detection ranges—baseline radar sensitivity and 0 dB propagation factor�
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the range of the target when intercepted� Average velocities for the notional 
interceptors were estimated based on the time to fly to their maximum range� 
Interceptor average velocities and notional minimum intercept ranges are 
summarized in Table 7�2�

The required target detection ranges for the SR, MR, and LR inter ceptor 
variants are shown in Figures 7�5 through 7�7, respectively, for the four  firing 
doctrines considered include: Shoot (S), Shoot–Shoot (SS), Shoot–Shoot–
Shoot (SSS), and Shoot–Look-Shoot (SLS)� For higher speed targets, the 
required detection ranges can be beyond the horizon-limited radar detec-
tion ranges� The required detection ranges are interceptor dependent and 
include the  system reaction, interceptor salvo, and look times as appropriate 
for the firing doctrine�

7.1 Battlespace Performance Summary

A battlespace performance chart as defined in this publication is a composite 
of some large but finite number of AMD system battlespace evaluation ele-
ments against singular, nonparametric, conditions� A notional battlespace 
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FIGURE 7.3
Radar detection ranges—baseline radar sensitivity and 20 dB propagation factor�
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chart element is shown in Figure 7�8� Figure 7�8 is a graph of cumulative 
probability of track initiation (PDc) for the AMD system plotted against the 
target range to the defended asset� The radar PDc threshold is set to 90% (hor-
izontal line) and the radar performance PDc is a function of target signature 
and altitude, AMD physical configuration, the environment, and radar set-
tings� Vertical lines are a function of interceptor flyout time, target trajectory 
and Mach, weapon system doctrine, and time constant� The vertical line 
labeled as S indicates that a shoot opportunity is possible in this example�

To create a complete battlespace chart requires spanning the target set 
Mach and signature spread, altitude, and environmental requirements�
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FIGURE 7.4
Notional interceptor flyout times�

TABLE 7.2

ADI Average Velocities: Minimum Intercept Ranges

AD Interceptor Average Velocity (Mach #) Minimum Intercept Range (km) 

SR 1�5 2
MR 2�4 6
LR 2�9 10
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The overall performance of the AMD system for the three missile ADIs, 
three radar variants, and three propagation factor environments is summa-
rized in Table 7�3� The target conditions are radially inbound speeds of Mach 
1–3�5 at constant altitudes of 5, 10, and 50 m for nonfluctuating radar cross 
sections of 0 to −25 dBsm� The radar performance is best balanced to the ADI 
for the case of 12 dB additional radar sensitivity and a 20 dB propagation fac-
tor� Depth-of-fire performance is similar for the case of baseline radar sensi-
tivity in a 0 dB propagation factor environment� Depth-of-fire performance is 
somewhat degraded for both the case of 12 dB additional radar sensitivity in 
a 40 dB propagation factor (overland engagement) environment and the case 
of baseline radar sensitivity and a 20 dB propagation factor�

The battlespace depth-of-fire results’ summary plots for baseline radar 
sensitivity with 0 dB propagation factor case are shown in Figures 7�9 
through 7�17� A 0 dB propagation factor is representative of a very benign or 
best-case environment� The vertical boundaries between the different firing 
doctrines (e�g�, Shoot and Shoot–Shoot) indicate that the depth-of-fire perfor-
mance is the same for targets with radar cross sections between 0 and −25 
dBsm� This indicates that the radar has adequate sensitivity to detect the 
target when it crosses the physical radar horizon� These boundaries occur at 
different target speeds based on the performance variations between the SR, 
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MR, and LR ADIs� Comparing Figures 7�9 through 7�11, which summarize 
performance against the 5 m altitude target, we can see this variation in per-
formance with interceptor type� The boundary between Shoot–Look–Shoot 
and Shoot–Shoot–Shoot is approximately Mach 2�1 for the SR interceptor, 
Mach 1�3 for the MR interceptor, and Mach 1�15 for the LR interceptor� This 
transition decreases in velocity with increased interceptor range capabil-
ity� Increasing the minimum intercept range with interceptor velocity (see 
Table 7�2) is responsible for this trend� For the 10 m altitude target (see Figures 
7�12 through 7�14), the maximum speed target that can be engaged with the 
Shoot–Look–Shoot doctrine improves for all three interceptors because the 
radar horizon has increased and the radar has adequate sensitivity to detect 
the target at or near the radar horizon (see Figure 7�2)� A similar trend can be 
observed for the 50 m target in Figures 7�15 through 7�17�

Similar depth-of-fire performance is achieved with 12 dB increased sensi-
tivity radar in a 20 dB propagation factor environment as shown in Figures 
7�18 through 7�20 for the case of the LR interceptor� Depth-of-fire perfor-
mance is somewhat degraded for the higher target velocities and lowest 
radar cross sections� For these cases, the target is not detected immediately 
when it crosses the radar horizon due to insufficient radar sensitivity (see 
Figure 7�3)�
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TABLE 7.3

Overall AMD System Performance Summary

Radar Sensitivity Propagation Factor (dB) System Performance Summary 

Baseline 0 Radar and missile performance is balanced 
for all targets�

Baseline +12 dB 20 Radar and missile performance is balanced 
for most targets�

Baseline +12 dB 40 Radar and missile performance is balanced 
for some targets�

Baseline 20 Radar and missile performance is balanced 
for some targets�

Baseline −12 dB 40 Radar sensitivity is not adequate to support 
missile performance�

Baseline −12 dB 20 Radar sensitivity is not adequate to support 
missile performance�

Baseline −12 dB 0 Radar sensitivity is not adequate to support 
missile performance�

Baseline 40 Radar sensitivity is not adequate to support 
missile performance�

Baseline +12 dB 0 Missile performance is not adequate to take 
advantage of radar sensitivity�
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SR interceptor—5 m target, baseline radar sensitivity—0 dB propagation factor�
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Battlespace, depth-of-fire chart
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MR interceptor—50 m target, baseline radar sensitivity—0 dB propagation factor�
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LR interceptor—5 m target, 12 dB increased radar sensitivity—20 dB propagation factor�
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Overland scenarios are one of the more stressful environments for engag-
ing low-altitude targets� Propagation factors can be very high� Propagation 
factors of 40 dB or higher are not uncommon in overland scenarios� Depth-of-
fire performance for the case of 12 dB increased radar sensitivity with a 40 dB 
propagation factor is summarized in Figures 7�21 through 7�29� In this envi-
ronment, the detection capabilities of the radar with 12 dB increased radar 
sensitivity are not adequate to detect some of the lower radar cross-section 
targets when they cross the radar horizon� This reduces the depth-of-fire 
performance for lower radar cross-section targets� Increased radar sensitiv-
ity and/or increased interceptor speed can be used to improve performance 
against the lower radar cross-section threats in an overland engagement 
environment�

In summary, the maximum target speed and minimum RCS capability, for 
the case of 12 dB increased radar sensitivity with a 40 dB propagation fac-
tor, are summarized in Table 7�4 for the Shoot–Look–Shoot firing doctrine� 
Table 7�4 breaks out the Shoot–Look–Shoot firing doctrine depth-of-fire per-
formance by interceptor type and target altitude� In general, the short-range 
(SR) interceptor provides the best performance for low-altitude targets since 
the available engagement timeline is limited by the physical radar horizon 
and/or high propagation factors� In addition, the SR interceptor has the low-
est minimum intercept range�
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LR interceptor—50 m target, 12 dB increased radar sensitivity—20 dB propagation factor�
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FIGURE 7.21
SR interceptor—5 m target, 12 dB increased radar sensitivity—40 dB propagation factor�
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MR interceptor—5 m target, 12 dB increased radar sensitivity—40 dB propagation factor�
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FIGURE 7.23
LR interceptor—5 m target, 12 dB increased radar sensitivity—40 dB propagation factor�
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SR interceptor—10 m target, 12 dB increased radar sensitivity—40 dB propagation factor�
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FIGURE 7.25
MR interceptor—10 m target, 12 dB increased radar sensitivity—40 dB propagation factor�
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LR interceptor—10 m target, 12 dB increased radar sensitivity—40 dB propagation factor�
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FIGURE 7.27
SR interceptor—50 m target, 12 dB increased radar sensitivity—40 dB propagation factor�
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As the target height increases, the radar can detect the target sooner if it 
has adequate sensitivity� Earlier detection allows higher-speed targets to be 
engaged with a given interceptor� Table 7�4 shows how a target engineer can 
potentially defeat a weapon system by increasing target speed and/or lower-
ing target RCS� The effectiveness of a weapon system improves with a lay-
ered defense approach� This allows the most effective weapon(s) to be selected 
based on the range and speed of the target at the time of radar detection�

After developing the answers to the questions how many and which inter-
ceptors can be delivered to the targets in question, it is necessary to answer 

TABLE 7.4

Shoot–Look–Shoot Firing Doctrine Effectiveness Summary: 12 dB Increased Radar 
Sensitivity, 40 dB Propagation Factor

Engagement Capability (Max Mach #/Min RCS in dBsm)

Target Altitude (m) 

Missile Type 5 10 50 

SR Mach 2�1/−5 dBsm Mach 2�3/−3 dBsm Mach 2�8/0 dBsm
MR Mach 1�3/−5 dBsm Mach 1�7/−3 dBsm Mach 1�9/0 dBsm
LR Mach 1�1/−5 dBsm Mach 1�4/−3 dBsm Mach 1�7/0 dBsm
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LR interceptor—50 m target, 12 dB increased radar sensitivity—40 dB propagation factor�
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the question of single-shot probability of kill (Pssk)� Delivering an interceptor 
to a target does not necessarily mean that the interceptor can hit the target or 
achieve a sufficiently small miss distance against the target to cause enough 
damage to cause a mission kill� The interceptor must possess enough energy 
and a sufficiently small maneuver time constant to achieve adequately small 
miss distances to complete the engagement successfully� To conduct this 
analysis, a detailed end game, six-degree-of-freedom (6DOF) Monte Carlo 
miss distance simulation, is eventually required [3]� Within the preliminary 
design phase of development, it is reasonable and appropriate to conduct 
this analysis with a planar Monte Carlo–based terminal homing intercep-
tor performance simulation, and as iterative passes provide more detailed 
definition of the design, it is possible to move to a true high-fidelity 6DOF� 
The planar simulation will include modeled seeker range-dependent and 
range-independent noise sources, radome boresight error, and possibly other 
Monte Carlo variables that will impact miss distance statistics�

Once the interceptor variants and the number of variants the system can 
deliver to the target is determined using the battlespace DOF analysis process, 
each of these interceptors is studied with planar simulations to assess miss 
distance performance� Figure 7�30 presents some of the results using a planar 
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Monte Carlo homing analysis tool� Figure 7�31 shows Monte Carlo miss dis-
tance results for one specific engagement and 250 runs� For this example, the 
engagement conditions included a 3-g target step maneuver, 0�001 rad of angle 
noise, and a −0�01 rad/rad radome boresight error slope� The interceptors’ zero 
degree angle-of-attack airframe characteristics are given in Table 7�5�

Monte Carlo results for a 10- and 9�5-second terminal homing time (THT) are 
shown in Figure 7�31 assuming that the interceptor is using true proportional 
navigation having a navigation constant of three and the measured states are 
estimated using a classic three-state Kalman filter� The plots on the right are 
histograms of miss distance probabilities� This is only an example; an actual 
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FIGURE 7.31
Example Monte Carlo engagement results�

TABLE 7.5

Interceptor Zero Angle-of-Attack Linearized Airframe Characteristics

Zα (1/s) Mα (1/s2) Zδ (1/s) Mδ (1/s2) 

−3.5 −1550 −0.85 −1415 

ωz = 65�3947, VC = 1219, VM = 900
ωaf = 39�3700
ζaf = 0�65
ηlimit = 10 g’s
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simulation may require more than 250 Monte Carlo runs to arrive at statisti-
cally meaningful results�

A summary chart can be constructed as a function of homing time to display 
the mean and standard deviation of the miss distance results� The example sta-
tistical miss distance set is provided in Figure 7�32 for homing times between 
10 and 5�5 seconds� The results clearly indicate that homing times less than 
6�5 seconds will require a significant increase in warhead capability or a kill 
strategy adjustment for the notional engagement and interceptor design tested�

Table 7�6 outlines a notional engagement preliminary design study with 
more stressing target requirements and additional noise sources including 
those errors introduced at handover� The 250 Monte Carlo run results are 
rolled up from each case� This evaluation set focuses on interceptor g-limit 
requirements as a function of handover error variations� All other error 
sources are held constant at nominal values�

Figure 7�33 shows results for one homing time condition, 7 seconds that 
include a parametric evaluation of interceptors having variable acceleration 
limits shown on the ordinate that correspond to Table 7�6� Two additional 
cases were added to include interceptor g-limits of 55 and 60 g’s�

Figure 7�33 shows the lethality miss distance threshold requirement to pro-
duce a 50% Pssk, which would be based on a lethality strategy that would 
have to be a flow-down requirement� According to this design study, the 
lateral acceleration limit of the interceptor as modeled would need to exceed 
45 g’s assuming that 7 seconds is the minimal acceptable homing time� At 
this point, the preliminary design would proceed assuming that the air-
frame is capable of achieving this g-limit at the ranges necessary to satisfy 
the engagement boundary requirements�

A follow-on analysis shown in Figure 7�34 indicates that achieving a lethal-
ity ratio of one would require three interceptors on target to achieve the 
flow-down 0�9Pk requirement� A lethality ratio between 1 and 0�5 would be 
required to reduce the number of interceptors to 2� This would require a 50-g 
lateral acceleration capability interceptor according to Figure 7�33�
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TABLE 7.6

Notional Engagement Preliminary Design Study

Case 
Lateral g 

Limit 

Handover Error 

Tα 

Angle 
Noise 
(rad) 

Target 
Maneuver 

(g’s) 
PRONAV 

N′ 
RBS 

(deg/deg) HE (deg) CR (m)

1 50 10 500 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
2 45 10 500 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
3 40 10 500 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
4 35 10 500 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
5 50 5 500 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
6 45 5 500 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
7 40 5 500 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
8 35 5 500 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
9 50 0 500 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01

10 45 0 500 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
11 40 0 500 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
12 35 0 500 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
13 50 10 250 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
14 45 10 250 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
15 40 10 250 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
16 35 10 250 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
17 50 5 250 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
18 45 5 250 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
19 40 5 250 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
20 35 5 250 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
21 50 0 250 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
22 45 0 250 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
23 40 0 250 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
24 35 0 250 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
25 50 10 0 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
26 45 10 0 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
27 40 10 0 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
28 35 10 0 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
29 50 5 0 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
30 45 5 0 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
31 40 5 0 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
32 35 5 0 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
33 50 0 0 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
34 45 0 0 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
35 40 0 0 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
36 35 0 0 0�25 0�001 15 3 −0�01
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A preliminary design selection can be made once this analysis is com-
pleted for all interceptor design options against each target set and under 
the engagement considerations of interest� If this selection is to be based on, 
for example, target evasive maneuver level, then a selection chart like the one 
shown in Figure 7�35 would be developed� Several of these charts would be 
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required to examine interceptor design options where various target defense 
penetration features would be independently and in combination chosen as 
the independent variable�

Once the battlespace, DOF, and engagement analysis is completed, then a 
balanced set of AMD design options would be available either for moving 
into another iteration loop for preliminary design improvements or for mov-
ing to CDR� A traditional stoplight chart would be a mechanism to compile 
a massive amount of design and performance evaluation results into a suc-
cinct set of alternatives� Figure 7�36 shows an example of AMD down selec-
tion stoplight chart� Light gray corresponds to cases where requirements are 
partially met, gray corresponds to cases where requirements are met, and 
dark gray corresponds to cases where requirements are not met�
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8
Allocation of Performance Requirements

8.1  Allocation of Radar Performance 
Requirements to Subsystems

The radar element requirements are developed in a similar process to the 
radar system requirements� The key radar elements are the antenna, transmit-
ter, and signal/data processor� Once the target is detected, the radar must be 
able to accurately determine the position and heading of the target in natural 
and man-made environments� The position of the target is determined from 
measuring the range and azimuth and elevation� Each estimate of range and 
angle is used to update track filters that smooth the target’s position and esti-
mate the target velocity and acceleration� The target track data are used in the 
engagement solution to determine the target intercept point� The accuracy of 
the radar estimates will determine the uncertainty volume that the intercep-
tor seeker must search in order to acquire the target and transition into ter-
minal homing� The process for determining the radar element requirements 
that support target tracking accuracy is illustrated in Figure 8�1�

The key design parameters are instantaneous bandwidth, antenna beam-
width, and target signal-to-noise ratio� These radar parameters affect the 
accuracy of the target range and angle estimates� The antenna architecture, 
signal processing, and utilization of enabling technologies optimize radar 
performance in natural and man-made environments� The antenna archi-
tecture is usually selected to provide low sidelobes that mitigate the effects 
of jamming and clutter in the sidelobes� Mainlobe clutter is removed with 
signal processing techniques such as moving target indicator (MTI) or pulse 
Doppler (PD)� Key enabling technologies are digital beamforming, adaptive 
sidelobe cancellation, and T/R modules�

The radar instantaneous bandwidth (IBW) determines the radar range 
resolution� The achievable radar range resolution is as follows:

 Achievable range resolution = 240/(IBW(MHz)) m

A radar with 100 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth can achieve a range reso-
lution of 0�24 m� The achievable radar resolution includes 2 dB of processing 
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loss, which is a typical value� In order to resolve two point targets, a good 
rule of thumb is that they should be separated in range by at least three times 
the range resolution� For the case of 100  MHz IBW, the two point targets 
should be at least 0�72 m apart in range�

Range accuracies of 10–20 m are usually adequate to support most tar-
get engagements� Instantaneous bandwidths of 12–24 MHz are adequate to 
support this requirement� Higher instantaneous bandwidths are typically 
used for target imaging to support target ID� This is typically done in bal-
listic interceptor defense when it is desirable to locate the reentry vehicle 
in a cloud of ballistic objects including boosters and separation and thrust 
termination debris�

The antenna beamwidth sets the radar angular resolution� The antenna 
beamwidth is inversely proportional to the antenna gain� Therefore, the 
antenna beamwidth becomes narrower with increasing radar frequency and 
increasing antenna size� Radar angular resolution is typically in the order of 
1/10 of a beamwidth�

Range and angle accuracy are inversely proportional to the signal-to-noise 
ratio and the number of track updates available to the tracking filter� 
Therefore, track accuracy improves over time� Figure 8�2 illustrates combi-
nations of antenna beamwidth and number of target updates required to 
achieve a given track azimuth or elevation angular accuracy of 0�1° and 0�05° 
for a notional tracking filter design and a fixed target signal-to-noise ratio 
of 16 dB� An angle accuracy of 0�05° can be achieved using a simple tracking 
filter using a 2° beamwidth with 25 track updates at a signal-to-noise ratio 
of 16 dB�

Figure 8�3 shows a similar relationship versus radar frequency� Clearly for 
a fixed available track time (number of hits), higher frequencies and nar-
rower beamwidths provide better tracking accuracy�

ArchitectureDesign
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range and angle 
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Radar element
requirements

Functional allocation to radar elements

FIGURE 8.1
Radar element requirement process�
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The natural environment can affect the ability of the radar to accurately 
measure target position and angle� Clutter and multipath can reduce the tar-
get signal-to-noise ratio� Multipath can also degrade the angle estimation 
accuracy particularly for estimates of the target elevation angle�

If the main beam clutter is not canceled below thermal noise by signal 
processing techniques, such as MTI or PD, the clutter can reduce the effec-
tive target signal-to-noise ratio� This will reduce track accuracy and in some 
cases cause track drops because the target is completely masked by the clut-
ter return� Clutter through the sidelobes must also be minimized� This is 
typically done with low receive pattern sidelobes and potentially some con-
trol of the transmit sidelobes in angular regions where large clutter returns 
are present� Low receive sidelobes also provide some immunity to sidelobe 
jamming� The level of clutter rejection needed in the main beam and sid-
elobes can be traded off in the radar design between the antenna and signal 
processor requirements�

Low receive channel sidelobes can be achieved with analog or digital 
beamforming architectures� Digital beamforming provides some additional 
flexibility for performing adaptive receive sidelobe control� The synthesis of 
low sidelobe regions in the transmit pattern can be done with the T/R mod-
ules in an active phased array� The T/R modules provide the flexibility to 
synthesize low sidelobe regions using the independent phase control at each 
element provided by the T/R modules�

Multipath is a target return from a secondary indirect path, which inclu-
des a signal reflection from the terrain between the radar and the target� 
Multipath levels are geometry, terrain, frequency, and polarization depen-
dent� Multipath produces target fading that reduces signal-to-noise ratio and 
tracking accuracy� In some cases, the multipath is constructive and enhances 
the target signal-to-noise ratio by up to 6 dB if it is completely constructive�

Multipath can also corrupt the angle estimate by producing a false reflected 
target at the same range but at a slightly different angle� Most angle estima-
tion techniques are degraded when multiple targets are present in the same 
range cell because they are unable to distinguish between the two targets� 
This usually results in a large estimated angle error for the actual target� 
As mentioned previously, multipath degrades the target elevation angle esti-
mate� Using a narrower beamwidth reduces the effect of multipath errors� 
Signal processing techniques can be used to improve the target elevation 
angle estimate in multipath environments�

Jamming in the sidelobes can reduce the target signal-to-noise ratio and 
tracking accuracy� The best approach to minimizing the effects of sidelobe 
jamming is to use a low sidelobe receive pattern that essentially has low 
sidelobes everywhere� In addition, sidelobe cancellation can be employed to 
further reduce sidelobe jamming levels� Sidelobe cancellation can be easily 
implemented in digital beamforming antenna architectures� Cancellation 
of sidelobe jamming becomes more difficult as the bandwidth over which 
the jamming must be canceled increases� Therefore, cancellation of sidelobe 
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jamming will generally be more effective for narrowband search and track 
modes as compared to high-bandwidth target imaging modes�

Mainbeam jamming can potentially be overcome by increasing the effec-
tive transmit power� This can be accomplished by integrating over a number 
of pulses to pull the target return out of the jamming� When the target and 
jammer are in the main beam but have some angular separation, techniques 
exist to perform main beam nulling to cancel main beam jamming� Main 
beam nulling can be incorporated in digital beamforming as well as analog 
beamforming architectures� In general, good target tracking accuracy per-
formance is difficult to achieve in main beam jamming scenarios�

The target position accuracy is achieved primarily by the antenna and 
signal processor requirements� The antenna beam must be narrow enough 
to support angle accuracy requirements for a reasonable number of target 
updates� The angular accuracy becomes more important with longer target 
engagement ranges as the magnitude of the cross-range error associated 
with a fixed angle estimate increases with target range� The signal processor 
must be capable of canceling main beam clutter while antenna transmit and 
receive sidelobes must be capable of suppressing the sidelobe clutter� The 
combination of the antenna architecture and signal processing must also be 
capable of sufficiently suppressing sidelobe jamming through the combina-
tion of low receive sidelobes and adaptive sidelobe nulling�

8.2  Allocation of Interceptor Performance Requirements 
to Interceptor Subsystems

8.2.1 Terminal Homing and Guidance

The AMD system declares the time or range to go for transition from mid-
course guidance to terminal homing for any given engagement� The inter-
ceptor terminal homing phase actually begins when the AMD system 
estimate of time or range to go before the predicted intercept point matches 
the declared time or range to go� This point in time and range to go defines 
the end of midcourse guidance and handover� The guidance package is 
where the flow-down of requirements begins�

The interceptor guidance package consists of a seeker with optics or an 
antenna, radome/irdome and its associated control and gimbal drive group, 
and a signal processor� The guidance package contains a rear reference 
receiver with uplink/downlink capability and its associated rear-facing 
antenna and a feed line� These components as a set receive RF/IR energy 
originating at or reflecting from target sets, receive uplink messages, reduce 
the received energy to target directional information, and provide guid-
ance acceleration commands to the control and steering section to cause the 
interceptor airframe to fly a minimum energy course that will satisfy the 
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Pssk requirements� In other words, the objective of the guidance and control 
system is to bring the interceptor within the specified miss distance in such 
a manner as to minimize the degrading effects of noise and error influences 
(e�g�, clutter, spillover, or reflection) and to satisfy the kill probability for a 
specific kill strategy (e�g�, warhead or hit to kill)�

To allocate guidance accuracy requirements, the interceptor’s miss dis-
tance error budget contributors versus interceptor performance measures 
are itemized� For example, in order to establish accurate heading error 
estimates, midcourse guidance, control, and navigation must be properly 
itemized� Heading error is a contributor to miss distance and is folded into 
the remaining miss distance error sources and so on� Properly accounting 
for heading error, established at handover, requires accurately predict-
ing available homing time/seeker acquisition range, accurately account-
ing for the homing loop time constant, accurately predicting interceptor 
time-dependent speed and acceleration limits, and correctly predicting 
the guidance commands� Guidance commands will need to be provided 
in the presence of various noise sources to include target fade, scintilla-
tion, glint, and electronic countermeasures, and the guidance package is 
required to minimize the possibility of homing on unassigned targets, 
flight associated debris, and debris of targets previously destroyed by 
another interceptor�

Complications occur such as if the target begins to maneuver, then the 
homing loop time constant is no longer constant or linear� This requires an 
additional level of design and modeling to account for the flight control sys-
tem time response and margins properly capturing the varying and nonlin-
ear effects maneuver will have on the homing loop time constant�

Moreover, during the terminal homing phase, the guidance package is 
required to modify the trajectory and/or guidance law and/or gains for low-, 
medium-, or high-altitude engagements�

When the interceptor has approached the target sufficiently close to 
arm, it will enter the intercept phase� During this phase, the fuze or target 
detecting device (TDD) should detect the target and detonate the warhead 
assuming that a warhead kill is sought�

8.2.2 Launch and Flyout Phase

We will assume that AMD interceptors are launched from vertical launch-
ers and have a guidance-free flight period and a preprogrammed pitch over 
period� During these periods, no guidance commands are generated and 
aerodynamic control and/or the thrust vector control (TVC) actuator systems 
are disabled for the time required to clear the launcher, and then control is 
activated to stabilize the interceptor in vertical flight for the time required for 
the interceptor to clear the launch area� After clearing the launch area, a con-
trolled pitch over places the interceptor on the correct flight path� Assuming 
a roll attitude–stabilized interceptor after achieving the required pitch over 
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maneuver and airframe stabilization, the airframe is rotated to the preferred 
steering orientation normally set prior to launch, and then the roll rate is nulled 
for roll attitude–stabilized systems� Once this final, nulling of roll rate, launch 
activity is achieved, the interceptor transitions to either midcourse guidance 
activation or homing if the interceptor is in a home-all-the-way mode�

During flyout, the rocket motor stack provides the kinematic performance 
to achieve the time to intercept and the minimum capability against maxi-
mum range and maneuvering target requirements� The propulsion system 
propellant, volumetric properties and hardware design, and number of 
stages constitute the degrees of freedom for propulsion requirements flow-
down� The propulsion section design trade space contains sizing the neces-
sary stages to boost the missile to the high-end speed and sizing the sustainer 
system to maintain the speed the airframe requires for affecting a successful 
intercept against the targets at the ranges specified in the requirements�

The flight control system (FCS) is required to stabilize the airframe and 
affect changes in direction or maneuverability as directed by the guidance 
computer� The interceptor is designed for achieving directional accelerations 
with an established magnitude and time requirement set either in a single 
aerodynamic surface or in a combined plane maneuver� The structural limi-
tation of the interceptor guidance package or other subsystems may require 
the actual interceptor performance to be limited to a lesser maneuverability 
capability than the airframe will permit and may drive the flow-down of 
FCS requirements� The FCS has several components to include the controller 
computer that provides control and stabilization of the interceptor� The con-
troller section receives commands from the guidance computer (sometimes 
when combined, these components are called an autopilot; here, we refer 
to this package as the G&C unit) to command the aerodynamic control fins 
and/or the TVC vanes to guide the interceptor on a target intercept course� 
The controller computer provides control authority for pitch, yaw, and roll 
stabilization� A servo control unit (SCU) contains the control and commu-
nications electronics necessary to convert commands from the controller to 
commands to the actuator system(s) and then provides controller feedback 
on aerodynamic control fin and/or TVC positions�

The actuator system(s) accept commands from the SCU and transforms 
these commands to the mechanical sources required to move the aerody-
namic control fins and/or TVC vanes so that the interceptor flies the trajec-
tory commanded by the G&C unit�

The inertial reference unit (IRU) package contains a set of gyroscopes and 
accelerometers used to provide relative position, motion, and accelerations as 
feedback to the G&C unit� The instrumentation in the IRU package must have 
the bandwidth to supply feedback to the G&C unit that will enhance achiev-
ing the rigorous interceptor stability and control requirements throughout 
the engagement space� The three IRU package design metrics are accuracy, 
precision, and bandwidth� The IRU package has to be designed to interface 
with G&C during both terminal and midcourse guidance�
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The interceptor weight and balance requirements are part of the trade 
space to achieve flyout design requirements� Moreover, the interceptor 
 centers of gravity and moments of inertia parameters are important metrics 
to the launching system and storage and handling requirements�

The interceptor body diameter and the interceptor length with and with-
out in-line boosting systems and TVC units are part of the flyout design trade 
space, in that the effects of aerodynamic metrics are impacted to include 
drag� Moreover, the total interceptor dimensions, including aerodynamic 
control fins and TVC unit, if used, are required to fit within the volumetric 
constraints of the launching system� Fixed aerodynamic surfaces are part of 
the flyout design trade space that can be used to adjust the interceptor center 
of pressure and improve body lift over the engagement envelope� The aero-
dynamic control fins are sized to maintain control authority throughout the 
flight envelope and provide the aerodynamic gain required to stabilize and 
guide the interceptor to target intercept� The aerodynamic control fins may 
be foldable such that the interceptor will fit into the launching system�
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9
Physics and Mathematics of 
AMD Design and Analysis

9.1 Interceptors and Flight Analysis

Modern air and missile defense (AMD) systems are required to encounter 
targets at ranges beyond the horizon using multiple sensors and assets for 
prosecuting the engagement� Search, detection, transition to track, fire con-
trol, midcourse guidance, and terminal homing, all parts of the air defense 
interceptor engagement, may be performed from different assets that will 
most likely be separated by hundreds of kilometers� These engagements are 
made possible by accomplishing an accurate location of each asset that is part 
of the engagement and passing data� The precise relative instantaneous loca-
tion of assets can be accomplished using satellite-aided (e�g�, GPS) navigation 
and targeting and accurate models of the earth geoid� The data passed onto  
the data links will include target positions, velocities, launch positions, tar-
get and interceptor relative positions, and velocity� Accurate flight and state 
representation parameters are paramount to developing firing doctrines 
and fire-control solutions and computing midcourse and terminal guidance 
commands� This section provides the fundamental mathematics of locating 
and translating solutions from one reference frame to another and accurately 
computing flight performance in a target environment�

9.1.1 A WGS-84 Oblate, Rotating Earth Model

The WGS-84 oblate, rotating earth (ORE) model [1] is likely the most widely 
used by the air and missile defense community and is provided in some 
detail here� The WGS-84 model accounts for rotation effects such as tangen-
tial and centripetal acceleration and oblateness effects like geodetic versus 
geocentric positioning and nonuniform gravity� Moreover, the ORE model 
includes rotationally induced forces and effects encountered by a missile 
in flight� Although the WGS-84 ORE is not a precise representation of the 
actual earth, because it does not take into account surface features such as 
mountains and higher-order shape anomalies, its ellipsoidal representation 
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is more accurate than a spheroid with constant radius that is typically insuf-
ficient for serious AMD design and analysis�

9.1.1.1 Transformation Matrices: Coordinate Frames and Position

From Etkin [1,2], there are many frames of reference encountered in flight 
dynamics� For example, the earth-centered inertial and launch-centered inertial 
Cartesian (ECIC and LCIC, respectively) frames, the locally level vehicle (LLV) 
carried reference frame that is oriented to the earth surface fixed Cartesian 
(ESFC) frame and sometimes with the LCIC, and other various coordinate 
systems are used in the design and development of air and missile defense 
systems� The body frame is centered at the missile center of gravity, with the 
positive x-axis out the nose of the missile� The wind frame has the same ori-
gin as the body frame but with x-axis along the direction of the velocity vector 
(wind)� The locally level vertical frame has the same missile center of gravity 
origin, but with the x-axis directed north toward the pole of the earth, and the 
y-axis directed east and the z-axis directed down, toward the center of the earth�

Transformation between any of these systems requires a multiplication by a 
transformation matrix that relates the orientation of each frame to one another 
and an addition of the distance between the origins of each reference frame 
being transformed� For example, to transform from LCIC to ECIC frames, a 
multiplication by the transformation matrix is required, along with the addi-
tion of distance between the two frame origins in Cartesian coordinates�

Figure 9�1 [1–3] provides the rotation sequence for the derivation of the 
transformation matrix between ECIC and LCIC given in the following 
equations:
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The transformation shown in Figure 9�1 only involves rotations to orient 
the axes in angle along the LCIC frame launch azimuth relative to the ECIC 
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frame and does not involve any position translation� Thus, with this matrix, 
a point in space defined in the ECIC coordinate system can be defined in 
the LCIC frame� The first rotation (�) shown in Figure 9�1 is a rotation along 
the earth longitudinal angle about the ECIC vertical z-axis to locate the 
launch frame in the easterly plane� The second rotation (μ) is a rotation 
about the ECIC X–Y plane in earth latitude to locate the launch frame in the 
northerly plane� After carrying out the two previous rotations, the resulting 
axis is a north–east–down (NED) system, with each axis pointing in one 
of those three directions� The launch frame, however, may not be aligned 
with the NED frame, and thus, the third rotation (λ) aligns the launch frame 
along the firing azimuth� The LCIC z-axis always aligns toward the center 
of earth� The alignment demonstrated in Figure 9�1 assumes a spherical 
earth model noting that there is no difference between geodetic and geo-
centric latitude�

Combining all three rotation matrices by multiplication, the overall 
ECIC to launch the transformation matrix is achieved, shown in Figure 
9�2 [3], and the resulting transformation matrix is given in the following 
equations:

ℓ

N/D E

E

Y΄

X΄

Y

X

N
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X΄

D

N

µ

Xaz

Yaz

λ

λ

(a) (b)

(c)

FIGURE 9.1
ECIC to LCIC transformation matrix rotation sequence: (a) First rotation: Earth top view 
(Equation 9�1); (b) Second rotation: Earth side view (Equation 9�2); and (c) Third rotation: Above 
launch point (Equation 9�3)�
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With a nonrotating earth, the position of the launch frame with respect to 
ECIC coordinates is fixed, assuming that the launch frame does not trans-
late during the flight of the missile� There are no rotation effects in the 
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FIGURE 9.2
Spherical nonrotating earth ECIC to LCIC transformation matrix�
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transformation from one frame to the other� Modeling a rotating earth, how-
ever, requires the position of a stationary launch frame on the surface of the 
earth to change with respect to the ECIC frame� The earth surface rotates 
with a fixed angular velocity about the axis of rotation (normally assumed to 
be straight through the pole)� This change in position is dependent on time 
relative to an initial time—t0 seconds�

At t0, the launch frame is fixed relative to the Greenwich meridian assumed 
as the plane through which the ECIC x-axis passes� At time t0 + τ, the launch 
frame’s angular position has changed as a function of the earth rotation rate 
vector, and the position vector change is also related to the location of the 
frame relative to the equator (μ)�

The [B] transformation matrix will need to be modified by substituting 
� + ω(τ − t0) for �	to account for the change in position of the launch frame 
with time due to the rotation of the earth’s surface about its center, where τ 
is the time from initial conditions� The effect is illustrated in Figure 9�3 [3]�

The new transformation matrix will be labeled BRE to denote the rotat-
ing earth transformation from ECIC� Notable is the fact that this time-
dependent term only needs to be added to the ECIC-to-Launch Frame 
transformation matrix or similar earth surface fixed frames and any other 
transformations dependent on earth rotation effects� The new general 
model is depicted in Figure 9�4 [3]:
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FIGURE 9.3
Time-dependent effects due to a rotating earth�
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9.1.1.2 Transformation Matrices: Velocity and Acceleration

Modeling a rotating earth requires the introduction of a time-dependent 
coordinate frame component when developing transformations having to 
do with either velocity or acceleration [1,2]� Applying the chain rule to the 
transformation of a position vector pa in one frame of reference to another pb 
given in Equation 9�8 to obtain the velocity transformation given in Equation 
9�9 reveals that it is necessary to determine if the transformation matrix is 
time dependent:

Xaz

Zaz

ℓ+ωeΔt
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Yaz
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ωe

FIGURE 9.4
ECIC rotating earth to an LCIC transformation�
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 p L pb b
a

a= ×  (9�8)

 � � �p L p L pb ba a ba a= +  (9�9)

Notice that when the derivative of the transformation matrix exists, it is nec-
essary to transform either velocity or acceleration vectors�

Another effect of a rotating earth that will require transformation is the 
additional centripetal and tangential accelerations [1]� Tangential accelera-
tion exists since there is a change in speed of the interceptor due to the rota-
tion of the earth, and centripetal acceleration is created from the change in 
direction of the vehicle velocity due to rotation� Acceleration terms are given 
in the following equations:

 Centripetal acceleration = ´ ´( )w we e ECICp  (9�10)

 Tangential acceleration = ´we bv  (9�11)

Rotation also introduces an initial velocity relative to the earth’s center for the 
vehicle before launch� Since the earth’s surface rotates with respect to ECIC 
coordinates, a missile at rest before launch still has velocity with respect to 
the ECIC frame� The equation used to calculate this initial missile velocity is 
given in the following:

 v pinit e ECIC= ´w  (9�12)

9.1.1.3 Oblateness Effects, Nonuniform Gravity

The latitude angles extending from the earth’s center are different for an 
oblate earth model compared to a spherical model [4], and thus, various 
equations involving those angles must be defined� As shown in Figure 9�5 [3], 
there are two latitudes for an oblate model, the geocentric latitude from the 
earth’s center, identified as μc, and the geodetic latitude, μd, on the semimajor 
axis directly below the earth’s surface at the specified point� For a spheri-
cal model, these two were equivalent since a direction perpendicular to the 
earth’s surface at any given point always intersected the earth’s center� The 
term latitude on an oblate body, such as the earth, refers to the geodetic value�

The coordinate pair (vs, zs) refers to the earth surface geodetic subvehicle 
point� The coordinate pair (vp, zp) refers to the vehicle point at a geodetic alti-
tude, H, above the surface� The oblate earth model also introduces a flatten-
ing factor, f, which describes the deviation of the geoid from a perfect sphere 
or the ellipticity of the earth and can significantly influence calculations and 
equations having to do with the flight equations of motion� One effect of an 
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oblate earth is a nonuniform gravitational field [4]� In a spherical model, the 
gravity field vector is a constant toward the center of the earth regardless of 
latitude and longitude� With an oblate model, gravity is highly dependent 
on latitude yet still independent of longitude, assuming the model is flat-
tened at the poles� Kaplan [4] gives the earth gravitational potential func-
tion V

��
 as 9�8:
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The term GM is the universal gravitational constant, r represents the dis-
tance from the earth center, and the subscripts (m, n) represent the order and 
degree, respectively, of the associated Legendre function (P) and the gravita-
tional coefficients (C, S)� The overbar represents normalization according to 
the following:
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Illustration of geodetic versus geocentric latitude�
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The associated Legendre function is defined in the following equation:
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The Legendre polynomial is defined in the following:
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A perfectly oblate earth model that is symmetric about the z-axis has no 
zonal harmonics beyond a degree, n = 2� The larger the value, n, the less 
impact the magnitude of each coefficient has on the overall equation for 
gravity potential� For sensible atmospheric flight and ballistic flights less 
than 2000 km in range, a value of n = 2 should be reasonable� The so-called, 
J2, Jeffry constant typically implies that an oblate spheroid earth model is 
being assumed� With the J2 assumption, Equation 9�13 can be simplified and 
is rewritten in the following:
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The -( )C2 0,  term in this equation is in normalized form and can be related 
to the J2 term and is defined [5] as follows for an order value m = 0, when the 
constant Cn m,  is assumed as shown in the following equation:

 J C nn n= - × +,0 2 1  (9�18)

Therefore, we can calculate the J term with n = 2 and m = 0 in the following 
equation:

 J2 0 0010826269= .  (9�19)

Using the definition for P c2 0, sinm( ), Equation 9�17 reduces to the following 

equation, with m mc df= -( ) ( )é
ë

ù
û

-tan tan1 2
1  [1]:
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The gradients of the potential function are evaluated in ECIC coordinates to 
give the following x, y, and z components of gravity where XE, YE, and ZE 
are the vehicles’ respective ECIC coordinates:
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9.1.1.4 Geodetic and Geocentric Latitude Relationship

The mathematical relationship of the geocentric and geodetic latitude is 
obtained� Refer to Figure 9�5� The two points, one on the earth’s surface (vs, zs) 
and one directly above that point (vp, zp), can be described in two separate but 
related methods� The relation between the two geodetic and geocentric coor-
dinates is the flattening factor that gives the relation between the two angles� 
In the following equations, we will derive the relationship between geodetic 
and geocentric latitude and produce another equation to calculate vehicle 
position in ECIC coordinates given its longitude and geodetic latitude and 
altitude from Sooy [3]� From Figure 9�5, the following equation is defined:
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The equation of an ellipse from Figure 9�5 is provided in the following 
equation:
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The earth equatorial radius is a, and b is the polar radius� If we set b = (1 − f)a, 
we can rearrange Equation 9�23 and obtain the following equation:
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The slope of the line tangential to the ellipse for any given v and z is given 
in the following:
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The slope of the line perpendicular to Equation 9�25 is the negative recipro-
cal� The perpendicular slope passing through (vs, zs) is then given by the fol-
lowing equation:
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The equation of the slope of Equation 9�26 is also the equation for tan(μc)� 
Thus, with substitution, we have a relation between tan(μc) and tan(μd) given 
as follows:
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9.1.1.5 Geodetic to Geocentric Latitude: Vehicle Position

Most often, vehicle location is provided in longitude, geodetic latitude, and 
altitude� Flight performance computation is most often accomplished in geo-
centric or ECIC coordinates� To calculate vehicle position in ECIC coordinates 
given geodetic coordinates, we will solve Equation 9�27 for zs and substitute 
this into the equation for the ellipse to give us the following equations:
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Solving for vs (magnitude) gives
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Rearranging vs (sign and magnitude)
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Equation 9�30 can be simplified to the form given in Equation 9�31� 
Substituting vs and f into Equation 9�27 and solving zs provide the subve-
hicle point on the oblate earth:
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Assuming the vehicle is at some altitude (H) above the earth surface, the 
geodetic subvehicle point (vs, zs) will need to be adjusted to locate the vehicle 
in ECIC coordinates� From [4], the altitude-adjusted differential values for 
(vs, zs) are defined in the following equations:

 Dv H d= ( )cos m  (9�32)

 Dz H d= ( )sin m  (9�33)

The coordinates of the elevated point (vp, zp) are from [4] and given in the fol-
lowing equations:
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 z z z v f Hp s s d d= + = -( ) ( ) + ( )D 1
2

tan sinm m  (9�35)

The ECIC coordinates of a vehicle can then be found by using the following 
equations when given only longitude (�), geodetic latitude (μd), and geodetic 
altitude (H):

 x vECI p= ( )cos �  (9�36)

 y vECI p= ( )sin �  (9�37)

 z z v f HECI p s= = -( ) ( ) + ( )1
2

tan sinm m  (9�38)

To transform the launch point (launch frame coordinates) and multiple 
vehicle positions to ECIC coordinates, an additional transformation will be 
required due to the oblate earth representation� This new transformation 
results from the difference in the angle between geodetic and geocentric lati-
tude� For the spherical earth case, only three rotations were involved� Notice 
in Figure 9�5 that the oblate earth model now requires a fourth rotational 
transformation to align the vehicle’s downward z-axis vector with the earth’s 
center� The angle between the line perpendicular to the surface at a given 
point and the line from that point to the center of the earth is equal to the dif-
ference between the geodetic and geocentric latitude angles� This additional 
rotation is accomplished with another transformation matrix and accom-
plished in the same manner as previous transformation matrices�
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9.1.1.6 Latitude, Longitude, and Altitude Calculation

To compute latitude, longitude, and altitude during flight is often required 
when designing midcourse guidance or when simply examining time–space 
correlated flight performance� Assume the engagement computational tool 
begins with latitude, longitude, and altitude of the launch frame with respect 
to the ECIC system� The initial target and interceptor position are acted on 
computationally in geocentric launch coordinates, but it is desired to ref-
erence those time–space correlated interceptor positions to geodetic assets� 
Thus, it is necessary to convert those changes in launch coordinates to ECIC 
positions using transformations and then calculate the new geodetic lati-
tude, longitude, and altitude of each asset� These new values can then be 
used by the guidance algorithm(s) to direct the interceptor to the target and 
enable the user to correlate the trajectory of each vehicle in geodetic space� 
From [4], the following equations are given, where XE, YE, and ZE are the 
missile position in ECIC coordinates, e2 is the eccentricity squared, and RΘ is 
the equatorial radius of the earth:
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The assumed values for the WGS-84 ORE model [5] are defined as the 
following parameters and values� The first four parameters are the funda-
mental ones that can be used to recalculate all other coefficients as updates 
are required:

where
RQ is the equatorial radius of the earth = 6�378137 * 106 m
wQ  is the earth’s angular rotational rate = 7�29211585530 * 10–5 rad/s
C2,0 = −484�1654663 * 10–6

μ = 3�896004418 * 105 km3/s2

e2 is the eccentricity squared = 0�006694385000
f is the flattening factor = 0�003352813000

The ORE provides a realistic ellipsoidal model to more accurately evaluate 
the flight performance of the AMD system and interceptor and specifically 
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may be required when developing midcourse guidance designs� The earth’s 
rotation introduces several new calculations including centripetal and tan-
gential acceleration and time-dependent transformation matrices� Oblateness 
introduces a nonuniform gravity field and various new equations to calcu-
late latitude, longitude, and altitude� A comprehensive treatment of earth 
models, coordinate systems, and transformations can be found in Valado [5]�

9.1.1.7 Forces and Moments and Equations of Motion

We define aerodynamic forces and moments consistent with AIAA, R-004-
1992 [6]� The aerodynamic reference system is defined in Figure 9�6� Normal, 
side, and axial forces (NF, YF, AF) and rolling, pitching, and yawing moments 
(Lm, Mm, Nm) are functions of independent variables angle of attack (α), angle 
of sideslip (β), aerodynamic roll angle (ϕ), Mach number and control surface 
deflection angles (δ), and the control surface aerodynamic incidence angle 
in the A-plane (i′) and B-plane (i)� Subsequently, it is necessary to define the 
relationships between the angles and the body axis velocity components to 
ensure proper interpretation of aerodynamic requirements�

The mathematic relationships in the following equation hold for Figure 9�6:
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Vehicle aerodynamic reference system�
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The total velocity vector is defined as V, and the total angle of attack is 
defined as αT�

Two reference frames are of interest before developing the complete six-
degree-of-freedom (6DOF) equations of motion (EOM)� We should assume that 
there is a locally level vehicle (LLV) carried reference frame that is oriented 
to the earth surface fixed Cartesian (ESFC) reference system, and we should 
assume that there is a missile body fixed reference system (B)� Euler angles (ψM, 
ΘM, ΦM) represent the yaw, pitch, and roll orientation angles of B relative to LLV�

The reader should refer to Etkin [2, pp� 114–117] for details concerning this 
section� Vehicle body relative Euler angles (yaw, ψb; pitch, Θb; roll, ϕb) are 
normally employed to measure the angular displacement of the vehicle body 
attitude relative to the ESFC or LLV frame and will be followed here� Once 
the body Euler angles are found, they are used in a direction cosine matrix 
to compute the remaining required flight relationships�

The rate of change of the Euler angles between the ESFC/LLV frame axes 
and the vehicle body axes is defined by the Euler rate equations in terms of 
the body rotational rates (pb, roll rate; qb, pitch rate; rb, yaw rate)� The body 
rates are typically measured by the inertial reference unit (IRU) with rate 
gyroscopes� Homing interceptors are typically roll attitude stabilized with 
the exception of some shorter-range point defense systems� Moreover, as 
long as a relatively tight roll attitude control is maintained, the roll rate can 
be assumed zero for roll attitude–stabilized systems and the Euler rate equa-
tions can be simplified by setting �Fb = 0�

The LLV to vehicle body axis direction cosine matrix [A] is defined in terms 
of the Euler angles and given in Equation 9�43:
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The [ ]A LLV
B  matrix is an orthogonal transformation, and therefore, the direc-

tion cosine matrix to reverse the direction and go from B to LLV frame is its 
transpose and given in the following equation:
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The LLV velocity is found by multiplying the [ ]A B
LLV matrix and the vehicle 

body frame velocity (u, v, w) components shown in the following equations:
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It is the purpose of flight analysis to solve the earlier set of equations to 
understand the flight behavior of the interceptor under boost, midcourse 
guidance, or terminal homing to assess design alternatives� This is typically 
formulated in an engagement simulation where a set of parallel target equa-
tions exist, and they are solved relative to one another� It is instructive here 
to first establish the mechanization to solve the primary vehicle set of equa-
tions, and then generality applies to characterize a target in a similar fashion 
if this detail is warranted�

We first establish the effect that the rotating earth has on the vehicle body� 
Assuming an ORE model, we establish the following equation as the set of 
rotational rates imparted on the vehicle body axes from the earth:
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The resulting translational force equations can now be developed along the 
body axes� They are given in the following equation� The applied forces along 
the body axes include aerodynamic, propulsion, and environmental (wind) 
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effects� The ORE gravity vector components gX, Y, Z are along the LLV frame 
and rotated using the body Euler angles to align with the vehicle body:
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Rotational equations of motion are developed assuming rigid-body dynamics 
and that a set of coordinate axes where the principal axes exist and the inertia 
matrix is a diagonal� Therefore, there are no products of inertia and the inverse 
of the inertia matrix is also a diagonal and Euler’s equations of motion hold� 
Moments or torques are the result of force vectors applied about (at a distance 
from) the center of gravity and the body responds to in the form of angular 
accelerations� These vehicle body rotational equations of motion hold regard-
less of the earth model implemented and are given in the following equation:
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The Euler angle rotation sequence is not commutative, and it is important 
to retain whatever sequence throughout the flight dynamics derivation and 
analysis� The rotation sequence is given here as (yaw, pitch, roll):
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The Euler angle approach used to define vehicle orientation in space con-
tains a singularity by inspection of the previous equation� As the second, or 
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pitch rotation (Θ), approaches ±90°, the yaw (Ψ) and roll (Φ) Euler angle rates 
become undefined� To eliminate this problem, flight dynamics has evolved 
to using quaternions [1] to compute body attitude�

Quaternions are mathematically defined but have no physical mean-
ing and in themselves have no usefulness in the study of flight dynamics� 
Quaternions are therefore only useful from a computational perspective� 
They must be converted back to Euler angles before any subsequent analysis 
can be accomplished� Specifically, quaternions are mathematical functions of 
the direction cosines of the vehicle orientation�

The initial vehicle orientation needs to be specified in Euler angles and 
then are converted to four quaternion values (e0, e1, e2, e3) that are used to 
initialize the quaternion rates when combined with the body rates� These 
quaternion rates are then integrated and converted back to Euler angles for 
interpretation and to begin the next computational iteration� The sequence 
for implementing quaternions is given in the following equations:
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9.2 Target and Clutter Returns

Clutter is a source of noise that interferes with target detection� By defini-
tion, clutter is any kind of unwanted echoes that originates from raindrops, 
birds, water, and ground surfaces� The occurrence of clutter may be a serious 
problem since it could result in echoes stronger than the intended target� It is 
often possible to discard much of the clutter by simply ignoring echoes from 
slow-moving objects using a Doppler gate, that is, by removing echoes not 
having the expected frequency� Using an appropriate frequency for the radar 
will also help decrease clutter since the reflectivity is frequency dependent� 
It is not always realistic to remove all clutter, and possible clutter must be 
taken into account in some real-life situations� Fortunately though, clutter 
can be removed with good results when using Doppler techniques and slow 
or stationary surface returns can be neglected�

9.2.1 Radar Returns

The radar range equation is used to determine both the target and clutter 
powers returned from a given range� The monostatic power returned from a 
target or clutter is a function of the radar parameters, range, and radar cross 
section as follows:
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where
Pt is the peak transmitter power
Gt is the transmit gain of the radar antenna
Ae is the effective receiving area of the radar antenna
σ is the radar cross section of the target or clutter
r is the slant range of the target or clutter
L is total transmit, receive, and processing losses

A complete and rigorous derivation of the monostatic radar range equation 
is presented by Blake [7]� For distributed clutter, the clutter radar cross sec-
tion is also a function of range� The following sections describe how the clut-
ter radar cross section can be estimated for both surface and volume clutter�

9.2.2 Surface Clutter Returns

The geometry for a simple surface clutter model is shown in Figure 9�7 for a 
sea/land environment where mountains rise from the seashore�
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The model is general in the sense that it accounts for rising terrain over-
land when determining the surface area intercepted by the main beam of 
the radar antenna at height hr. The range of the surface clutter patch from 
the radar is rc� The radar antenna and clutter heights with respect to a mean 
sea-level reference are hr and hc, respectively� The perpendicular distance 
from the radar to a line tangent to the clutter surface at the point where the 
antenna main beam axis intercepts the illuminated patch is the adjusted 
height, ha, of the radar for an equivalent flat land scenario� In the model, the 
main beam axis is always assumed to intersect the illuminated clutter patch 
at each range�

Using the model geometry, the surface length of the clutter patch in both 
the azimuth and elevation extents of the antenna main beam can be deter-
mined� The clutter patch surface area is computed assuming the intersection 
of the main beam and clutter surface is an elliptical surface� The clutter sur-
face length intercepted in the azimuth direction is a function of the antenna 
azimuth beamwidth, while the clutter surface length intercepted in the eleva-
tion direction is a function of either the pulse width or the antenna elevation 
beamwidth depending on the specific geometry� When the elevation surface 
length is a function of the pulse width, this is referred to as a pulse-limited 
clutter patch� Beam-limited clutter patch refers to the case of functional depen-
dency on the antenna beamwidth� Beam limiting usually occurs for close-
range clutter, with a transition to pulse limiting with increasing clutter range�

hr

ha

θ

ρ
rc

hc

FIGURE 9.7
Surface clutter geometry for a sea–mountainous land interface�
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To calculate the elevation surface length intercepted by the antenna beam 
for the pulse-limited case, the angle φ must be determined� The elevation 
surface length intercepted can be determined from

 z t jep c= 1 2/ sec  (9�57)

where
ζep is the elevation direction surface length intercepted
c is the speed of light
τ is the pulse width

The angle φ is also necessary to compute the surface length intercepted for 
the beam-limited case, that is,

 z q jeb c Er= csc  (9�58)

where θE is the antenna 3 dB elevation beamwidth� When the pulse-limited 
length, ζep, is greater than the beam-limited length, the surface clutter is 
beam limited� The clutter patch surface area is given for both the following 
cases:

 S rp ep c E= z q pulse limited  (9�59)

 S rb eb c A= p z q/ 4 beam limited  (9�60)

The surface clutter patch area is a truncated elliptical region for the pulse-
limited case and elliptical for the beam-limited case�

The radar cross section of the distributed clutter illuminated can be 
estimated:

 s sc oS=  (9�61)

where σo is the mean value of the areal backscatter coefficient for the clutter� 
Typical values for the areal backscatter coefficient for different clutter types 
can be found in the literature [9]�

Once the clutter patch radar cross section is determined, the received clut-
ter power can be determined by substitution of the clutter patch radar cross 
section, σc, into the radar range equation� The clutter power returned for 
the pulse-limited case decays as the inverse cube of range� At the transition 
range, the beam-limited and pulse-limited clutter patch areas are equal, pro-
viding a smooth transition�
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9.2.3 Volume Clutter Returns

For volume clutter such as rain, it is necessary to determine the illuminated 
clutter volume at each range� The illuminated clutter volume can be treated as 
two separate cases: (1) the beam (radar range–angle cell) is completely filled 
with clutter and (2) the beam is partially filled with clutter� When the beam is 
filled with clutter, the beam shape in angle and the pulse width in slant range 
bound the clutter volume� Assuming an elliptically shaped antenna beam, 
the clutter volume illuminated for the beam-filled case can be expressed as

 V r r cc E c A= p q q t/ /4 2( )( )( )  (9�62)

Since the gain of the transmit and receive beams is not uniform over the 
areal beamwidth of the antenna, the aforementioned expression is usu-
ally reduced by the factor 2(ln 2) assuming a Gaussian two-way antenna 
pattern [9], that is,

 V r r cc E c A= p q q t/( (ln ))( )( )( )16 2  (9�63)

The radar cross section of the volume clutter illuminated is estimated as

 s sc vV=  (9�64)

where σv is the mean value of the volumetric backscatter coefficient� Typical 
values for the volumetric backscatter coefficient for various clutter types can 
be found in the literature [8]� Once the illuminated clutter volume radar cross 
section is determined, the received clutter power can be determined from 
the radar range equation� Beam-filled volume clutter returns decay as the 
inverse square of range�

When the antenna beam (range–angle cell) is not filled with clutter, the clut-
ter volume is no longer bounded in elevation by the beam shape� For non-
beam-filled clutter, two phenomena can occur simultaneously or individually: 
(1) the beam shape exceeds the clutter maximum height in elevation and/or (2) 
part of the beam intercepts the surface of the earth� Figures 9�8 and 9�9 illus-
trate the two cases in a cross-sectional view perpendicular to the main beam 
axis assuming an elliptically shaped two-way antenna areal beamwidth�

To determine the cross-sectional area illuminated, it is necessary to know 
the areas of the triangular region and elliptic sector shown in Figure 9�9� 
The illuminated area of the truncated semiellipse of Figure 9�9 can be deter-
mined straightforwardly when the height, h, from the main beam axis to the 
truncation point is known� The base length of the triangular sector, g, can be 
determined from geometry as

 g a h a b= -[ ( ) ] /2 2 2 1 2/  (9�65)
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 a rc A= q /2  (9�66)

 b rc E= q /2  (9�67)

where a and b are the ellipse semiaxis lengths� At this point, the angle φ can 
be determined as

 j p= - -/ /2 1tan ( )g h  (9�68)

Next, the area of the elliptic sector is determined by computing the incre-
mental area of the ellipse as a function of the angle φ� This elliptic sector is 
determined by integrating in cylindrical coordinates� The result of this inte-
gration results in the area of the elliptic sector as

 A ab a bE = -( ) tan [( ) tan ]/ /2 1 j  (9�69)

Main beam axis

b Clutter height

Illuminated area

Point where beam
intercepts surface

of the earth

a

FIGURE 9.8
Illustration showing the cross-sectional view of non-beam-filled volume clutter�

h p

g
Triangular region

Elliptic sector

FIGURE 9.9
Illustration showing the semiellipse geometry used to determine the cross-sectional area of 
the illuminate clutter volume�
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The semi-ellipse area illuminated is just twice the sum of the areas of the 
triangular and elliptic sector regions:

 A gh ab a bSE = + -( ) tan [( ) tan ]1 / j  (9�70)

The illuminated volume of the partially filled beam can now be approxi-
mated as

 
V A A cSE

UPPER
SE
LOWER= +( ) t/( ln )4 2  (9�71)

where the length of the truncated elliptic cylinder is cτ/2� This result assumes 
that the antenna beam axis is parallel to the earth’s surface at each clutter 
range�

9.2.3.1 Clutter Processing Considerations

Ambiguous clutter returns occur in an MTI or PD waveform when clutter 
exists beyond the unambiguous range of the waveform� The unambiguous 
range is the range associated with the duration of the pulse repetition inter-
val (PRI) or time between successive pulses� For a PRI of 0�1 μs, the unambig-
uous range is 15 km� Ambiguous range clutter returns compete with targets 
in the unambiguous range interval for detection� All targets of interest are 
assumed to lie within the unambiguous range� In addition, the ambigu-
ous or folded clutter return may not be present in each of the pulse returns 
processed� When this occurs, the clutter filter is no longer matched to reject 
the clutter return, resulting in decreased clutter rejection� This effect can be 
quite significant for clutter filters that only process several pulses�

The following sections discuss topics that directly relate to the ability of 
the clutter processing to reject ambiguous clutter effectively� The topics dis-
cussed include the clutter processing interval, maximum clutter range, fill 
pulses, and clutter rejection degradation�

9.2.4 Coherent Processing Interval

The coherent processing interval (CPI) can be best described by referring to a 
simple example� In this example, the scenario is limited to three range frames, 
which contain either a target or a clutter that is processed using three-pulse 
MTI� A range frame is simply a range interval equal to the unambiguous range, 
rua, of the waveform� The target and clutter scenario is shown in Figure 9�10 with 
the target denoted by the caret symbol and clutter denoted by the asterisks� For 
this example, point clutter is used; however, the results apply to distributed 
clutter as well� A target is located at a range of 0�5 times, the unambiguous 
range, and clutter is located at 1�5 and 2�5 times, the unambiguous range�
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The superscripts refer to the range frame where the clutter or target physi-
cally resides and subscripts refer to the pulse number within the burst 
from which the radar return is received� For a five-pulse MTI waveform 
(see  Figure  9�10), the time coincident returns in the first three processing 
intervals are shown in Table 9�1, where the coherent processing interval cov-
ers one unambiguous range interval for three contiguous range frames� The 
number of the CPI corresponds to the pulse number where clutter process-
ing begins, that is, CPI #1 begins at pulse 1, CPI #2 begins at pulse 2, and so 
on� The data are processed out to the unambiguous range of the last pulse 
in the burst, and typically, the first available coherent processing interval is 
used� It is observed that the mixture of target and clutter returns is vastly 
different depending on which CPI is selected for processing�

For example, in CPI #1, the target return is present in each pulse return; 
however, the clutter return from range frame #2 is in two returns and the clut-
ter from range frame #3 is only in one return� Close examination of Table 9�1 
reveals that the target appears in each range frame processed in CPI #1, that 
is, a target within the unambiguous range interval will always appear in 
each frame of CPI #1� Further, the number of missing clutter returns in the 
first available CPI is equal to the displacement in range frames of the CPI 
from the actual clutter range� Since missing clutter returns result in degraded 
clutter rejection, it is desirable to fill the coherent processing interval with 
clutter� The task of the clutter processing waveform designer is to provide an 
adequate number of fill pulses for the specified clutter scenario as illustrated 

F1

0.5 rua 1.5 rua 2.5 rua r

Л * *

T1
j

F2

C2
j

F3

C3
j

FIGURE 9.10
Example unambiguous clutter scenario�

TABLE 9.1

Time Coincident Radar Returns for Three 
Pulses for Scenario

CPI #1 CPI #2 CPI #3 

Frame 1 T1
1 T C2

1
1
2+ T C C3

1
2
2

1
3+ +

Frame 2 T C2
1

1
2+ T C C3

1
2
2

1
3+ +

Frame 3 T C C3
1

2
2

1
3+ +
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in Figure 9�11� Since real-world clutter environments can be quite complex, a 
set of waveforms may be required that can be adapted to the clutter environ-
ment to optimize clutter rejection and target detection�

9.2.5 Fill Pulses

Fill pulses are used to fill in the missing clutter returns� They are extra 
pulses in addition to the number required for a particular clutter filter� In 
this example case, three pulses are required with additional pulses used to 
fill in clutter returns� Assuming four pulses are transmitted and processing 
does not begin until after the second pulse is transmitted (CPI #2 process-
ing), the time coincident returns are given in Table 9�2�

Note that CPI #2 (the first available CPI) is now filled except for a single 
missing clutter return in frame 1 at long range, C3, which will cause some 
degradation in clutter rejection against the C3 clutter component� If only the 
second time around clutter is present, then CPI #2 is the preferred processing 
interval; however, the third time around clutter can be effectively canceled 
by processing CPI #3 with a two-pulse MTI�

Now, consider a five-pulse burst where processing begins after pulse 3 is 
transmitted� This corresponds to the case of using two fill pulses� The time 
coincident radar returns are summarized in Table 9�3�

Pulse 1

rua

Pulse 2

Pulse 3

Pulse 4

Pulse 5

^ * *

* *

* *

* *

* *

^

^

^

^

FIGURE 9.11
Radar returns from five coherent pulses for Table 9�1 scenario�

TABLE 9.2

Time Coincident Radar Returns for Four 
Pulses with One Fill Pulse Delay

CPI #2 CPI #3 CPI #4 

Frame 1 T C2
1

1
2+ T C C3

1
2
2

1
3+ + T C C4

1
3
2

3
2+ +

Frame 2 T C C3
1

2
2

1
3+ + T C C4

1
3
2

2
3+ +

Frame 3 T C C4
1

3
2

2
3+ +
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Now, the clutter returns are completely filled in CPI #3� Clearly, for nth time 
around clutter, n − 1 fill pulses are needed to completely fill in the clutter in 
the first available processing interval after the fill pulses are transmitted�

9.2.6 Maximum Clutter Range

The maximum clutter range is defined as the maximum range at which a clut-
ter return can be received and processed� This also corresponds to the mini-
mum range at which a jammer can intercept and repeat a single pulse of the 
waveform that is received and processed by the radar� The maximum clutter 
range is proportional to the total number of pulses in the burst and is given as

 r c M FP PRI r M FPmc ua= + = +[ ( ) ] ( )/2  (9�72)

where
FP is the number of fill pulses
M is the number of pulses coherently processed

This is the range beyond which clutter returns and responsive jamming are 
not received and processed by the radar�

9.2.7 Clutter Rejection Degradation

Range ambiguous clutter returns degrade clutter rejection when the ambig-
uous clutter returns are not completely filled� Specifically, one or more range 
frames may not contain the return(s) from a range ambiguous clutter source� 
When this occurs, one or more of the pulses do not contain the same clutter 
returns as the other pulses, resulting in reduced clutter rejection (the clutter 
notch depth is reduced)� For example, in Figure 9�12, the frequency response 
of a five-pulse MTI filter with Chebyshev weighting is shown for 0 missing 
returns (1st time clutter), 1 missing return (2nd time clutter), and 2 missing 
returns (3rd time clutter)�

Multiple time around clutter reduces the ability of the MTI filter to reject 
the low-velocity radar returns associated with the clutter that is slow mov-
ing or stationary� The low-velocity region of the clutter filter is sometimes 
referred to as the clutter notch� In general, the clutter may be distributed 

TABLE 9.3

Time Coincident Radar Returns for Five 
Pulses with Two Fill Pulses Delay

CPI #3 CPI #4 CPI #5 

Frame 1 T C C3
1

2
2

1
3+ + T C C4

1
3
2

2
3+ + T C C5

1
4
2

3
3+ +

Frame 2 T C C4
1

3
2

2
3+ + T C C5

1
4
2

3
3+ +

Frame 3 T C C5
1

4
2

3
3+ +
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in velocity and overlap the transition and/or passband of the clutter filter� 
When this is the case, the clutter cannot be completely rejected unless an 
MTI filter with a wider clutter notch is used�

9.2.8 Range–Velocity Visibility

A target is said to be visible in a given range–velocity cell if the signal-to-
clutter pulse noise ratio at the detector meets or exceeds the required level 
to achieve a specified probability of detection� Range eclipsing and blind 
velocities result from implementation practices and ultimately determine 
the range–velocity visibility of a waveform, while ineffective clutter rejec-
tion can result in greatly degraded subclutter visibility�

Eclipsed ranges result from turning off or blanking the receiver while 
transmitting each pulse in the burst since it is difficult to obtain enough 
isolation to receive radar returns without degraded sensitivity during high-
power transmission� Blind velocities occur because the clutter filter fre-
quency response rejects targets that lie within the clutter notch� The effects 
of eclipsing and blind velocities can be reduced by the use of multiple bursts 
with different pulse repetition frequencies�

Loss in target visibility due to insufficient clutter rejection is very much 
dependent on the specific clutter environment� Percent target visibility is a 
figure of merit that is used in designing clutter rejection waveforms� Some 
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FIGURE 9.12
Effect of range ambiguous clutter on MTI clutter rejection capability�
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range–velocity regions may be given a higher priority depending on the 
application and need to be weighted accordingly� The following paragraphs 
discuss eclipsing, blind velocities, and visibility in clutter in more detail�

9.2.9 Eclipsing

Eclipsing, in general, may result from at least two sources: (1) receiver blank-
ing during high-power transmission and (2) when the radar antenna has 
nonreciprocal phase shifters such as in some phased array designs, the 
receiver is additionally blanked during the time it takes to switch the phase 
shifters from receive to transmit and then from transmit to receive� The total 
blanking time determines the eclipsed range interval:

 r c te pc= +( )t /2  (9�73)

where tpc is the phase shifter cycling time� Eclipsing occurs each time a pulse 
in the burst is transmitted�

9.2.10 Blind Velocities

Blind velocities result because the clutter filter response repeats at multiples 
of the pulse repetition frequency (PRF)� Since the unambiguous velocity is 
equal to the PRF, the blind velocity interval will repeat at multiples of the 
unambiguous velocity that is given as

 v c PRIfua c= /( )2  (9�74)

where fc is the radar microwave frequency� The blind velocity interval is 
determined by the width of the notch region of the MTI filter�

9.2.11 Visibility in Clutter

The percent of the instrumented range–velocity space visible for a given 
waveform is a figure of merit often used to gauge performance� A target is 
visible if it is not located at an eclipsed range or blind velocity and the signal-
to-clutter plus noise ratio is sufficient to achieve the required probability of 
detection� When the MTI waveform consists of more than one burst PRF in 
order to resolve velocity ambiguities and to effectively reduce or eliminate 
blind velocities, a particular target range–velocity combination is said to be 
visible if the requirements are met for one or more of the multiple PRFs� In 
other words, if the requirement is met for at least one PRF for a given target 
range–velocity combination, the target is visible�

Since some target range–velocity combinations may have a higher prior-
ity for detection than others, such as a high-velocity target at close range as 
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opposed to a low-velocity target at long range, it may be desirable to weight 
the range–velocity space� For the general case of nonuniform weighting, the 
percent coverage can be written as

 
%

( , )
( , )

C
W r v
W r v

v= S
S

 (9�75)

where Wv are the weights for the visible range–velocity space and the denom-
inator is the sum of all weights over the entire space under consideration�

Various combinations of range and velocity weighting should provide 
a reasonable amount of flexibility� Three range weighting alternatives are 
considered� The range weightings are (1) linearly decreasing with range, 
(2) exponential decreasing, and (3) a combination of uniform and monotoni-
cally decreasing weights as shown in Figure 9�13�

The slope for the linearly decreasing range weighting is specifiable such 
that the range axis intercept point always occurs at the maximum range� 
For the case of exponential decay weighting, the rate of decay is specifiable� 
For combinational weighting, a uniform weight is applied out to specifiable 
range rt and an exponentially decreasing weight is applied from range rt to 
the maximum range�

The two velocity weightings considered are (1) uniform and (2) linearly 
increasing with velocity with the velocity intercept occurring at zero veloc-
ity� The range and velocity weights are assumed to be separable, so the com-
bined weight is just their product:

 W W Wrv r v=  (9�76)

This approach allows greater emphasis to be given to high-velocity, short-
range targets that stress the capabilities of the radar and weapon system�

9.3 Seeker Noise Sources

9.3.1 Receiver Noise

Receiver noise is a range-dependent noise source� The effect of receiver noise 
and the guidance command generation needs to be considered and possibly 
filtered before seeker angle measurements can be used in a guidance law� 
Receiver noise comes from a number of different sources, both natural and 
man-made, and according to Nesline [10], receiver noise is the thermal noise 
produced at the radar receiver with range dependence governed by the radar 
range equation as shown in the following equation:

 
s srn RN

TMR
R

= ×0
0

 (9�77)
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where σRN0
 is the receiver noise standard deviation at the reference range, R0, 

given a receiver noise correlation time constant, TRN0
� The white reference 

receiver noise angular error standard deviation is a function of its power 
spectral density (PSD) and is found using the following equation:
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0

02
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×
F

 (9�78)

RTM is the time-dependent range between the target and the interceptor mis-
sile� Internal noise is primarily introduced in the early stages of the receiver, 
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FIGURE 9.13
Three types of range weighting for % coverage determination: (a) linear weighting, (b) expo-
nential weighting, and (c) uniform/exponential weighting�
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in that it passes through all amplifying stages of the receiver and will there-
fore dominate noise introduced later in the receiver� Other sources of radio 
signals are the ground, space, etc�, but in airborne applications these are neg-
ligible compared to the internal noise [9]�

9.3.1.1 Glint

Much has been written [10–15] on Glint and its associated effects on missile 
terminal homing accuracy and miss distance� Glint can be defined as the 
RCS fluctuation-induced apparent LOS angle and angle rate change� Glint 
is not dependent on the radar or specific tracking techniques (conical scan, 
monopulse, etc�) and is principally the result of coherent scattering from 
a complex target (e�g�, body, wings, tail)� When considering the reflections 
from a complex target, they are not simply from a point but are a collection 
of point scatterers all contributing to the reflections collected by the track-
ing radar�

Target motion in the form of maneuvering or stabilization motions (short 
or long period motions for example) contributes glint by changing the rela-
tive phase and magnitude relationship between each independent scatterer� 
The resultant effect of this motion is to cause an apparent random wander 
of the radar center of the target being tracked� The wander occurs in both 
angle and range and will have rate components� Glint is particularly a prob-
lem for seekers as it is a low-frequency phenomenon and usually falls in the 
passband of the servos driving the antenna and cannot be easily filtered� 
Compounding the problem is that as the intercept range closes to zero, the 
angle error increases infinitely per lateral fluctuation deviation resulting in 
the saturation of the servo system�

Glint, for complex targets with many scatters, is statistically characterized 
by James [16], Barton [17], and Garnell [18] as a Gaussian probability density 
function (PDF) with the mean and standard deviation of the spectrum tied 
to the target dimensions� According to Garnell, glint is largely a phenom-
enon in the target yaw plane and the RMS value can be characterized as 1/5 
its wingspan, while James claims values between 1/3 and 1/6 are appropri-
ate� Gordon [15] characterizes glint standard deviation as follows:

 
sgl

k L
R

int =
×

 (9�79)

where
k (0�1–0�2) is the proportionality constant from empirical study
L  is the target wingspan
R  is the range to target

Although Gordon predicts that glint follows a time-correlated, student-t dis-
tribution, he concludes that using a Gaussian distribution in an extended 
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nonlinear Kalman filter is appropriate� Gordon should be consulted for a 
sophisticated approach to modeling glint�

Garnell proposes to model the glint spectrum as white noise passed 
through a first-order lag with correlation time constant (Tg) and shown in the 
following:
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2 21
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where
K k Tg g g

2 2 2= × ×p /  is the mean square value of the glint
Tg is typically in the numeric ranges between 0�1 and 0�25

Gordon, referencing Barton, expresses Tg as follows:
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where
λ is the seeker radar RF wavelength
ωa is the rate of change of the interceptor to target aspect angle (rad/s)
L is the span of the target across the line of sight

9.3.1.2 Radome Boresight Error

According to Nesline and Zarchan [13], the radome boresight error slope 
(RBS) is the rate of change of the refraction angle with the gimbal angle and 
can be expressed mathematically as

 R dr d H= / q  (9�82)

The radome slope R can be modeled according to the relationship devel-
oped from the empirical data and provided by Nesline and Zarchan [13] and 
shown here in Equations 9�83 and 9�84:

 R RT= ± /2  (9�83)
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The following radome material parameters and definitions [13] in Table 9�4 
apply�
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Acronyms

AAD Area air defense
ADI Air defense interceptor
ADM Air defense missile
ADP Architecture design proposal
AMD Air and missile defense
AOA Angle of attack
BAT Battlespace assessment tool
BCW Body–canard–wing
BEAT Battlespace engineering assessment tool
BECO Booster engine cut-off
BMD Ballistic missile defense
BMP Battle management processor
BMS Battle management system
BT Body–tail
BWT Body–wing–tail
CCM Configuration control management
CDR Critical design review
CDS Central defense system
CFA Crossed-field amplifier
CLS Communication link system
CONOPS Concept of operations
CPI Coherent processing interval
CW Continuous wave
dB Decibel
dBsm dB square meter
DPO Defense penetration options
DPT Defense penetration technique
DRFM Digital RF memory
ECC Engagement control computer
ECEF Earth-centered earth-fixed
ECIC Earth-centered inertial Cartesian
ECM Electronic counter measures
ECS Engagement computer system
EM Electromagnetic
EO Electro-optical
ESFC Earth surface fixed Cartesian
EW Electronic warfare
FCS Fire-control system
FOS Family of systems
FOV Field of view
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FSS Frequency selective surface
GHz Gigahertz
GIA Guidance integrated airframe
GIC Guidance integrated control
GIN Guidance integrated noise
GIT Guidance integrated target
GLONASS Global navigation satellite system
GPS Global positioning system
GNC Guidance, navigation, and control
HE Heading error
HEW High-energy weapon
IBW Instantaneous bandwidth
ID Identification
IFF Identification friend or foe
IPT Integrated product team
IR Infrared
IRU Inertial reference unit
ISR Intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
kW Kilowatt
LAR Lifecycle assessment reviews
LCIC Launch-centered inertial cartesian
LLV Locally level vehicle
LNA Low noise amplifier
LOAL Lock-on after launch
LOBL Lock-on before launch
LOS Line of sight
LR Long range
m Meter
MHz Megahertz
μs Microsecond
MITL Man in the loop
MNS Mission needs statement
MOE Measure of effectiveness
MR Medium range
MRBM Medium-range ballistic missile
MTI Moving target indicator
MW Megawatt
NED North–east–down
OCR Operational capability review
ORE Oblate rotating earth
ORR Operational readiness review
PAC Patriot advanced capability
PD Pulse Doppler
PDR Preliminary design review
PIP Predicted-intercept-point
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Pk Probability of kill
PN Proportional navigation
PRF Pulse repetition frequency
PSD Power spectral density
Pssk Probability of single-shot kill
RAM Radar-absorbing material
RCS radar cross section
RDR Retirement and disposal review
RF Radio frequency
RFP Request for proposal
S Shoot
SAR Semi-active radar
SCU Servo control unit
SDD System design documents
SE Systems engineering
SEMP Systems engineering management plan
SER Systems engineering review
SLS Shoot–Look–Shoot
S/N Signal-to-noise
SOS System of systems
SR Short range
SRBM Short-range ballistic missile
SRD Systems requirement document
SRR Systems requirements review
SS Shoot–Shoot
SSD Ship self defense
SSS Shoot–Shoot–Shoot
SST Sensor suite tools
STC Sensitivity time control
TDD Target detecting device
TGO Time to go
THL Terminal homing time
THT Terminal homing time
TLA Top-level architecture
TLR Top-level requirement
T/R Transmit/receive
TRR Test readiness review
TST Target system tools
TVC Thrust vector control
TVM Track via missile
TWT Traveling wave tube
VV&A Validation, verification, and accreditation
W Watt
WFG Waveform generator
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